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COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT IN 

KYRGYZSTAN AND KAZAKHSTAN 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Center for Institutional Refonn and the Infonnal Sector (IRIS Center) of the University 
of Maryland, under contract to the U.S. Agency for International Development, conducts Market 
Environment Task Directives in the New Independent States. This Executive Summary presents 
the results of the seven person Commercial Law Project design team effort in Kyrgyzstan and 
Kazakhstan. 

BACKGROUND 

In an effort to lay the legal framework for economic changes, the Republics of Kazakhstan 
and Kyrgyzstan have enacted, either through parliamentary action or by decree, a significant 
number of laws relating to commercial activity. Kazakhstan has adopted Part I of a model civil 
code, which sets out the fundamental principles of property and contract. The parliament of 
Kyrgyzstan has reviewed Part I of the model civil code and is expected to pass it in the Fall of 
1995. Each has also adopted a law relating to the creation and powers of business entities, such as 
joint-stock companies and partnerships. It is anticipated that each country will soon adopt Part II 
of the civil code, which will provide more detailed provisions relating to particular types of 
commercial transactions. 

Over the past two and a half years, much progress has also been accomplished on the 
transfonnation of the economies of Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan and the establishment of a free 
market environment. USAID funded projects have supported mass, small scale, and agricultural 
privatization in both countries. USAID economic restructuring and privatization efforts to date 
have, of necessity, supported the development and passage of relevant commercial laws. Where 
possible these projects have worked primarily with the responsible ministries and administrative 
agencies in order to achieve assigned objectives. At times, presidential and ministerial decrees 
have been obtained. 

The laws that exist in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan are in a stage of rapid development and, 
while flawed in many respects, could serve as a basis for commercial activity. They have not yet 
lived up to their potential to support a market economy primarily because there is as yet no effective 
and predictable means of enforcing the rights and obligations created by existing legislation. The 
USAID Commercial Law Project proposes to provide technical assistance and training for the 
improvement and implementation of commercial laws and the establishment or strengthening of 
involved agencies including the judiciary and private non-governmental organizations. 
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The Commercial Law Project will provide technical assistance and training in the three 
functional categories of Bankruptcy; Trade and Investment; and General Business and 
Commercial Law. Task orders for one year efforts are to be issued to two Omnibus II 
Privatization contractors for Bankruptcy and Trade and Investment. The IRIS Center under the 
Market Environment Project Task Directive Number 11 will conduct the General Business and 
Commercial Law component. A fourth contractor will conduct the training task order that will 
support the training programs of the three functional categories and the related commercial law 
training needs of other priority USAID, multilateral and unilateral donor programming. 

COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT DESIGN AND STRATEGY 

Certain conditions within the Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan legal settings will affect the 
priorities of the Commercial Law Project and the associated technical assistance and training 
activities to achieve overall objectives. Additionally, certain constraints may affect the feasibility of 
the proposed strategy and approaches for project implementation. Written materials including 
commercial laws in draft and final form were reviewed by the design team. Interviews were 
conducted with key Government of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan officials, bilateral and multilateral 
donor personnel and contractors engaged in commercial law related activities, and with legal 
professionals. In the conduct of interviews and collecting of relevant design data, the issues 
considered by the design team included the status of commercial law development (the sources of 
laws, process of drafting and revising laws, and procedures for adoption of laws); the complex of 
law development and implementation institutions at the local, oblast and national levels; access to 
laws by legal professionals and interested citizens; and special issues such as land privatization, 
distribution of responsibilities for commercial law among governmental functions, the presence of 
corruption and impact of bureaucratic constraints on the private sector; and national/regional 
considerations. 

The USAID NIS Project experience in economic restructuring, privatization, and 
democracy initiatives has identified characteristics that historically have proven valuable to 
enhancing legal reform project efforts. These include the following: short term (six month) 
workplans to meet changing conditions and to achieve measurable results, development of local 
cadres to support expatriate technical specialists and provide trained nationals to be the core of 
sustainable commercial law activity, and coordination with USAID contractors and other donors to 
build on privatization, democracy and commercial law development efforts. 

The project strategy, in planning and execution, requires a comprehensive approach that 
considers the existing legal, cultural, political, and economic milieu. The development and 
implementation of the four commercial law components should include attention to existing and 
emerging opportunities; current players and new interested individuals and organizations; 
potential for building coalitions and consensus; and the interrelationships between these factors. 
This comprehensive approach also takes into consideration the foundation established by previous 
and current USAID privatization, economic restructuring and democracy programming. 

A major aspect of the law is the drafting of laws. While the drafting of concise and 
appropriate laws provides measurable results in improving commercial laws, the actual process of 



drafting itself is important. Engaging individuals and organizations in that process through the 
provision of technical assistance and training can assure that new lessons are learned and that 
additional capacity for writing laws is created, a result that has even more value than the passage of 
a law. The commercial law strategy emphasizes participation of Kyrgyz and Kazakh professionals 
and not the creation of model laws. Through the utilization of working groups to address specified 
areas within commercial law , individuals and organizations can become engaged in the process of 
drafting, refining, passage and implementation of commercial law. Such groups can provide 
follow-on and subsequent support for passage of laws. 

DESIGN FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Commercial Law Project must impact upon the economic outlook of the 20 million 
citizens of the two Central Asian Republics. A shift or transformation is needed within the 
economic and cultural perspective affected by the 70 year history of autocratic and, at times, 
capricious economic decisions based on the false assumption that a mass economy can be planned 
and operated in minute detail. Strongly related factors include the public's wide distrust in 
government and general acceptance in the premise that capitalism/free enterprise is socially 
irresponsible. The Commercial Law Project has the potential to have an impact on the general 
outlook and public awareness of the value of sound commercial laws and viable implementing 
organizations. 

The overall project strategy can explicitly include elements to assist in achieving the desired 
effects. The four components of the Commercial Law Project, given the nature of the legal subject 
matter and possibilities for the application of technical assistance and training resources, will have 
differing sets of objectives, priorities, tasks and implementing structures. Since there is likely to 
be competing demands on the resources of each Commercial Law Project component, the placing 
of priorities will be critical and workplans will need to reflect those priorities. In addition, the 
different legal environments in the two countries will require the design and selection of 
appropriate approaches to meet existing and changing conditions. 

o Counterparts: Counterparts for the developing and implementing of the four 
Commercial Law Project components will include the Ministries of Justice, Trade, 
Finance and Economy, and their departments and agencies involved in privatization 
commercial law development, and the arbitrage courts. 

o Stakeholders: Stakeholders will include associations of businesses, creditor 
associations (primarily financial institutions and entities that provide credit such as 
suppliers), unions and workers, notaries, and the legal profession. Relationships 
should be established with the private and public law schools. 

o Working Groups and Committees: The design team recommends that 
coordinating working committees be established in each country to provide an 
overview for commercial law development and for implementation of targeted tasks 
for the four Commercial Law Project components. In the selection of membership 
of these groups, every attempt should be made for broad inclusion in order to 
incorporate differing viewpoints and experiences. 



o Demonstration Projects: The four components should consider demonstration 
or pilot projects to develop and test sound approaches to achieving commercial law 
objectives. For example, in both the process of privatization of state owned entities 
and in the course of regular bankruptcy proceedings, the Bankruptcy component 
contractor can identify cases for special attention and the provision of technical 
assistance and training. 

o Trainin2 PQPulations: The burden for interpreting and applying the commercial 
laws eventually rests on the ability of the judiciary. Consequently, a major target 
group for training will be the approximately 120 commercial (arbitration) court 
judges in Kazakhstan and approximately 60 commercial court judges in 
Kyrgyzstan. The legal profession and administrative bodies of government also 
generally lack understanding of the principles of commercial law and appreciation of 
the importance of such principles for a well-functioning economy. 

o Trainin2 Topics: Training topics will be organized into two categories. Generic 
topics for commercial law will include subjects such as commercial law concepts, 
due process, and contracts. Specialized topics will include courses such as 
international trade and investment, bankruptcy, and credit. 

o Coordination: The potential achievements of the Commercial Law Project will 
also depend heavily upon the degree of coordination within the four components 
and with the commercial law reform efforts of others. In addition to USAID 
contractors, other efforts are underway through the World Bank, EBRD, and the 
Soros Foundation. This coordination will require a defined structure for the four 
components and an assignment of responsibilities to assure the flow of information 
and the engagement in mutually beneficial activities. 

o Central Asia and NIS Harmonization: Model civil laws have been and will 
continue to be developed by organizations in the NIS and Eastern Europe. The 
Commercial Law Project should take advantage of these efforts and encourage the 
use of regional institutions and expertise. 

o Continuity/SustainabiIity: Creative approaches to support institutional 
development and strengthening should be considered. The fostering of technology 
and the provision of computers, modems, and other information related equipment 
to enhance the capabilities of participating institutions can be cost effective ways to 
facilitate communications and establish relationships to further Commercial Law 
Project objectives. Working with budget personnel associated with the courts and 
the provision of analysis in support of increasing salaries for judges could upgrade 
the status of the judiciary. 

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT COMPONENTS 

During the one year period of the four Commercial Law Project task orders, a total USAID 
funding of approximately $10 million will be made available. The level of effort will be in the 
range of 18 to 20 person years of long term expatriate technical specialists; 10 person years of 
short term technical specialists; and 80 person years of local country national technical and support 
personnel. The Commercial Law Project will utilize these resources to address specified 
commercial law development objectives and implement tasks to maximize the impact on supporting 
market environments in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. Synergetic coordination and cooperation 
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between all four components are necessary to assure the maximum impact of the Commercial Law 
Project. The four Commercial Law Project components are summarized below: 

o Bankruptcy and Privatization: Major transfers of state-owned enterprises into 
private ownership have been delayed interminably due to the inability of the 
involved parties to accommodate legal and economic requirements. This task order 
will support the development of enabling legislation, target key privatization 
opportunities, and demonstrate, through technical assistance and pilot projects 
involving state agencies and judicial institutions, innovative and effective 
approaches to resolve debt and bankruptcy issues in the privatization process. 
Activities will contribute to establishing the bankruptcy process as facilitating new 
business development, risk assessment, and the financing of enterprises. 

o Trade and Investment: The trade and investment laws of Kyrgyzstan and 
Kazakhstan are relatively good, yet inadequate for attracting foreign investment. 
The two republics are faced with the challenge of opening their economies to the 
world market and foreign investment. In the midst of evolving trade and 
investment law, several components will be targeted. Priority tasks, among other 
possibilities for improving the law and supporting institutions, include technical 
assistance support for entry into GATTIWTO and the establishment of a 
strengthened customs service. 

o Economic Reform and Commercial Law: Under Task Directive No. 11, 
Subtask No.2 of the NIS Market Environment Project (Contract NO. CCN -0009-
C-00-4026-00), the IRIS Center of the University of Maryland will address 
commercial law development and reforms other than the areas of bankruptcy and 
trade and investment. Collateral law, because of its application to a broad sphere 
of commercial law activities such as banking and mortgages, is a high priority area 
to be addressed and will be included under general business and commercial law. 
Similarly, the regulatory and administrative impediments to forming and operating 
business entities will also be a priority reform activity. In addition to technical 
assistance to support drafting and improvement of commercial laws, this 
component will build consensus for reform and will develop and demonstrate 
enforcement mechanisms to assure the process of commercial transactions in a 
market economy. Public information and education on commercial law and 
development of commercial law libraries will be subtasks. Technical assistance 
support will be provided to other USAID economic reform and privatization 
projects for commercial law and related institutional development. 

o Commercial Law Trainin2: This component addresses the training needs of 
law practitioners, members of parliament and their staffs, the judiciary, and bar 
associations as related to commercial law at training centers to be established in 
Bishkek and in Almaty. The priority of the training programming is to meet the 
commercial law and related substantive training needs of the three functional 
components which will take the lead in developing training programs in their 
commercial law subject areas. Commercial Law Training will work with each of 
the three components to conduct training needs assessments, design training 
programs, develop training materials, and deliver workshops, seminars, on-the
job, and other training. A major focus of the training program will be the training 
of trainers in order to build the capacity of providing commercial law training in 
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. Training support in commercial law development will 
also be provided to priority USAID economic reform and privatization efforts. 

v 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

The project on Institutional Refonn and the Infonnal Sector (IRIS) has two main purposes: 
enlarging knowledge about the role of institutions through research, and promoting institutional 
reform in the third world and in countries undergoing transition from communism by providing 
technical and organizational assistance. The main institutions of concern to IRIS are the rules that 
structure incentives to stimulate production and mutually advantageous trade, and that provide the 
legal framework for democratic societies with competitive markets. The premise of IRIS is that 
institutions in the less successful economies of the second and third worlds offer poor structures of 
incentives, inhibit economic growth and democratic development and often force much economic 
activity into the infonnal economy. For the IRIS Center, "institutions" constitute the rules such as 
the contract and property rights that are included under commercial law . 

IRIS is the prime contractor under a three year USAID contract to support market 
environment refonns in the Newly Independent States of the fonner Soviet Union (NIS). The 
contract has two major components-Legal and Regulatory Environment, and Economic Education. 
Under Task Directive No. 11 of the USAID Market Environment Project, the IRIS Center sent a 
Technical Assistance Team to design the Commercial Law Project for Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. 
This final report presents the results of the design team efforts for a four week period in the field 
from July 3 to July 29, 1995 and a week in production to revise the draft report. Team members 
included Karen A. Russell, IRIS Market Environment Project Coordinator; Leo T. Surla, Jr., 
Economist/Design Team Leader; James L. Kenworthy, Trade and Investment Legal Specialist; 
Keith Rosten, Judicial and Legal Training Specialist; David T. Cohen, Bankruptcy Specialist; and 
Paul Mahoney and Hugh Pigott, General Business and Commercial Law Specialists. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The people of the Republics of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan have committed themselves to 
reversing the seven decades of centrally planned and controlled economies and to the establishment 
of market-based economies. Until recently, the legal infrastructures supporting free enterprise and 
market economies lagged behind the policies of the two governments for economic restructuring 
and privatization. 

In the course of implementing an extensive USAID program of economic restructuring and 
privatization (includes mass, small scale and agricultural sector privatization; higher education in 
business and economics; securities exchange development; and banking) it has become 
increasingly apparent that future progress would best be served through targeting the market 
environment consisting of commercial laws, including related decrees and regulations, and the 
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supporting institutions that define and enforce commercial law. Additionally, new commercial law 
project targets of opportunity have been uncovered in the area of debt restructuring and bankruptcy 
reform to facilitate privatization of state-owned enterprises and in the area of trade and investment. 

USAID economic restructuring and privatization efforts to date have, of necessity, 
supported the development and passage of relevant commercial laws. Where possible these 
projects have worked primarily with the responsible ministries and administrative agencies in order 
to achieve assigned objectives. At times, presidential and ministerial decrees have been obtained 
by USAID contractors to support their project tasks in economic restructuring and privatization. 

In an effort to lay the legal framework for economic changes, the Republics of Kazakhstan 
and Kyrgyzstan have enacted, either through parliamentary action or by decree, a significant 
number of laws relating to commercial activity. Kazakhstan has adopted Part I of a model civil 
code, which sets out the fundamental principles of property and contract. The parliament of 
Kyrgyzstan has reviewed Part I of the model civil code and is expected to pass it in the Fall of 
1995. Each has also adopted a law relating to the creation and powers of business entities, such as 
joint-stock companies and partnerships. It is anticipated that each country will soon adopt Part II 
of the civil code, which will provide more detailed provisions relating to particular types of 
transactions. 

The lack of a stable and predictable legal environment for commercial transactions in 
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan is not, therefore, primarily a consequence of the lack of commercial 
laws. The laws that exist are in a stage of rapid development and, while flawed and contradictory 
in many respects, could serve as a basis for commercial activity. They have not yet done so, 
however, primarily because there is as yet no effective and predictable means of enforcing the 
rights and obligations created by existing legislation. The USAID Commercial Law Project 
proposes to provide technical assistance and training for the improvement and implementation of 
commercial laws and the establishment or strengthening of involved agencies including the 
judiciary and private non-governmental organizations. 

1.2 DEVELOPMENT OF COMMERCIAL LAW: OBJECTIVES 

The USAID/CAR Commercial Law Project addresses the need for a legal environment that 
supports the conduct of private enterprise in the Central Asia Republics of Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgyzstan. The existing legal frameworks of commercial laws and involved public and private 
sector institutions are undergoing a rapid transition from the traditional command economy. The 
Commercial Law Project will provide technical assistance and training for the improvement and 
implementation of commercial laws and the establishment or strengthening of involved agencies 
such as the judiciary and private non-governmental organizations. The Commercial Law Project 
for Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan supports the following USAID/ENI overall program objectives: 

o transfer state-owned assets to the private sector; 
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o establish a policy, legal, and regulatory framework conducive to broad-based 
competition and private sector growth; and, 

o stimulate development of private sector enterprises. 

1.3 CONCEPT FOR THE COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT 

Over the past two and a half years, much has been accomplished on the transformation of 
the economies of Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan and the establishment of a free market environment. 
USAID funded projects have supported mass, small scale, and agricultural privatization in both 
countries. These efforts in economic restructuring have been engaged in the formulation and 
implementation of commercial laws (parliamentary legislation, ministerial and presidential decrees, 
regulations) to further privatization. In addition, USAID funded democracy programming has 
supported the development of a judiciary and associations of legal professionals that are necessary 
to the institutuional structure for developing and implementing commercial laws. 

The Commercial Law Project will provide technical assistance and training in the three 
functional categories of Bankruptcy; Trade and Investment; and General Business and 
Commercial Law. Task orders for one year efforts are to be issued to two Omnibus II 
Privatization contractors for Bankruptcy and Trade and Investmen. The IRIS Center under the 
Market Environment Project Task Directive Number 11 will conduct the General Business and 
Commercial Law component. A fourth contractor will conduct the training task order that will 
support the training programs of the three functional categories and the related commercial law 
training needs of other priority USAID, multilateral and unilateral donor programming. 

1.4 DESIGN APPROACH FOR THE COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT 

At the end of the first three weeks in the field, the Commercial Law Project Design Team 
delivered a Draft Final Report that provided a description of the commercial law environment in 
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan; an organizational strategy for coordinating the activities of the four 
task orders; and analyses, recommendations and work programs to support the implementation of 
the four task orders. Task Directive 11, which guided the design team effort, specified the 
identification of commercial law project requirements, the Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan 
governments requests for commercial law development assistance, and the need to take into 
consideration past and current USAID privatization, economic restructuring and democracy 
programming. The design effort that resulted in this final report was performed in four stages as 
outlined below: 

o Task Order Drafts: During the first six working days, the design team participated 
in selected briefings, reviewed materials and other reports, and developed drafts 
for task orders for the Bankruptcy and Privatization, Trade and Investment, and 
Commercial Law Training Components. Following review by USAID/Almaty, the 
drafts were revised over a two day period. 
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o Interviews, Almaty and Bishkek: Interviews were conducted for four days in 
Bishkek and five days in Almaty. Related USAID and other donor programs were 
reviewed to identify program complementarities, elicit cooperation and avoid 
unnecessary duplication. Several potential organizations, counterpart agencies and 
key individuals were identified. A design review was conducted with USAID 
Mission personnel. 

o Analysis and Final Draft Report: In the next three days, the design team reviewed 
interview information, identified program issues, and produced the final draft 
report. Final briefings and presentations were made to USAID/Almaty personnel 
prior to the departure of the design team. 

o Draft Report Revision: Additional interviews were conducted in Almaty and 
Chimkent. In accordance with USAID/Almaty requests for clarifications and 
expansions of selected parts of the project, the design team revisied the draft report 
in Washington, DC. 

1.5 REPORT ORGANIZATION 

The following two sections of the Commercial Law Project Report discuss the development 
of the design and present key design findings and recommendations. Part II presents the three 
draft task orders for Bankruptcy, Trade and Investment, and Commercial Law Training. Part III 
is the Work Plan for the General Business and Commercial Law Component. The Annexes 
consist of the list of interviews, selected bibliography, supporting materials and design 
memoranda. 
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SECTION 2 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT 

August, 1995 will mark the fourth anniversary of declaration of the independence of the 
Kyrgyz Soviet Socialist Republic. December, 1995 will be the fourth anniversary of the last of the 
former Soviet republics, Kazakhstan, to declare independence. Now, four years into the journey 
to a market environment, the need for a viable and supportive framework of commercial laws, 
procedures, and implementing agencies and organizations is evident. 

The design of the Commercial Law Project requires an understanding of the process of 
drafting and adopting commercial laws in the two countries. The enforcement of commercial laws, 
the development of legal procedures, and the strengthening of appropriate public agencies and 
private organizations are equally crucial. The implementation of a Commercial Law Project design 
will depend upon the cooperation and commitment of key partners and counterpart agencies. The 
excellent work to date of USAID privatization and democracy contractors will serve as the 
foundation for Commercial Law Project activities. Most importantly, coordination among the task 
order components and with other engaged donor and national efforts will enhance the overall 
effectiveness of the Commercial Law Project. 

2.1 COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT DESIGN ISSUES 

Certain conditions within the Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan legal settings will affect the 
priorities of the Commercial Law Project and the associated technical assistance and training 
activities to achieve overall objectives. Additionally, certain constraints may affect the feasibility of 
the proposed strategy and approaches for project implementation. In interviews and collecting of 
relevant design data, the following issues were considered by the design team: 

o Status of Commercial Laws: The development of laws on bankruptcy, trade and 
investment, and general business and commercial law over the past four years is 
important for the formulation of programmatic recommendations and the proposed 
work programs for the four components of the Commercial Law Project. The 
sources of laws; process of drafting and revising laws; and procedures for 
adoption of laws can differ somewhat for the two countries and affect country 
strategies for subsequent commercial law development. 

o Commercial Law Institutions: The complex system of law development and 
implementation institutions from the local, oblast and national levels has important 
project design ramifications. Included are are legal, political and historical 
relationships at the national level between the executive, legislative, ministerial, and 
judicial institutions. 
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o Commercial Law Communications and Public Awareness: Access to laws must be 
broad based and facilitated to increase the understanding of the importance of 
commercial laws to economic life. Attitudes on commerce and commercial law for 
consumers, domestic and international producers, and officials charged with 
regulating and enforcing law impact upon the relevance of commercial law to 
creating and maintaining a viable market environment. 

o Special Issues: Related to the importance of generally accepted perceptions of 
commercial law are sensitive issues such as land privatization; the balance of power 
among the executive, legislative and judicial branches; and, corruption and 
bureaucratic constraints. 

o Regional Considerations: While a substantial portion of commercial law 
development and implementation activities are located in Almaty and Bishkek, 
commercial law is also important at the oblast and local community levels. 
Regional issues can also have socio-political ramifications for the Commercial Law 
Project. 

2.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL ECONOMIC AND LEGAL 
REFORM PROJECTS 

For the one year performance period of the four Commercial Law Project components, a 
total USAID funding of approximately $10 million will be made available. The level of effort will 
be in the range of 18 to 20 person years of long term expatriate technical specialists; 10 person 
years of short term technical specialists; and 80 person years of local country national technical 
and support pers~nnel. The Commercial Law Project design will require the dedication of these 
resources to specified objectives and tasks to maximize the impact on supporting market 
environments in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. 

The USAID NIS project experience in economic restructuring, privatization, and 
democracy initiatives has identified characteristics that historically have proven valuable to 
enhancing legal reform project efforts. These include the following: 

o Short Term Work Plans: To meet changing conditions and to achieve results in the 
short term, six month work plans have proven to be appropriate. Alloclltion of 
project resources will tend to be less locked into activities and can be adjusted as 
appropriate to new emerging opportunities. 

o Local Cadres: The effectiveness of expatriate technical specialists has been 
enhanced by the utilization of up to five local professionals to each expatriate. The 
training of these individuals also leaves the country with an enhanced technical 
capability following completion of the assignments of expatriate personnel. 
Training and orientation of the local cadres can also be conducted by short term 
technical specialists who can conduct seminars and workshops on their expertise. 

o Project Management: The four components are closely interrelated and necessary 
overlap in areas of interest and involvement are expected to occur. The project 
design addresses the need to communicate, work together, and manage project 
resources among the components. 
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o Coordinate With Related Programming Efforts: In addition to building on existing 
USAID privatization and democracy efforts, other programs of legal reform relating 
to commercial law are in existence and may emerge during the course of the one 
year project. These efforts need to be identified and coordination mechanisms put 
into place to assure the benefits of synergism and technical communications. 

o Commercial Law Project Oversight: Another key element for the Commercial Law 
Project is the Oversight Program which is scheduled to begin in late 1995 or early 
1996. The major focus of the Oversight Program will be the Commercial Law 
Project. The design takes into consideration the identification, collection and 
analysis of evaluative information to support ongoing project components 
refinements and facilitate the work of the Oversight Program. 

o PilotlDemonstration Opportunities: While national laws are in effect throughout 
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan, in practice their implementation will not be uniform. 
The demonstration of law development, implementation, enforcement, and 
institutional strengthening can be documented and used to encourage replication in 
other areas. Similarly, priority areas in commercial law may be selected to 
demonstrate successful legal methodologies and approaches that can subsequently 
be applied to other areas of commercial law. 

2.3 STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPMENT OF COMMERCIAL LAW 

Legal development projects tend, in practice, to necessitate the understanding, perusal, and 
analysis of specific pieces of legislation on a case by case basis. This micro perspective focuses 
attention on legal details to resolve issues and there is a tendency to inspect the trees and miss the 
forest. For the design of the four Commercial Law Project components, attention to legal detail is 
required as is attention to the objectives of establishing overall legal environments in Kyrgyzstan 
and Kazakhstan that are conducive to supporting market economies. 

The Commercial Law Project must impact upon the economic outlook of the 20 million 
citizens of the two Central Asian Republics. A shift or transformation is needed within the 
economic and cultural psyche affected by the 70 year history of autocratic and often capricious 
economic decisions based on the false assumption that a mass economy can be planned and 
operated in minute detail. Strongly related factors include the public's wide distrust in government 
and present general acceptance of the premise that capitalism/free enterprise can be socially 
irresponsible. 

The Commercial Law Project has the potential to have an impact on the general outlook on 
commercial activity as well as the quality and implementation of targeted commercial laws. The 
overall project strategy can explicitly include elements to assist in achieving the desired effects. 
The four components of the Commercial Law Project, given the nature of the legal subject matter 
and possibilities for the application of technical assistance and training resources, will have 
differing sets of objectives, priorities, tasks and implementing structures. In addition, the different 
legal environments in the two countries will require the selection of appropriate approaches. Key 
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strategic elements, however, will be similar for all four project components. These are discussed 
briefly below. 

2.3.1 Comprehensive Approach 

The project strategy, in planning and execution, requires a comprehensive approach that 
considers the existing legal, cultural, political, and economic milieu. The development and 
implementation of the four commercial law components should include attention to existing and 
emerging opportunities; current players and new interested individuals and organizations 
(stakeholders); potential for building coalitions and consensus; and the interrelationships between 
these factors. This comprehensive approach also takes into consideration the foundation 
established by previous and current US AID privatization, economic restructuring and democracy 
programming. 

2.3.2 Measurable Impact 

To keep a focus on achieving real results, both in the short term and the longer view, the 
project components will include specified objectives and methodologies to set priorities and target 
short term activities to achieve results and potential impact. Included within proposed task order 
approaches are milestones, sequencing of events and activities, use of realistic and simple 
indicators of impact, and focus on priorities and the associated targeted subcomponent activities. 

2.3.3 Commercial Law Capacity Development 

A major aspect of the law is the drafting of laws. While the drafting of concise and 
appropriate laws provides measurable results for supporting the development of commercial law, 
the actual process of drafting is important. Engaging individuals and organizations in that process 
through the provision of technical assistance and training can assure that new lessons are learned 
and that additional capacity for writing laws is created, a result that has even more value than the 
passage of a law. The commercial law project strategy emphasizes participation of Kyrgyz and 
Kazakh professionals and not the mere drafting of model laws. 

Tht:ough the utilization of working groups to address specified areas within commercial 
law, individuals and organizations can become engaged in the process of drafting, refining, 
passage and implementation of commercial law. Such groups can provide follow-on and 
subsequent support for passage of laws. Working with broader based groups can also lessen the 
tendency for task order efforts to become captive to single government ministries or agencies. 
Efforts will be made to build on the model law experience of other countries in an attempt to further 
economic dvelopment in the region. 
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The local country professional staffs of the four components can also constitute a major 
force for improving commercial law. Together with the expatriate technical specialists and with 
specific staff development and training, there is a broader potential for short term effectiveness and 
for the creation of an educated cadre to be the core of sustainable commercial law activity. 

2.3.4 Coordination 

The potential achievements of the Commercial Law Project will also depend heavily upon 
the degree of coordination within the four components and with the law reform efforts of others. 
In addition to USAID contractors, other efforts are underway through the World Bank, Soros 
Foundation, and others. This coordination will require a defined structure and an assignment of 
responsibilities to assure the flow of information and the engagement in mutually beneficial 
activities. 
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SECTION 3 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The preceding sections provide the foundation for identifying the findings that would affect 
the design and development of the four components of the Commercial Law Project. The 
recommendations are based on the design team's understanding of major elements that would 
affect project feasibility and viability. 

3.1 GENERAL FINDINGS SUMMARY 

The summary of the Design Team's findings below was derived from the set of interviews, 
analysis of the status of commercial law development in the two countries, application of stated 
design considerations and issues, and attention to the proposed overall strategy for work program 
development. These findings and the following recommendations provide the basis for the overall 
conduct of the Commercial Law Project and the structure and activities of the four components. 

o Support for Legal Reform: In both countries there is demonstrated support for 
commercial law development and reform. In Kazakhstan, substantial privatization 
has taken place and the Minister of Justice has taken strong stands for law reform. 
In Kyrgyzstan, in addition to progress in privatization and economic restructuring, 
there have been speeches and presentations by the president that explicitly support 
the legal reform process. 

o Basis for Commercial Law Development: Both countries do have the basis for 
continuing privatization, economic restructuring and development of commercial 
law to support market economies. Several of the legal agencies and organizations 
such as law schools and the arbitrage courts require strengthening through technical 
assistance and training. The overall legal profession, while facing the problems of 
transition from a command economy, is technically proficient, experienced, and 
basically well educated although there is virtually no understanding or knowledge of 
commercial law. The progress of the privately owned and operated Adilet Law 
School in Kazakhstan, the only institution that concentrates on commercial law and 
the training of private sector attorneys, demonstrates the adaptability of the legal 
profession in Central Asia. 

o Other Donor Efforts in Commercial Law Development: Through the Kazakhstan 
Ministry of Justice and under a World Bank loan, approximately ten working 
groups have been funded to write new laws and refine previously written laws. 
This effort is currently scheduled to end in December, 1995. In Kyrgyzstan there 
are several sources for law drafts, including the parliament, and coordination of law 
review, revision, and approval is supervised from the president's office through a 
World Bank funded consultant. The EBRD also funded the writing of the 
bankruptcy law in Kyrgyzstan. The World Bank effort will continue into 1996 and 
there have been discussions on possible EBRD and ADB support to law 
development in Kyrgyzstan. 
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o Need for Commercial Law Information: In both countries, respondents voluntarily 
expressed strongly the need for commercial law reform and general legal 
information. There is much interest in having access to laws as developed and 
applied in other countries. The expression of need to access of this legal 
information was most forceful from law practitioners who are deeply involved in 
the process of drafting and revising laws. Several international law firms and laws 
schools and the USAID Rule of Law Project are compiling collections of laws and 
draft laws in Kazakhstan. The general public and interested legal professionals, at 
this time, have no access to these collections. In Kyrgyzstan, the president's office 
does receive all drafts of laws. The Ukuk Fund in Kyrgyzstan tracks the 
development of laws and the Kyrgyz Parliament publishes laws. 

o Arbitrage Court Judges: Judges in both countries are perceived as untrained and, 
according to some respondents, unqualified and subject to rent seeking. Several 
judges acknowledged the need for training since formalized training is not available 
and an understanding of the new civil codes and commercial laws is necessary to 
job performance in the arbitrage court. 

o Court Reorganization: In both countries, unified court systems are being 
considered. In Kyrgyzstan, a unification could conceivably improve the overall 
system (assuming that the specialized commercial/arbitrage courts were maintained) 
by making better use of available personnel and simplifying the organizational 
structure of the jUdiciary. In Kazakhstan, issues have been raised in some quarters 
as to the motives and relevance of assimilation of the arbitrage court into the general 
courts. 

o Need for Commercial Law Training: Given the Soviet background of the two 
countries, there is a basic lack of understanding, in the government, general 
population and the legal profession, of commercial law concepts. Included are the 
foundations of commercial law such as contracts, property, and credit. There is 
also a lack of understanding on the principles of due process which are standard in 
modern civil code and common law systems worldwide. 

o Regional Considerations: Commercial Law development in both countries should 
be proactive on the issue of regionalism. Political tensions between the north and 
south of Kyrgyzstan would indicate that specialized commercial law technical 
assistance and training should be undertaken for these areas. In Kazakhstan, the 
dichotomy of rural/urban and the vast distances might tend to result in commercial 
law programming neglect for communities outside of Almaty. If sufficient 
resources are available to justify outreach, commercial law development overall may 
benefit and valuable lessons could be learned on constraints and solutions to private 
sector enterprise and privatization in smaller and remote communities. 

3.1.1 Bankruptcy and Privatization Findings 

The banhuptcy laws as passed in both Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan are adequate to the 
process of bankruptcy. The development of the bankruptcy laws in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan 
involved some input from local legal practitioners. In Kazakhstan the bankruptcy law includes 
reorganization (Chapter 11) provisions. The Kyrgyzstan bankruptcy law does not include such 
provisions. As regards the potential application of the bankruptcy laws, many respondents stated 
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that it was not easily comprehensible and not compatible with Central Asian legal perspectives and 
practices. Design team observations indicated that there is a lack of comprehension of the concept 
of the honest debtor and the tendency was to see bankruptcy law as punishing failed enterprises. 
The concept of accommodation of the creditors and debtor to recover debt and potentially support 
economic viability of the fIrm was also somewhat alien to respondents. 

There is lack of comprehension of bankruptcy and its implications for the establishment of 
a market based economy. In addition, a substantial number of state owned enterprises slated for 
privatization are burdened with debt as a legacy of the Soviet inter-institutional accounts. The 
design team recommends that the Bankruptcy Task Order focus on two closely related objectives: 
transition of state-owned enterprises to the private sector (privatization) and development of a 
functioning commercial law environment (post-privatization). 

Bankruptcy Cases 

In Kyrgyzstan there are currently two pending bankruptcy cases and in Kazakhstan there 
are approximately thirty. One case to begin soon in Kazakhstan involves the bankruptcy of a bank. 
An adequate bankruptcy system is essential to the operating of a free enterprise, market based 
economy. Important elements are the consequences of failed risk taking, secured transactions, and 
procedures for liquidation which are also pertinent to the process of privatization. Bankruptcy, 
accordingly, is necessary to privatization and post-privatization development of a market 
environment. 

Counterparts. Stakeholders. and Workin2 Committees 

Counterparts for the developing and implementing of the bankruptcy task order will include 
the arbitrage courts in both countries, the Ministries of Justice and Economy, and agencies 
involved in privatization. In addition, the Kyrgyzstan Government Committee for Liquidation of 
Bankrupt Entities should playa large role in bankruptcy proceedings for the selected companies. 

Stakeholders in the area of bankruptcy would include associations of businesses (e.g. 
Kazakh Congress of Entrepreneurs), creditor associations (primarily financial institutions and will 
also include entities that provide credit such as suppliers), unions and workers in debtor companies 
subject to bankruptcy, and the legal profession. Public information and education programming on 
bankruptcy could be utilized to reach these involved organizations and individuals. In certain 
cases, representation of stakeholders may be sought for specific working groups on bankruptcy. 

The design team recommends that coordinating working committees be established in each 
country to provide an overview for bankruptcy law development and implementation. These 
working groups could introduce needed amendments to the bankruptcy laws, become involved in 
the drafting of a new bankruptcy law, and generally become involved in resolving issues 
surrounding the operation of the law. 
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In Kazakhstan, this primary working committee should include representatives of the 
Supreme Arbitrage Court, Kazakh State Institute for Law and the Economy, Committee for 
Privatization, the Ministries of Justice and Economy, and the Investment Funds. In Kyrgyzstan, 
the coordinating working committee should include representatives of the Legal Department of the 
Administration of the President, Supreme Arbitration Court, Ministry of Justice, Committee for the 
Liquidation of Bankrupt Entities, and the World Bank funded Commercial Law Reform Project. 

Demonstration Projects and Trainin2 

In both the process of privatization of state owned entities and in the course of regular 
bankruptcy proceedings, the Bankruptcy Task Order contractor can identify cases for special 
attention and the provision of technical assistance. The actual number will depend upon the scale 
and nature of these cases and upon the assigned priority of the cases to achieving Task Order 
objectives. These selected cases will also provide the opportunity to develop bankruptcy training 
materials and public information and education materials. 

A bankruptcy training plan will be developed with the support of the Commercial Law 
Training component. Bankruptcy training will be tailored to the needs of participants of the 
bankruptcy process in both the privatization and post-privatization areas and will include 
specialized topics such as analysis of financial statements for judges. A design team 
recommendation is to provide bankruptcy training to private sector attorneys, arbitrage court 
judges, and law faculty. Additionally, work-out (debt) workshops can be used to introduce the 
concepts of accommodation between creditors and the debtor. 

3.1.2 Trade and Investment Findings 

The trade and investment laws of Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan are rudimentary at best and 
are not yet conducive to attracting foreign trade and investment. In Kyrgyzstan there are some 
incentives for foreign investment and imports are encouraged with low uniform tariffs. Exports, 
however, are burdened with licensing requirements, quotas and high taxes. International 
arbitration is included in the laws for settling of international trade disputes. Kazakhstan trade and 
investment laws do not provide adequate incentives to foreign investors. 

In both countries there is a lack of international trade statistics and basic economic statistics. 
There is also a lack of understanding of incentives for trade and investment and a lack of 
understanding of investment concepts and the factors affecting investor decisions. 

A review of the existing trade and investment laws and the supporting government 
structures in both countries indicated the following trade and development needs relative to task 
order design and implementation. 
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Forei~n Trade Needs in Kazakhstan 

(1) Technical Assistance in the drafting and emplacement of a totally new Customs Code 
and Tariff Schedules employing the Hannonized System of Tariff Nomenclature; (2) Development 
of an implementing Customs regulation or Customs Manual setting forth for Customs personnel 
detailed procedures and instructions for operating Customs classification, valuation, assessment, 
liquidation, and clearance; (3) Training of Customs officials and personnel in the implementation of 
the Customs Code and Tariff Schedules and procedures of classification, valuation, assessment, 
liquidation, and clearance; (4) Technical Assistance for the preparation of the GA TT/WTO 
Accession initial Statement of National Interest (the formal request for accession) and 
documentation of the Foreign Trade Regime Memorandum; and (5) Assistance in developing 
productive working relationships with the GA TT/WTO Secretariat, Technical Staff, and staff of the 
Working Party Group. 

Forei~n Direct Investment Needs in Kazakhstan and Kyr2yzstan 

(1) A comprehensive training program to educate public officials and bureaucrats in the 
elementary economic and legal concepts of, motivations for, inducements to, and contraindications 
for, FDI in any country; (2) Review and comments with recommendations on the draft new 
Constitution or revisions in the extant Constitution with special regard to current or draft 
provisions relating, directly or indirectly, to the FDI regime; (3) Technical assistance for a 
thorough review and legislative redrafting (in the light of any Constitutional changes) of the current 
Law on Foreign Investments, with particular regard to addressing and resolving the issues and (4) 
training and legislative drafting assistance to develop a single, comprehensive, coherent, fair and 
transparent structural organization and procedure for the registration of PDI. 

Or~anization and Structure of Government Needs Identified in Kazakhstan 

(1) Technical assistance in the form of a thorough review and evaluation with 
recommendations regarding the current organization of the Kazakhstani Government in terms of its 
impacts, direct and indirect, on the development of an effective private sector and on international 
trade and PDI; and (2) Assistance with legislative drafting and subsequent management training for 
Kazakhstani Government officials and personnel to reduce the number of cabinet level entities and 
develop and operate a coherent, efficient, effective structural organization of and set of organic 
authorities for government operations at least as they affect international trade and investment. 
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Licensin~ of FDI Needs Identified in Kazakhstan 

Technical assistance in the form of legislative drafting as needed and training for the 
development of a single, comprehensive, coherent, fair and transparent system of business 
licensing. 

Forei2n Investor Participation in Privatization Needs Identified in 
Kazakhstan 

(1) Technical assistance in the form of a study to undertake a thoroughgoing review of the 
role and possibilities for foreign investors and FDr in rationalizing and assisting the privatization 
process; and (2) Technical assistance for such legislative drafting as may be necessary to develop 
an effective legal basis and fair and transparent procedures for including foreign investors in the 
forward privatization process. 

Forei2n Trade Framework Needs Identified in Kvr2vzstan 

(1) Technical assistance in the drafting and procedural implementation of a new Customs 
Code and Tariff Schedules employing the Harmonized System of Tariff Nomenclature; (2) 
development and drafting of an implementing set of Customs regulations and Customs Manual 
setting forth for Customs personnel detailed procedures and instructions for undertaking Customs 
classification, valuation, assessment, liquidation, and clearance; and (3) training of Customs 
officials and personnel in the fair and transparent implementation of the Customs Code, tariff 
schedules,a and implementing regulations and Customs Manual and procedures. 

Or2anization of Government Needs Identified in Kyr2yzstan 

Technical assistance to develop a clearer statement of the structures and authorities of 
Government that impact on, directly or indirectly, FDI with recommendations for reducing the 
number and introducing greater transparency into the FDI regulatory system. 

3.1.3 General Business and Commercial Law Findings 

The General Business and Commercial Law component, to be performed by the IRIS 
Center, will include the commercial law areas other than bankruptcy, trade and investment. In 
addition to laying a foundation for commercial law principles, secured transactions (collateral law), 
business organizations law, and negotiable instruments as discussed below are the high priority 
areas to be addressed under general business and commercial law . 
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General Business Law Reguirements and the New Ciyil Code 

Kazakhstan has recently adopted, and Kyrgyzstan is expected to adopt shortly, Part I of a 
Civil Code based on the model Civil Code, Part 1, of the Russian Federation. The issues 
surrounding the Civil Codes and general business law in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan are expected 
to be sirpilar. The Civil Code represents a significant step forward in the formal recognition of 
property and contract as basic elements of social and economic organization. It therefore is also an 
important step in the development of a body of commercial law. In particular, the provisions 
regarding transactions recognize the validity and judicial enforceability of private agreements. This 
is not to say that these provisions could not be improved upon; like much of the law in Kazakhstan 
and Kyrgyzstan, the Civil Code's treatment of transactions is excessively prohibitory and 
inflexible. Nevertheless, the Civil Code provides what are, for the most part, workable rules 
regarding the creation and enforcement of private contractual relationships. 

In determining how best to target future law reform efforts, it may be useful to divide laws 
relating to commercial activity into three different categories: (1) those that provide the basic 
building blocks of a civil and market-oriented society (e.g. laws relating to property, contracts, 
torts, the judiciary,m civil procedure and so on); (2) those that provide a set of ready made rules to 
govern particular types of commercial transactions (e.g., laws relating to secured transactions, 
negotiable instruments, and business organizations); and (3) those that provide regulatory 
solutions to potentially undesired effects of market transactions (e.,g. antitrust law, securities 
regulation). As a general matter, the development of the second category has lagged behind the 
other two in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, as in other NIS republics. This may reflect only the 
practical problem that the laws relating to specific types of transactions are intended to be covered 
in Part II of the Civil Code, and this has not yet been adopted. However, it may also in part reflect 
a lack of appreciation of the importance of these laws for the smooth operation of a market 
economy, and an excessive focus on regulatory rather than market-based measures. 

In addition to the relatively underdeveloped state of commercial transactions law, the three 
areas of secured transactions (collateral law), negotiable instruments, and the law of business 
organizations are assigned high priorities as discussed below: 

Secured Transactions: Part I of the Civil Code contains some provisions relating to 
securing interests, but these are significantly flawed. One possible approach to secured 
transactions would be to provide a comprehensive set of default rules that parties could rely on in 
lieu of detailed contractual provisions; another would be to provide only a set of general principles 
and rely on the parties to define their respective rights and obligations by contract. The existing 
law is somewhere in the middle, which is a less desirable outcome. The existing law also fails to 
permit limited self-help remedies for secured creditors, and to recognize the distinction between 
creditor-debtor and creditor-creditor conflicts. 
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Neeotiable Instruments: The ability of merchants to sell goods to one another using 
non-cash means of payment, such as checks, acceptances, short-term promissory notes, and 
similar instruments, is essential to the conduct of large-scale commerce. A vitally important 
measure of the strength of contract enforcement is the willingness of people to accept promises to 
pay as a substitute for cash. A law of negotiable instruments, which would establish rules 
regarding the enforceability and transferability of promises to pay, would therefore contribute 
significantly to the development of the economy. It is anticipated that provisions relating to 
negotiable instruments will be included in Part II of the Civil Code, but these provisions merit 
immediate and independent attention because of their great importance to the growth of trade, 
investment, and commercial activity. 

Business Oreanizations: The ease with which entrepreneurs can choose and create a 
legal entity with which to carry out business has a direct and obvious impact on the rate at which 
new businesses are formed. The existing Kazakh Civil Code, and a separate Presidential decree, 
contain detailed provisions regarding the formation and governance of partnerships, joint-stock 
companies, and other legal entities. These laws could be made more flexible and market-oriented 
in a variety of ways. These laws also represent a particular challenge because some of their 
burdensome features derive from continental European company laws, and therefore may seem 
appropriate to legal scholars and legislators in Kazakhstan. However, the level of bureaucratic 
interference with business formation and operation in modern western European states is 
significantly below that of Kazakhstan and, accordingly, the restrictive features of company law 
impose considerably less cost in western Europe than they are likely to impose in Kazakhstan. 
Overly complex procedures for company formation provide opportunities for favoritism, or 
corruption on the part of administrative personnel, and for anticompetitive interference by actual or 
potential competitors. Working on an improved business organizations law might enable the 
pressing of the more general point that laws should not be evaluated simply on the basis of whether 
they are consistent with a civil law model or with practices in developed countries, ;but whether 
they will further the process of de-regulating and de-bureaucratizing economic activity. This is a 
perspective that may be receiving insufficient attention. 

General Business Law Tasks 

The improvement of general business and commercial law is not sufficient to assure a 
functioning legal environment conducive to a developing market economy. Reform is also needed 
in the structure of legal agencies and organizations. The legal profession and the general public 
needs to be made aware of the relevance of commercial law to private enterprise. For example, the 
state's present role in the two countries in enforcing property and contract rights must be viewed as 
largely hortatory. The combination of limited access to the Kazakh judicial system (resulting from 
filing fees in the amount of 10% of the damages sought), the low status of the judiciary, 
bureaucratic interference, corruption, and weak provisions for enforcement of judgments means 
that resort to the courts for vindication of contractual rights is vastly less significant than would be 
desirable. 
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In order to remedy the above situation, the following must be achieved: (1) increase the 
level of knowledge and training of the judiciary; (2) make the judiciary more independent and 
prestigious; (3) improve the procedures for enforcing judgments and create within the government 
a culture of respect for judicial decisions; and (4) improve access to the court system by making 
filing fees a more nominal sum. The first of these can be advanced through technical assistance 
and training. The others would require the obtaining of commitments from the Governments of 
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. 

The General Business and Commercial Law component will address both the development 
and reform of commercial law and the strengthening of commercial law agencies and 
organizations. The following discusses the tasks and related activities to be undertaken. 

o Business Law Reform and Development: The priority areas are general commercial 
law, collateral law (to include laws on registration of collateral), and business 
enterprise formation and operations. For the reform and drafting of laws, specific 
working committees will be established in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan and 
technical assistance and training will be provided. Supporting activities include 
advocacy for law reform and public awareness. 

o Counterparts, Partners, and Stake Holders: Counterpart members will include 
Ministry of Justice officials; officials from legal departments of the presidency, 
cabinet of ministers and parliament; and selected officials from ministries involved 
in the development and implementation of commercial laws. Partners and potential 
members of working committees include host country and foreign lawyers, 
especially those familiar with World Bank and EBRD commercial law drafting 
efforts; and members of the private sector/business community. Stakeholders 
include legal education institutions such as the Kazakh State Institute on Law and 
the Economy, judges, and notaries whose operating procedures may be adversely 
affected by proposed regulatory reforms. 

o CoordinatingIWorking Committees: To facilitate communications with the several 
involved government ministries and agencies, coordinating committees to provide 
an overview on business and commercial law will be formed in Kyrgyzstan and 
Kazakhstan. The smaller size of the Kyrgyz government and the centralized law 
review procedures there may facilitate the activities and effectiveness of such a 
committee. The formation of such a committee in Kazakhstan will require 
additional analyses on specific agency responsibilities in commercial law and a 
review of the role and objectives for structuring an operational committee. 

o Commercial Law Public Information and Education: In close cooperation with the 
Omnibus II Privatization contractor responsible for privatization public information 
and education, the General Business and Commercial Law Component effort will 
facilitate the adaptation of comrnerciallaw outputs to include training materials and 
technical assistance reports for distribution through the mass media. 

o Commercial Law Library Development: A stated need in Kyrgyzstan and 
Kazakhstan is for the general availability of commercial law materials. Several 
Kazakhstan organizations are compiling commercial law related data bases and the 
USAID Rule of Law contractor will be establishing a Legal Information Resource 
Development Center in Almaty that will feature a collection of Russian, Kazakh and 
English language law materials and electronic access to other repositories of 
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commercial law and legal information. Kyrgyzstan, at this time, is not slated for 
such a facility. 

o Harmonization of Commercial Laws: The General Business and Commercial Law 
Component will identify similar commercial law reform projects in other NIS and 
Eastern European countries in order to build on legislative drafting experience and 
increase economic integration of the region. 

o Coordination and Support of Training to Business Law Related USAID Contractors 
and Other Donor Efforts: In accordance with the priorities of the Commercial Law 
Project as defined by USAID/Almaty , the General Business and Commercial Law 
Task Order can coordinate and provide assistance to other organizations requiring 
commercial law training. These requests for support would be cleared with the 
USAID Project Officers and coordinated with the Training Task Order of the 
Commercial Law Project. 

3.1.4 Commercial Law Training Findings 

The Commercial Law Training component will establish training programs in the area of 
commercial law and will support the fulfillment of the training requirements of the three functional 
components of the Commercial Law Project. The burden for interpreting and applying the 
commercial laws rests on the ability of the judiciary. Consequently, a major target group for 
training will be the approximately 120 commercial (arbitration) court judges in Kazakhstan and 
approximately 60 commercial court judges in Kyrgyzstan. 

The legal profession and administrative bodies of government also lack understanding of 
the principles of commercial law and appreciation of the importance of such principles for a well
functioning economy. It is a problem both of insufficient dissemination of laws, regulations, and 
court decisions, and of a lack of education in the contribution of law to the operation of a market 
economy. There are very few lawyers who have received any significant training in commercial 
law or who have engaged in a private commercial practice. 

The Commercial Law Training Component will provide training to three target populations: 
commercial court judges; legal professionals including private sector attorneys, attorneys in 
government agencies, drafters of laws, and law faculty members; and government agency 
employees. The major findings for the design of the Training Task Order are presented below: 

o Training Topics: Training topics will be organized into two categories. Generic 
topics for commercial law will include subjects such as commercial law concepts, 
due process, and contracts. Specialized topics will include courses such as 
international trade and investment, bankruptcy, and credit. 

o Training of Trainers: A major focus of the training program will be the training of 
trainers in order to build the capacity of providing commercial law training in 
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. This may be financed post project through 
contributions of privatefirms-either foreign or domestic-that have vested interests 
in continued training of these professionals. 
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o Coordination and Task Order Support: The delivery of the training programs of the 
other three task orders will be through the training component. Technical assistance 
in the development of training plans, design of courses, development of training 
materials, selection of training methodologies, and training evaluation will be 
provided to the technical specialists of the other Commercial Law Project 
components. 

o Training Centers Location: Training Centers will be established in Bishkek and in 
Almaty. To facilitate the delivery of training and foster synergism, the design team 
recommends the co-location of the four components of the Commercial Law 
Project. If not possible to locate within the same building, every effort should be 
made to minimize travel time between the components. Possible training center 
sites in Almaty include the Adilet Law School and KIMBP. 

o Counterparts and Partners: The Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan Government 
counterparts should include the Ministry of Justice and the agencies associated with 
the selection and training of judges of the arbitrage courts. Relationships should be 
established with the private and public law schools. In Almaty, consideration 
should be given to association with key institutions of higher education in business 
and law, such as KIMBP. The Kazakh State Institute of Law and the Economy 
was established in 1993 by the Ministry of Justice and has three programs for law 
students and one continuing education program aimed at judges. 

o Stakeholders: A new organization, the Kazakh Commercial Lawyers Association, 
held its second meeting in late July, 1995. An association of attorneys was 
organized in Kyrgyzstan in recent years. The Union of Kyrgyz Lawyers is 
apparently government oriented and may have linkages with key government 
officials. A privately-based group, the Ukuk Fund, has worked with the ABA
CEELI on its series of legal seminars and is interested in creating another 
organization of attorneys in Kyrgyzstan. 

o Working Committees: To formally link counterpart agencies and organizations 
involved in commercial law education and training to the Commercial Law Training 
Component, a working group/coordinating committee is recommended. Members 
should be selected to include the agency counterparts, institutions of legal education 
and training, and shareholders. 

o Institutional Development and Sustainability: In the training of trainers and the 
establishment of working relationships with key institutions, organizations and 
individuals, the training component should be alert to opportunities to establish new 
capacity for commercial law training and the strengthening of related law and 
economics institutions. 

3.3 PROJECT DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS 

The design team identified the following items as important to the development and 
implementation of the four components of the Commercial Law Project: 

o Commercial Law Component Coordination: To assure the benefits of synergism, 
reduce overlapping activities, and reinforce the development of relationships with 
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counterparts, partners, and participating commercial law institutions, the four 
components should develop and agree upon means for sharing information and the 
conduct of joint commercial law activities. At a minimum, a roundtable session 
should be conducted every two weeks. Cooperative work with the training 
component will facilitate coordination. Given the magnitude of task order 
resources, the IRIS Center should take the lead in initiating coordination and the 
sharing of information. 

o Country Work Plans: Commercial law conditions in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan 
are sufficiently different to justify the development of separate six month work 
plans for the two countries. Staffing, office requirements, counterparts and 
partners, subcomponents, activities and priorities will differ for the two countries. 

o Generic Commercial Law Training: Unlike other civil code countries around the 
world, there is a strong need for training in basic commercial law concepts in 
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. The materials and methodologies developed for 
generic commercial law training will be of value to law schools and for public 
information and education. Consideration should be given to the introduction of 
generic commercial law courses in CAR institutions of higher education. 

o New Generation of Lawyers: Universities in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan overthe 
next year will be graduating the first class educated under independence from the 
former Soviet Union. Much has been accomplished in removing Soviet texts and 
the development of new educational materials and much more is needed in the field 
of commercial law. Retraining of law faculties and assistance in the developing of 
law school curricula would better prepare the emerging classes of legal 
professionals to operate in a market environment. 

o Working Groups: For each priority task-in the drafting of laws, design and 
delivery of priority training events, or undertaking of a special technical assistance 
assignment-the formation of a working group should be considered. In the 
selection of membership of these groups, every attempt should be made for broad 
inclusion in order to incorporate differing viewpoints and experiences. Key 
individuals, with access to well-placed individuals and/or relationships with key 
institutions, should be included. The objectives of the working groups should be 
defined and include follow-on activities such as revision of law drafts, advocacy 
for passage of laws, and the establishing of institutional relationships to assure 
implementation and continuity. 

o NIS and Central Asia StandardizationlHarmonization: Model civil laws have been 
and will continue to be developed by organizations in the NIS and Eastern Europe. 
The Commercial Law Project should take advantage of these efforts and encourage 
the use of regional institutions and expertise. Similarly, commercial law 
advancements in Kyrgyzstan or Kazakhstan should be shared with the other 
country. A byproduct of such efforts would be the standardization or, at least, 
assurance of some compatibility of commercial laws within the region. 

o Recognition of Market Determined Rates: There is a presently a severe lack of well 
trained commercial lawyers in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. While it may be 
reasonable to expect some to provide professional services on a pro bono basis for 
special tasks, appropriate levels of compensation should be carefully considered to 
assure that qualified individuals are engaged in the priority activities of the 
Commercial Law Project. 
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o Continuity/Sustainability: Creative approaches to support institutional development 
and strengthening should be considered. The fostering of technology and the 
provision of computers, modems, and other information related equipment to 
enhance the capabilities of participating institutions can be cost effective ways to 
facilitate communications and establish relationships to further Commercial Law 
Project objectives. Working with budget personnel associated with the courts and 
the provision of analysis in support of increasing salaries for judges can upgrade 
the status of the judiciary. 
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COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT 

TASK ORDER A 

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN 

EFFECTIVE BANKRUPTCY SYSTEM AND LAW IN THE 

REPUBLICS OF KAZAKHSTAN AND KYRGYZSTAN 

I. SUMMARY 

The USAID/CAR Commercial Law Project addresses the need for a legal environment that 
supports the conduct of private enterprise in the Central Asia Republics of Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgyzstan. The existing legal framework of commercial laws and involved public and private 
sector institutions is undergoing a rapid transformation from the traditional command economy. 
The Commercial Law Project, consisting of four task orders, will provide technical assistance and 
training for the improvement and implementation of commercial laws and the establishment or 
strengthening of involved agencies such as the judiciary and private non-governmental 
organizations. 

Both Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzia have recently passed a comprehensive bankruptcy law. If 
taken advantage of, the bankruptcy law can materially assist the efficient allocation of assets 
transferred from the state to the private sector as well as support the rational development of a 
market economy. This task order will (1) support the introduction and development of legislation 
designed to allow the bankruptcy laws to operate more efficiently to achieve their stated purposes 
and (2) demonstrate, through technical assistance and pilot projects, effective approaches to the 
implementation of the current bankruptcy laws. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. THE GENERAL FUNCTION OF BANKRUPTCY LAWS. 

An effective bankruptcy law remedies the broad range of legal and financial difficulties 
connected with individuals or enterprises overburdened with debt. Both debtors and creditors 
benefit from the uniform application of the law: Debtors get relief from debt and creditors are 
assured that claims of like type will be treated fairly and equitably. 

From the point of view of creditors, an effective bankruptcy system provides a high degree 
of certainty and predictability respecting the treatment of their claims. Indeed, this factor of 
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certainty and predictability is an important feature of all effective debtor/creditor laws. Absent 
bankruptcy, financial distress might prompt a scramble by creditors to seize the debtor's assets. 
The creditor who acts the fastest would therefore be most likely to satisfy its claims, to the 
detriment of other creditors as well as to the debtor's equity holders, if any. Bankruptcy serves to 
prevent this scramble to dismember the debtor in several ways. Once the bankruptcy case is 
commenced, all debt collection efforts must cease. If the debtor is seeking to reorganize or 
rehabilitate its affairs, this cessation of collection efforts gives the debtor a "breathing space". 
During the course of the bankruptcy case the debtor's assets are either sold or an attempt is made to 
restructure its financial affairs. Creditors know how they will be treated in comparison with all 
other creditors due to a carefully constructed ranking of priority of payment. It is the certainty and 
predictability of the application of the bankruptcy laws which make it effective. Each creditor 
knows that all creditors sharing his priority must be paid in full before those lower in priority will 
receive any payment. 

The interests of all parties are also protected in a bankruptcy case. As stated above, the 
debtor receives a discharge which relieves it of debt, and with this "fresh start" is able to contribute 
to society. The reorganized business entity is able to continue to operate and provide a source of 
employment for the community. Lenders will more willingly lend to the reorganized entity now 
free from the crushing burden of debt. In addition, whereas outside of bankruptcy it would be 
difficult for the debt-ridden entity to sell some or all of its assets, such sales can more readily be 
accomplished during the pendency of the bankruptcy case, with the purchaser acquiring free and 
clear title. 

B. THE OPERATION OF THE KAZAKH AND THE KYRGYZ 
BANKRUPTCY LAWS. 

There are currently two principal laws relating to bankruptcy in Kazakhstan. These are 
certain provisions of Part I of the Civil Code which establish general principles relating to 
bankruptcy, as well as the more specific Decree of the President entitled "Concerning Bankruptcy" 
(the "Kazakh Bankruptcy Law"), which was signed on April 7, 1995. 

The Kazakh Bankruptcy Law provides a mechanism for the liquidation of enterprises or for 
their "rehabilitation." In order to qualify as a debtor, the entitys' liabilities must exceed assets. 
The debtor itself or the creditors may commence the case. The court must initially make a 
determination that the enterprise is insolvent before the bankruptcy case may proceed. If the 
enterprise is to be liquidated, an appraiser is appointed to value the assets. The property is then 
sold by way of competitive bidding organized by a liquidation commission. The funds collected at 
the auction sale are then distributed to creditors according to priorities set forth in the law. 

"Reorganization", which appears to be designed at returning an entity to solvency, may be 
accomplished by one of two methods, although the description of these two methods in the law is 
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unclear. First, the creditors and the debtor may agree to the "external administration" of the 
debtor's property, which means that a "trusted administrator", probably in the nature of a trustee, 
will operate the business and attempt to return it to solvency. Second, the enterprise may be 
"rehabilitated". Creditors, the debtor, or interested third parties are authorized to competitively bid 
for the right to rehabilitate the enterprise. The court determines who will be allowed to participate 
in the rehabilitation. The participants are thereafter required to meet and confer on a plan to 
rehabilitate the business. The plan must contain certain specified terms, such as the means for 
satisfying creditor claims according to the established priorities. Creditors are allowed to vote on 
the rehabilitation plan. 

Bankruptcy in Kyrgyzstan is governed by the "Kyrgyz Bankruptcy Law," effective April 
19, 1994, as well as a comprehensive set of Rules intended to implement the law. The Kyrgyz 
Bankruptcy Law allows for liquidation only. It has no reorganization component. As with the 
Kazakh Bankruptcy Law, creditors or the debtor may commence the case. The enterprise must be 
insolvent. After the commencement of the case, a liquidator is appointed to take charge of all of the 
entity's assets and is empowered to manage the affairs of the enterprise pending liquidation and 
also to sell the enterprise in whole or in parts. The liquidator has the power to sell the assets of the 
enterprise to a corporation the liquidator himself will establish. As consideration for the assets 
transferred, the liquidator receives all of the shares of the new corporation, which the liquidator 
may then sell. The proceeds of the sale are used to satisfy the creditors of the bankrupt entity. 
After all the property of the debtor has been liquidated into cash, the remaining funds are 
distributed according to priorities established in the law. 

The existence of these laws reflects the current condition of most state-owned or recently 
privatized business entities in both countries. These entities are encumbered with massive debt 
such that liabilities almost always exceed assets. The overwhelming majority of the debt is owed 
to state enterprises, such as state banks or utilities. This massive debt burdening virtually all 
businesses highlights an important difference between the operation of the Kazakh and Kyrgyz 
bankruptcy laws and the bankruptcy laws of the West. In the West, creditors are not reluctant to 
take advantage of the full range of private and judicial remedies to enforce collection of their debts. 
No such efforts to collect on these debts is being undertaken in Kazakhstan or Kyrgyzia, primarily 
for two reasons. 

First, there simply exists no legal mechanism for debt collection. There is no debt 
collection law nor is there any tradition of using the courts to enforce private rights. The existence 
of debt collection laws is basic to the functioning of market economies. Absent ultimate recourse 
to the power of the state to enforce collection of a debt, creditors have no assurance that they will 
ever be repaid. Failure to have such a law available can only serve to inhibit the growth of a 
market economy and will retard the development of banks and other lending institutions. The 
unavailability of creditor remedies inevitably destroys the value of the business enterprises since 
the businesses have no incentive to operate financially in a rational manner. The result is that a 
business can remain in existence long after it has ceased to be economically viable. 
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Second, and probably more important, the state, as the largest creditor in both countries, is 
unwilling in any case to seek to collect on its debts due to the potential social dislocation that may 
be caused thereby. Aggressive collection would inevitably result in the closure of numerous 
enterprises with resulting unemployment. 

The absence of an already existing mechanism for collecting debts and the fact that debtors 
are not being chased or dismembered by their creditors means that the Kazakh and Kyrgyz 
bankruptcy laws are being used to solve problems different than those encountered in the West. 
The Kazakh and Kyrgyz bankruptcy law is primarily seen as a tool to assist in the privatization 
drive. The bankruptcy laws are not intended to otherwise introduce the notion of providing access 
to the courts for the enforcement of private rights, to settle commercial disputes, or to fit 
organically in a well-developed law of debtor !creditor rights. The bankruptcy laws primarily aim 
to remedy the crushing debt encumbering virtually all state and recently-privatized enterprises and 
to facilitate the redeployment of assets to more valuable uses. 

III. STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES 

This task order supports the following EN! overall program objectives: 

Transfer state-owned assets to the private sector; 

Establish a policy, legal, and regulatory framework conducive to broad-based 
competition and private sector growth; and 

Stimulate development of private sector enterprises. 

The specific task order objectives include the following: 

1. Obtain amendments to the existing bankruptcy laws in order to facilitate privatization and 
encourage the growth of a market economy. 

A bankruptcy law can be an important in tool in the transition from a command economy to 
an efficiently run market economy. In order for the Kazakh and Kyrgyz bankruptcy laws to carry 
out such a function, certain amendments should be introduced, enacted and then implemented. 
Examples of such amendments include the following: 

a. Remove the requirement that a creditor commencing a bankruptcy case 
demonstrate that the debtor is insolvent. All the creditor should have to establish is that its debt has 
not been paid when due. 
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b. The laws should explicitly provide that property purchased at a bankruptcy sale 
is held by the purchaser free and clear of all claims, liens and encumbrances. This passage of clear 
title to purchasers will assist in the reallocation of property. 

c. The debtors should have the right to avoid certain agreements which are 
burdensome. These agreements could include leases or employment agreements. As a practical 
matter, it will not be possible to reorganize unless the entities can hire only so many employees as 
are necessary for their efficient operation. 

d. Protect the rights of secured creditors. If the rights of secured creditors are not 
adequately protected, secured lending will be discouraged and the development of lending markets 
will be hindered. The Kyrgyz Bankruptcy Law provides such protection. The Kazakh 
Bankruptcy Law does not. 

e. Encourage private lending to debtors with such lenders receiving a priority in 
repayment over all other creditors. Financing debtors, with sufficient protection to the lenders 
willing to step forward, can serve two goals: preserve viable entities and encourage the fonnation 
of private lending institutions. 

f. Keep the debtor honest. Debtors facing bankruptcy may take desperate steps 
respecting their property. They may prefer certain favored creditors over others. They may 
transfer property to friends and relatives for little or no consideration. They may conceal assets or 
destroy books and records. Unless the bankruptcy laws can effectively address these and similar 
problems, public confidence in the administration of the bankruptcy laws will be severely 
compromised. 

g. Allow for bankruptcy cases to be commenced by consumer debtors. Both 
bankruptcy laws are designed for business entities or entrepreneurs. If in fact the bankruptcy law 
is truly to function, it is entirely probable that many people will lose their jobs, with dim 
employment prospects. Unless these consumers can commence their own bankruptcy cases, they 
will have no source of debt relief whatsoever. 

2. Implementation of the bankruptcy laws as currently written. 

The bankruptcy laws introduce rights and obligations that have not hitherto existed in the 
legal framework of Kazakhstan or Kyrgyzia. Judges will have to be trained to administer 
bankruptcy cases, which will involve making a determination of a debtor's solvency, auctioning 
assets, and generally supervising the sale and disposition of perhaps a large percentage of each 
nation's tangible assets. Attorneys will have to be trained in the bankruptcy laws, especially since 
accounting and financial aspects of the laws are important to their proper implementation, areas 
which attorneys in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzia are not accustomed to addressing. The business 
community will need to be educated in order to understand the rights of creditors, the 
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responsibilities of debtors and the ways the bankruptcy laws can facilitate the transfer of assets to 
the private sector. It will also be desirable to work with or assist debtors in actual bankruptcy 
cases in order to evaluate the process, see what further improvements need to be made and 
generally make the administration of the cases as efficient as possible. 

IV. T ASKIWORK REQUIREMENTS 

Task 1. Achieving Reforms To The Bankruptcy Laws. 

Through the Ministry of Justice, the Arbitrage Courts, other relevant government agencies 
or departments, and members of the legal community, bring needed reforms to attention and seek 
their adoption. This can be accomplished by drafting proposed amendments to the bankruptcy 
laws and distributing them in the proper channels. The primary means of disseminating proposed 
changes in the bankruptcy laws would be accomplished by setting up a standing committee 
comprised of members from the aforementioned groups to meet on a regular basis to discuss the 
application of the bankruptcy laws in the courts and the need for the above, or other, reforms. 

Task 2. Demonstration Projects. 

After carefully evaluating the status of the bankruptcy cases pending, the contractor will 
choose at least one bankruptcy case in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzia as demonstration projects both to 
evaluate the process and to provide legal and technical assistance to the parties and to the court 
supervising the case. Among other tasks, the contractor would prepare regular reports on the 
status of the case to keep all interested parties on notice of developments. A special emphasis 
would be placed on developing strategies for judicial enforcement, using whatever tools that may 
exist and devising new strategies for specific tasks. 

Task 3. Coordination With USAID Mass Privatization .Team. 

The Ministry of the Economy of Kazakhstan has stated that it will identify and target 15 yet 
unnamed large state enterprises for reorganization, apparently outside of the bankruptcy laws. The 
USAID Mass Privatization Team is involved in this process. The contractor will monitor the 
reorganizations and will assist the Team in carrying out the reorganizations. 

Task 4. Coordination With Commercial Law Project, Training And Education. 

The contractor will meet with the other Commercial Law task order projects to share 
information and participate in mutually beneficial program efforts. Training needs of this task 
order will be addressed through the Commercial Law Training Task Order. The contractor will 
specify training needs to the Commercial Law Training contractor and will participate in the design 
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and delivery of training. The Bankruptcy task order contractor will provide technical specialists to 
support training programs. 

Since all parties involved in the bankruptcy process are undertaking new roles, training and 
education regimes will be implemented. Seminars and conferences will be established as follows: 

1. Judges. Educate judges respecting the operation of the bankruptcy laws and 
the need for their neutral application. A primary training component will be the development of 
methods and strategies for the enforcement of judicial decrees and orders, which at this time is 
almost completely lacking. Training in this component can be accomplished by urging judges to 
take advantage of the tools that already exist, even though they may be inadequate, and also by 
comparing the judicial enforcement regimes of civil and common law countries. 

2. Attorneys. Educate attorneys respecting the operation of the laws and the role 
of an advocate representing a debtor or a creditor. 

3. "Trusted administrators." Under the Kazakh Bankruptcy Law, the Trusted 
Administrator is empowered to operate a business for an interim period of time upon the agreement 
of the debtor and creditors. At this time there is no identifiable group of likely Trusted 
Administrators. The contractor will assemble materials which would be useful to likely Trusted 
Administrators and invite interested parties for training respecting the bankruptcy laws. 

4. Liquidators. This may be the most important training and education aspect of 
all. The liquidators are ultimately responsible for achieving the highest and best prices for the 
assets of the enterprises in bankruptcy. Once a pool of potential liquidators has been identified, the 
liquidators will need to be trained to value the assets of a business, evaluate purchase offers, and 
then negotiate and consummate sales. This training will be carried out in conjunction with the 
USAID Mass Privatization Team. 

5. The Business Community. Establish seminars to travel through selected 
cities in both countries to educate members of the business community, including representatives 
of potential debtors, creditors and others, respecting the function and operation of the bankruptcy 
laws. 

6. Investment Funds. In Kazakhstan, investment funds hold significant blocks 
of shares in most major enterprise and will inevitably be important participants should those entities 
commence bankruptcy cases. The fund representatives and managers should receive training 
respecting the function and operation of the bankruptcy laws, with a special emphasis on the law's 
effect on the equity markets. 
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Task 5. Training Of Project Participants. 

The contractor will untertake training of the Bankruptcy Project's staff in both countries to 
provide them with an understanding of the bankruptcy laws as written as well as the tasks to be un 
dertaken by the Project. 

V. TANGIBLE RESULTS/BENCHMARKS 

Tangible results and benchmarks are to be associated with the specific objectives and with 
the appropriate subtasks. The achievement of benchmarks (milestones) within the proposed 
schedule is an important element. Required documentation (work plans and periodic reports) is 
included under reporting requirements. Results and benchmarks will be further refined in the first 
six-month plan. 

1. Establish standing committee. Within three months, create a standing committee of persons 
involved in the bankruptcy process. 

2. Draft proposed amendments to the bankruptcy laws. Within two months of the creation of a 
standing committee, draft proposed changes to the bankruptcy laws. 

3. Establish demonstration projects. Within four months, conduct an evaluation of pending 
bankruptcy cases, select one in each country, establish contacts with all parties connected with the 
cases and commence a series of regular reports. 

4. Training And Education. Establish training plan in bankruptcy within 60 days of arrival in 
coordination with the Commercial Law Training Task Order contractor. Within 90 days of 
arrival, support implement 6 month training programs for targeted groups. 

5. Training Of Project Staff. Within 15 days begin selection of local staff and commence training 
respecting Project objectives. 

VI. ESTIMATED LEVEL OF EFFORT. 

The personnel level of effort includes three person years of long-term expatriate technical 
specialists. 18 months of short-term technical assistance specialists. and 18 person years of 
LCNrrCN personnel. 

Chief of Party/Bankruptcy Specialist 
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The Chief of Party, to operate from the project center in Almaty, will be responsible for the 
overall mangement of the Kazakh and the Kyrgyzstan centers and for the technical supervision of 
all tasks and subtasks. Qualifications include a law degree, experience in bankruptcy or insolvency 
law, and management experience. Preference will be given to international project management 
experience and Russian speaking ability. 

Program Managers/Bankruptcy Specialists (Two) 

The program managers will establish and operate the bankruptcy law programs in 
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. They will each supervise a staff of seven to eleven persons and will 
be responsible for the design and delivery of all tasks specific to that country. Qualifications 
include a law degree, management experience and experience in bankruptcy or commercial law. 
Preference will be given to Russian speaking ability. 
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COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT 

TASK ORDER B 

TRADE AND INVESTMENT IN THE 

REPUBLICS OF KAZAKHSTAN AND KYRGYZSTAN 

I. SUMMARY 

The USAID/CAR Commercial Law Project addresses the need for a legal environment that 
supports the conduct of private enterprise in the Central Asia Republics of Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgyzstan. The existing legal framework of commercial laws and related public and private 
sector institutions is undergoing a rapid transformation from the traditional command economy. 
The Commercial Law Project, consisting of three/four task orders, will provide technical assistance 
and training for the improvement and implementation of commercial laws and the establishment or 
strengthening of involved agencies such as the judiciary and private non-governmental 
organizations. 

Pursuant to their economic reform programs, both Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan have begun 
to address and initiate international trade and investment liberalization programs. But many difficult 
tasks related to trade and investment policies and the implementing legal and regulatory framework 
remain to be developed. While customs tariffs have been reduced and foreign direct investment 
laws have been enacted, concerns have been expressed as to the nature and impact of the present 
legal/regulatory framework. Both government officials and current and potential foreign traders 
and investors have identified the need for the development of general enabling environments that 
can both facilitate international trade and investment and provide the economic rewards implicit in a 
market-based entrepreneurial economy sufficient to attract new traders and increase foreign direct 
investment (FDI). 

Kazakhstan and Kyrgystan's new economic and political independence not only present 
standard issues of trade and investment facilitation and regulation traditional in developing 
countries, but also new issues of regional economic integration and local trade arrangements as 
well as a whole new spectrum of legal requirements and concerns resulting from their entry into 
global markets and their applications for accession to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) and its successor organization, the World Trade Organization (WTO). 

US AID/CAR has already undertaken a number of legal and regulatory technical assistance 
activities in the two countries. These include specific programs to establish a policy, legal and 
regulatory framework conducive to broad-based competition and private sector growth in the two 
countries, to facilitate the transfer of state-owned assets to the private sector, to promote fiscal 
reform, and to develop an efficient, competitive private financial sector. Each of these efforts is 
intended to foster the emergence of a competitive, market-oriented economy in which most 
economic resources are privately owned, and to provide the domestic enabling environment 
essential for attracting international trade and foreign investment. Among the specific substantive 
areas of economic and legal significance to potential foreign traders and investors that US AID/CAR 
already has targeted for technical assistance activity are: land use, transfer rights, and recording; 
legislation relating to privatization and demonopolization; taxation and fiscal operations (in 
particular, enactment of a modernized tax code); securities legislation; and banking regulation and 
accounting standards. But an important agenda of activities to establish a policy, legal and 
regulatory framework that promotes competition and private sector growth remains to be 
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undertaken, including the development of a modem commercial law framework in general and 
specific lega1/regulatory regimes for international trade and investment. 

This Task Order addresses those portions of USAID/CAR's commercial law program 
involving activities aimed specifically at enhancing the lega1/regulatory framework for international 
trade and investment in Kazakhstan and Kyrgystan. Aspects and concerns related specifically to 
domestic commerce, trade, and investment are addressed in another Task Order under the general 
Commercial Law enhancement program. Since business registration and licensing appear to be 
essentially the same for both domestic business entities and foreign entities or domestic entities 
with foreign capital, these aspects will also be included in the General Commercial Law Task 
Order. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Relationship Between Trade and Investment 

International trade and investment are inextricably intertwined concepts and must be 
recognized as such in assessing their potential for economic development. Their interrelationship is 
reflected in the ancient maxim: "investment follows trade, and trade follows investment." 
Investment can be said to follow trade in the sense that nearly all FDI is premised upon trade goals 
- e.g., market offense (creation of new markets, increasing existing market share) or market 
defense (protecting existing market share). It is equally true that trade follows investment - for 
example, nearly a third of all U.S. two-way international trade (imports, exports) involves inter
company transactions with subsidiaries and affiliates abroad. But both trade and investment, in 
tum, are based upon a single, primordial economic concern - the realization of profit. The profit 
motive underlies nearly all international economic activity and any country desiring entry into the 
global economic system must recognize and accomodate this basic economic motivation. This has 
presented a special concern for those nations of the former socialist block whose economic systems 
have only recently conceded the legitimacy of profit. 

If international trade and investment are to play their important and proper roles in 
catalyzing economic growth and development of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, then the two 
countries must develop modem legal and regulatory regimes and a juridical framework that both 
facilitates international trade and investment and accomodates the realization of profit therefrom. 

Current Trade and Investment Position 

Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan have been undertaking comprehensive macroeconomic reform 
programs aimed at stabilization, restructuring, and liberalization of their economies in the course of 
transition to open-market economies. As an essential component of their macroeconomic reforms, 
trade liberalization has progressed in each of the countries, although Kazakhstan appears to be 
further along in its program. But the external trade sector of both countries is chaotic, having 
spiralled downward in the wake of the breakup of the Soviet Union and the demise of the Ruble 
Zone. Both Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan hold "observer" status at the GA TT/WTO while only 
Kazakhstan has actually indicated its desire to accede to that global trade standards organization and 
has initiated its accession process. 

Kazakhstan possesses vast resources of oil, coal, rare metals, and a huge agricultural 
productive base. In 1994, it recorded an estimated GDP of 464.45 million Tenge, a decrease of 
25% in its growth rate from the preceeding year. In 1993, it had an estimated ma: capita income of 
$1,560. Kazakhstan's major exports are oil, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, chemicals, grain, 
wool, and meat, while its major imports are machinery and parts, industrial inputs, oil and gas. In 
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1994, its merchandise exports amounted to $4.1 billion, while its merchandise imports amounted 
to $3.3 billion. 

Kazakhstan's government has generally adopted a strategy of relatively low import barriers 
to encourage imports and create a greater supply of consumer goods in its markets. Last year, the 
Government implemented a new import tariff schedule that eliminated duties for most consumer 
goods, so that most such goods - including flour, toiletries, clothing, footwear, refrigerators, 
sewing and washing machines, audio and video equipment, and household electric goods - have 
been freed from tariffs. Structural barriers to increased trade have been found by the USG to 
include a weak system of commercial law (including the lack of effective bankruptcy procedures), 
the lack of an effective judicial process for contract enforcement, and a large, officious, and often 
corrupt bureaucracy. Kazakhstan still employs customs procedures from the old Soviet Union, 
which continue to be cumbersome, dilatory, and frustrating. The Government continues use of 
import quotas and licensing procedures on imports of certain "non-essential" goods. Certain 
restrictions on imports of services exist, particularly in the area of insurance. The Government 
does not appear to offer any export subsidies, but it does impose an export tax ranging up to 30% 
and recently moved to impose export controls and quotas on certain "critical" goods, including oil 
and gas, coal, certain metals, grain, cotton, and caviar. 

In February 1993, Kazakhstan and the United States entered into a Bilateral Trade 
Agreement, which provides for reciprocal most-favored-nation (MFN) treatment, improVed market 
access for each country to the other's markets, and nondiscriminatory treatment for the other 
country's goods and services. On December 22, 1994, Kazakhstan and the European Union 
("EU") signed an interim "partnership and cooperation" accord that replaces the 1989 USSR-EC 
agreement. The 1994 accord provides Kazakhstan with MFN status for goods and access to the 
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) as well as "fair treatment" for EU firms investing in 
Kazakhstan. On January 20, 1995, Kazakhstan signed an agreement with the Russian Federation 
and Belarus to set up a customs union that, in theory, contempates a joint agreement on tariff 
regulation. In early 1994, Kazakhstan entered into a free trade agreement with Krygyzstan and 
Uzbekistan. 

Krygyzstan has an economy that is primarily agricultural, with the industrial sector 
accounting for less than a third of its national product. Its GDP by 1994 estimate was 10.7 billion 
Soms, reflecting a decrease of 27% over 1993. In 1993, it had a m capita income of $850. The 
country produces primarily agricultural commodities including livestock (85% of its agricultural 
land is devoted to grazing), cotton, wool, leather, silk, tobacco, vegetables and grains. Its 
industrial sector is engaged in the production of agricultural and other machinery, food processing, 
and some electronics and textiles. It has a surplus supply of hydroelectric power which it exports. 
Principal export items are food, electronic goods, non-ferrous minerals, and hydro-electricity. 

The country has almost lost access to imports except through barter transactions because of 
its low level of foreign exchange earnings. Krygyzstan still operates with the USSR era Customs 
Code and procedures. The Kyrgyz Government appears very receptive to foreign trade and, in 
early 1994, accelerated the pace of trade reform, removing most formal barriers to trade, although 
it imposes taxes on imports of certain strategic goods such as energy and minerals and excise taxes 
on imported tobacco, alcoholic beverages and certain luxury commodities. Export restrictions 
remain formidable obstacles to export trade. In 1993, over half of exports were subject to export 
licensing and nearly a third to export taxes. 

On May 8,1992, Krygyzstan and the United States signed a Bilateral Trade Agreement that 
provides for reciprocal MFN tariff status and non-discriminatory treatment for goods and services. 
The agreement facilitates bilateral business by allowing free operation of commercial representation 
in both countries and permitting companies to engage and serve as agents and consultants in each 
country as well as providing for strong intellectual property rights protection. In 1994, Krygyzstan 
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entered into a three-way free trade agreement with Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan and is continuing to 
seek free trade arrangements ("FfAs") with other nations of the CIS. 

Major Trade and Investment-Related Legal Concerns 

It appears that Kazakhstani and Kyrgyzstani law is serously deficient in a number of 
substantive, procedural, and sectoral areas of their legal frameworks affecting international trade 
and investment. 

Organic Structure of Trade/Investment-Related Authorities: The fundamental 
law of Kazakhstan is the Constitution adopted on January 23, 1993 - although a succeeding 
Constitution is currently in development and being circulated for comment in draft fonn. Article 48 
of the Constitution provides that "The state guarantees the freedom of entrepreneurial activity and 
provides for its defense and support." Article 18 states that "A citizen of the republic has the right 
to be an owner," and Article 47 provides that "Private property is inviolable." Property rights are 
further vindicated by Article 32 which provides that "No one has the right to deprive a citizen of 
any rights ... other than in accordance with the given Constitution." Article 47 also provides that 
"No one can be deprived of his property, except by decision of the court .... Requisitioning can 
be applied only in exceptional cases directly stipulated by law." With regard to foreign business, 
Article 6 of the Constitution provides: 

Entities located on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan who are not its citizens enjoy 
all rights and freedoms, and bear all responsiblities established by the Constitution, 
laws,and interstate agreements of the Republic of Kazakhstan, other than exceptions 
stipulated for by laws and interstate agreements of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

while Article 49 provides: 

Entrepreneurial activity of foreign citizens and legal entities ... is under the protection of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan and is carried out on its territory under conditions established 
for the citizens of the Republic of Kazakhstan with the exceptions established by legislation 
and interstate agreements of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

Under the Constitution, there are three categories of statutory law: "Constitutional Laws", 
legislatively-enacted statutes, and decree laws of the Presidency having the force of statutory law. 
"Constitutional Laws" refers to certain Constitution-implementing statutes relating to organic 
fundamentals, e.g., citizenship, the legislature, the Cabinet of Ministers, the Supreme Court and 
other specifically authorized courts mentioned in the Constitution, the Judiciary, elections, and 
referenda. The Constitution provides for three types of governmental powers - Executive, 
Legislative, and Judicial. Ministers of the GOK are nominated by the President and "ratified" by 
the parliament. 

One problem confronted by potential traders and investors in both Kazakhstan and 
Krygyzstan is the apparent confusion of explicit governmental authorities relating to trade and 
investment and their allocation throughout ministries and agencies of their governments. For 
instance, Article 78 of the Kazakhstan Constitution authorizes the President specifically to appoint 
the Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Defense, Finance, and Interior while indicating general authority 
to appoint the "membership of the Cabinet of Ministers, ministries, state committees and 
departments." Chapter 14 of the Constitution relates to the authorities and responsibilities of the 
Cabinet of Ministers and the "ministries", but, with regard to the latter, fails specifically to 
ennumerate the ministries or describe their organic authorities. There are a number of ministries 
and state committees other than those named above in Article 78, including the Ministries of 
Agriculture, Economy, Energy and Coal Industry, Geology and Earth Industries, Industry and 
Trade, Oil and Gas, Science and New Technologies, and Transport and Communications. 
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Presumably these latter ministries are empowered to exist and given authorities and responsibilities 
under sectoral-specific laws. At least ten ministries of the GOK (Argiculture, Economy, Energy 
and Coal Industry, Finance, Geology and Earth Protection, Industry and Trade, Science and New 
Technologies, Tourism, and Transport and Communications) appear to have some regulatory 
authority or other involvement with the general area of foreign trade and investment. A guide to the 
GOK suggests that the two most important ministries are the Ministry of Economy which has 
responsibilities in the area of "foreign economic policy" and "foreign economic ties" and the 
Ministry of Finance which appears to have responsibilities relating to "foreign investment" and, 
presumably, taxation affecting trade and investment. The Customs Committee appears to have 
separate Cabinet status and has responsibilities for "foreign economic ties" and, of course, customs 
administration and procedures. The Committee on the Use of Foreign Capital is said to coordinate 
all matters related to foreign investment. One other committee, the State Committee for Statistics 
and Analysis, would appear to have responsibities in the area of trade and investment statistics. 
While important regulatory authorities in the area of trade are likely to be concentrated in Customs 
and tax agencies, Kazakhstan's Law on Foreign Investments of December 30, 1994, fails to 
specify the administering authority for investment approvals, agreements, or guarantees under the 
law. 

A recent study of trade and investment in Kazakhstan found that: 

Trade and investment policies are formulated through a complex system. At the ministerial 
level, the Ministry of Economy coordinates trade and investment policy analyses and 
recommendations. these policies are jointly or individually formulated by particular 
ministries, such as the Ministry of Industry and Trade, the Ministry of Agriculture, and the 
Ministry of Oil and Gas Industries. Each ministry regulates trade in its respective area ... 

Nonetheless, anectdotal evidence suggests there is a great deal of aggressive competition 
and duplication of activities among the ministries and committees of the GOK which frustrates a 
reasonable understanding of the authorities and responsibilities related to trade and investment. The 
existence of this complicated array of bureaucratic entities, confusion, and competition in policy 
formation, administration and regulation also has the effect of engendering opportunities for 
corruption. 

Customs Law and Procedures: Until recently, the customs function operated as a 
subdivision of the Ministry of Finance, but this function was recently removed to the apparently 
Cabinet-level Customs Committee. While Decree No. 2011 of the President Concerning Rates of 
Customs Tariff on Import Goods set new rates of tariffs, it failed to specify its relationship to any 
preexisting overall customs code or general law the tariff presumably operates to implement. An 
inventory of key regulations governing trade and investment-related activities of the GOK 
produced in the previously-mentioned study does not indicate existence of a customs code. It 
appears that the old USSR customs code remains in effect, although access to it in Kazakstan 
appears very limited. Anectdotal evidence suggests that customs procedures are unduly 
complicated and dilatory, while customs administration is subject to a high level of discretion and 
ad-hoc arrangements that regularly invite opportunities for corruption. These problems also appear 
to characterize administration of the customs in Kyrgyzstan as well. 

Non-Tariff Barriers: Apart from uncertainty, inefficiency, and corruption in trade 
administration in both countries, Kazakhstan and Krygyzstan still retain a number of non-tariff 
barriers that unduly impede and complicate the facilitation of international trade. Both retain certain 
quantitative restrictions on imports and consequent licensing requirements to administer them. The 
Value-Added Tax ("VAT") imposed in both countries, assessed at approximately 20% of value, 
apparently affects imports, artificially inflating the costs thereof to consumers and users of 
imported inputs. Although world trade rules permit the imposition of product quality standards and 
phytosanitary standards on imports for purposes of consumer safety, many nations utilize such 
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standards to restrict imports as such. It appears that Kazakhstan and Krygyzstan have relatively 
rudimentary standards setting operations, but these are not transparent, are rarely communicated to 
the trade community, and operate to impede certain imports as a policy. Foreign exchange 
restrictions that operate to impede current trade and investment transactions, such as required 
exchange of convertible currencies resulting from trade and investment transactions, also impose 
barriers to both trade and investment. 

Taxation: Kazakhstani revenues are derived primarily from corporate income taxes, a 
value-added tax (VAT), and export duties. In July, 1995, the country enacted a new Tax Code 
developed by the Fiscal Policy Reform Team under USAID/CAR funding. The new Code reduces 
the number of applicable taxes from 40 to 18. It is based upon the tax regimes of a number of 
leading reformist countries and the new corporate income tax rate is 40%, which compares with 
favorable tax rates in other countries. In the last two years, the OOK appears to have implemented 
a tax rationalization program that calls for the substantial revision and simplification of the tax 
system, reduction of overall rates, and improved revenue collection. While the corporate profits 
tax is not unduly burdensome in itself, companies are also subject to high direct taxes, the VAT, 
import and export taxes, excise duties, taxes on expatriate income, taxes on salaries in excess of a 
multiple of the minimum wage, and so on. Of equal concern is the fact that the tax system is 
subject to frequent and unpublicized changes and tax laws are often arbitrarily administered and 
enforced. On October 23, 1993, the GOK and the United States signed a Treaty for the Avoidance 
of Double Taxation, but it is uncertain whether or not the treaty has been ratified in either country. 

Regulatory Administration: Laws, in Kazakhstan, appear to be published for public 
consumption on an ad-hoc basis, sometimes in daily papers. There is no single, official, citable 
publication that reprints laws and regulations and serves as the citable embodiment of the law or of 
regulations. According to a recent USG report on economic policy and trade practices in 
Kazakhstan, OOK "regulation policies are extensive and complex. Implementation of these 
regulations remains capricious (often varying between ministries) and a major source of 
corruption. U.S. and western business representatives often complain about the lack of standard 
licensing procedures." A former consultant to U.S. businesses in Kazakhstan was quoted in the 
Wall Street Journal as saying "the gap between law and reality is huge, your guarantees quite 
frankly, are only as good as your personal relationship with the people who happen to be in charge 
at the moment." Part of the problem is that Kazakhstani legislation allows for almost unlimited 
discretion in the implementation of laws, without any concrete regulatory guidelines established 
either in regulations applying specific laws or within a coherent, specific administrative procedure 
and practice statute. Neither is there a well developed consistency in the regulatory application of 
laws and administrative procedures. The governments of both countries are said to be given to 
changing their minds after having negotiated agreements. 

GATT!WTO Accession and Impacts: Both Kazakhstan and Krygyzstan are qualified 
as observers at the OA IT, the international agreement that establishes global standards for 
international trade rules and regulations, and the WTO, the new administering body for GAIT 
trade rules established as a result of negotiations undertaken during the recent Uruguay Round of 
multinational trade negotiations. Kazakhstan recently expressed its desire to join the OAIT/WTO 
and has initiated the accession process. The country could derive a number of benefits from 
membership, including national treatment and generalized MFN treatment and enhanced market 
access from all GA TT/WTO member countries, a new and effective dispute resolution procedure, 
shielding from certain trade remedies (antidumping, subsidy/countervailing duties) permitted to 
developing countries, and outward indicia of acceptance by developed nations into the global 
economic community. 

GATT/WTO membership would also impose a number of requirements affecting 
Kazakhstan's trade and investment legaVregulatory regime which would require extensive 
reworking of its legal framework for international trade and investment, including binding of tariffs 
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at set levels, tennination of import and export quotas (over a phased period), implementation of the 
Harmonized System of Tariff Nomenclature, foreswearing of export subsidies for export 
promotion, and extensive changes in a number of other technical areas. Moreover, the new post
Uruguay Round of negotiated agreements introduces new standards in the areas of agricultural 
exports, services, trade-related intellectual property rights protection ("TRIPS"), and trade-related 
investment measures ("TRIMS"). Accession to the GATT/WTO would require a change, as well, 
in the "culture" of Kazakhstani administrative regulation of trade and investment, requiring a 
degree of transparency in regulatory administration and enforcement procedures than will take 
considerable education and training to appreciate and implement. 

Trade and Investment Promotion: It appears that neither Kazakhstan nor Krygyzstan 
have to date undertaken specifically-targeted programs to enhance their exports or to attract FDI. 
Active programs for trade and investment promotion, including certain investment incentives and 
specialized production facilities (for example, export processing zones, free trade zones) are 
considered essential to achieve new investment and incremental exports. Similiarly, introduction of 
the concept of a "one stop shop" service facility for both international traders and investors to 
reduce the confusion, unnecessary paperwork, and delay inherent in current trade and investment 
transactions is also considered a primary form of trade/investment promotion. 

Foreign Investment Admission: The new agency recently authorized to regulate 
foreign direct investment in the country, the State Committee for the Use of Foreign Capital, 
administers the admission requirements for new FDI. "Admission" refers to the legal regime and 
regulatory/administrative process through which FDI that has already occurred or may occur is 
recognized as such and accepted within a nation's sovereignty. Kazakhstan's admission regime 
appears to impose no specific restrictions on FDI as such; rather, FDI is treated the same as new 
domestic investment, e.g., the investment must be registered and the registered entity must be 
licensed to do business. There have been complaints however, that this process, for both domestic 
and foreign companies, is prolonged. Moreover, the procedure for registering new FDI is unclear. 
In the past, the former FDI regulating government entity, the National Agency for Foreign 
Investment (NAFI), superceded by the Committee for the Use of Foreign Capital, was charged 
with receiving certain documentary information from a new FDI entity (its foreign incorporation 
papers, a solvency certification) which it reviewed. After being satisfied with the documents, 
NAFI would issue a letter to the registering agency. There appears to be some concern as to the 
degree to which the Committee will enquire, beyond the documentary submission requirement, 
into the particulars of the new FDI entity. Registration has been administered by the Ministry of 
Finance, but, under the new Civil Code will be administered by the Ministry of Justice. Under the 
Foreign Investment Law, enterprises with foreign investment can be established in any industry 
not prohibited by Kazakhstani law. But licenses are required for foreign investors to engage in 
certain sectors. Licenses can be either general or special. General licenses are required for activities 
in certain sectors (banking, mining, telecommunications), regardless of whether the entity has any 
foreign investment. The Foreign Investment Law provides that special licenses may be required by 
law for entities with foreign investment in certain sectors, but, at the moment such sectors appear 
not to have been defined. As with registration, the procedure for obtaining a general license is the 
same for both domestic companies and those with foreign investment. Foreign companies may also 
establish so-called "representative offices" in Kazakhstan, subject to the caveat that such offices 
may not engage in commercial activities. It appears that representative offices are registered by the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry. Once registered, they are required to suhmit hi-annual reports to 
the Ministry. 

Competition Policy/ Anti-Monopoly: A new Anti-Monopoly Law was enacted in 
Kazakhstan in 1994 that provides for some degree of regulatory sanction on anti-competitive 
activity, especially of the so-called holding companies. The State Antimonopoly Committee has 
been created to apply and implement the law. Observers indicate that the Committee is one of the 
centers for reform advocacy in the Kazakhstani Government but that the temptation, common in 
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many evolving socialist countries, remains to utilize the broad rules and authorities of the law 
sometimes to "reregulate" a deregulating refonned economy. A serious competition policy and anti
monopoly law is essential, not only to progress in the reform of the domestic economy, but to 
enhance the possibilities for competition of foreign investors and traders in the overall economy, in 
order to assure market access and competition within the economy. The enhanced competition and 
greater efficiency forced on domestic competitors spurs technological innovation and productivity, 
which, in turn catalyzes economic growth and development. Competition policy enforced through 
effective but fair anti-monopoly laws and enforcement is an essential complement to privatization 
initiatives since it helps ensure that privatization does not result simply in the exchange of a public 
monopoly for a private one. Anectdotal evidence suggests, however, that the administration to-date 
of the law has been very broad, with some interventions apparently intended, in effect, to roll back 
certain other elements of macroeconomic reforms in the economy. In the sense that the lack of 
adequate competition policy enforcement narrows market access for local firms and foreign firms 
and traders, or if the interpretation and application of anti-monopoly laws is used to restrict 
economic activities essential to broader competition in the market, these problems become, in turn, 
non-tariff barriers to foreign trade and investment. 

III. OBJECTIVES 

The specific objective of this Task Order is to complement and support the overall 
USAID/CAR effort to promote refonn and modernization of the commercial law system in 
Kazakhstan and Krygyzstan by specifically targeting technical assistance interventions at the 
modernization and enhancement to global standards of the trade and investment-related 
legal/regulatory regimes of the two countries. The specific objectives for the trade and investment 
segment of the commercial law modernization program include the following: 

A.- Development of enhanced institutional capacities of the OOK for trade/investment
related policy formation, legislation, administrative/regulatory implementation and enforcement; 

B.- Modification of laws relating to international trade and investment as needed to enhance 
the Kazakhstani and Kyrgyz legaVregulatory frameworks for trade and investment to global 
standards and to facilitate rather than impede or complicate incremental trade and new FDI. 

C.- Support for the process and eventual implementation in Kazakhstani law of the OOK's 
accession to the OA TT/WTO; 

D.- Professional education, training, and development of OOK officials and bureaucrats in 
the law and legal/regulatory administration and implementation of basic, substantive 
trade!mvestment-related legal regimes; 

E.- Development of an enhanced Private Sector capacity for effective involvement in OOK 
trade!mvestment-related policy fonnation, legislation, and administrative/regulatory implementation 
and enforcement; and 

F.- Enhancement of the overall Kazakhstani and Krygyzstani "climates" for business and 
investment that directly or indirectly affect international trade and investment 

IV. DURATION OF ASSISTANCE AND EXPRESS CONDITIONS FOR 
CONTINUATION OF ASSISTANCE 

The assistance described in this Task Order will be provided for a period of one year, and, 
subject to further obligation of 1996 funding, may be continued for a second year on similiar tenns 
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which will need to be confmned at least 30 days prior to expiration of the initial term of this Task 
Order. 

This assistance, however, is subject to early termination or partial termination at any time if 
the objectives of this Task Order are not reasonably being met or any conditions placed on the 
Contractor are not timely performed. 

V. T ASKIWORK REQUIREMENTS 

Task 1. Development of Enhanced Institutional Capacities of Government 

A. Provide the competent ministries of the Governments of Kazakhstan and Krygyzstan 
and their officials and staffs with education and training, training resources and materials, and, 
where indicated, ongoing counterpart technical assistance on a one-to-one basis at appropriate 
policy development and operational levels. This assistance will be designed to foster an 
understanding and appreciation of effective design and incorporation of governmental organization 
structures, allocation of authorities, and assignment of responsibilities most likely to lead to the 
most efficient and productive management of trade and investment-related authorities and 
responsibilities with regard to policy formation, legislation, administration and enforcement. This 
assistance would be targeted generally on the trade and investment-related ministries and entities of 
the government, but most especially on the Ministries of Economy, Finance, Industry and Trade, 
the Customs Committee, and the State Antimonopoly Committee, but could be made avilable to 
other agencies as well whose operations impact directly on international trde and investment. 

B. Provide specific, detailed, targeted education and training programs oriented toward the 
design, conduct, and operation of effective public policy formation processes and procedures, 
emphasizing broad participation of affected interests, sufficient research and analysis of substantive 
subject areas, options, and strategies for the optimum realization or accomplishment of the policies 
derived therefrom. 

c. Assist governmental counterparts in the development of administrative procedure 
manuals or guidelines and provide associated training, in order to enable the Government to 
develop and implement fair, transparent, consistent, and predictable administrative procedures, 
based on due process, on a Government-wide basis. 

D. Provide and/or sponsor professional development educational and training programs 
and materials to government officials and staff for the specialized development of competencies 
inthe administration and enforcement of highly technical areas of trade/investment-related 
substantive or sectoral laws such as customs law and procedures, intellectual property rights 
protection and enforcement, etc. 

Task 2. Modification of Trade and Investment Laws/Practices 

A. Conduct an in-depth, intensive diagnostic analysis and assessment of the broad array of 
Kazakhstani and Kyrgyz laws, regulations, policies, and procedures (official framework) and 
related but informal practices (unoffical framework) to determine when and how such aspects 
operate to inhibit, rather than to facilitate, expanded trade and increased FDI. The assessment 
would suggest priority areas for immediate response with recommendations for actions to be taken 
to modify laws, regulations, policies, procedures, and practices. This assessment would take into 
account not only the central government framework, but would include also, the nature and 
impacts of local governmental actions that negatively affect the climate for international trade and 
investment. 
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B. Detennine from the diagnostic assessment exactly which laws, regulations, policies, and 
procedures must be modified, at the central government and/or local level, to enhance the climate 
for expanded trade and new, 
incremental FDI and, upon the basis of such determination and prioritization, produce draft 
modifications of laws, regulations, policies, or procedures by teams of expatriate legal experts in 
the substantive or sectoral areas addressed and competent local lawyers and the submission thereof 
to the governments (and/or legislatures) of or local authorities of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. 

Task 3. Support for Kazakhstan's Accession to the GATTIWTO 

A. Provide continuing, on-site technical assistance (research, analysis, drafting, 
representation assistance and support) to the OOK in the preparation or further development or 
refinement of its National Interest Statement/Memorandum of Foreign Trade Regime presentation 
to the OA IT/WTO. 

B. Provide technical assistance to the OOK with regard to the development of proposed 
tariff bindings or commitments relating to its trade/investment-related legal/regulatory regime or 
other requirements imposed as a condition of membership in theOA IT/WTO together with 
assistance relating to the economic analysis and determination of sectoral and adjustment impacts of 
such bindings and commitments and a range of acceptable options therefor. 

C. Provide back-up technical assistance (research, analysis, drafting, representation 
assistance and support) to the OOK with regard to the preparation of responses to Working Party 
requests for information or documentation relating to Kazakhstan's preliminary presentation to the 
OAIT/WTO and for the preparation of any specialized briefs or communications necessary to 
facilitate the dialogue between the OOK and the Working Party necessary to progress through 
toward a resolution of outstanding issues with the Working Party. 

D. Facilitate requests, coordination and cooperation of the OOK with OATT/WTO 
Secretariat and UNCTAD/WTO International Trade Center and other sources of specialized 
technical assistance available and supportive of the OOK's accession application. 

E. Research, survey and report to the OOK on the entire range of commitments and 
obligations required to be made or undertaken incident to Kazakhstan's accession to the OA IT 
(including specific demands of Working Party member nations) in the light of the overall 
Kazakhstani legal framework for international trade and investment relevant to such commitments 
and obligations, and the steps that must be taken to amend, repeal, or otherwise revise existing 
laws, regulations, policies, or procedures to accord with and carry through on such commitments 
and obligations. 

F. Provide education and training and appropriate training resources and materials 
necessary for the develoopment of an adequate and effective understanding and commitment of 
OOK officials and bureaucrats of the goals, benefits, commitments and obligations inherent in the 
OOK's accession to the OA TT/WTO. 

Task 4. Development of an Enhanced Private Sector Advocacy Capability 

A. Identify the "authentic" private sectors in Kazakhstan and Krygyzstan, contact and 
survey them and analyze and report upon their views and concerns with regard to the impacts of 
government trade and investment-related laws, regulations, policies, and procedures on their 
business operations, costs, and other factors determinative of profitability, paperwork 
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requirements, government administration of such laws, regulations, policies, and procedures in 
terms of fairness, transparency, consistency,and predictability, their willingness and ability to 
communicate business concerns and viewpoints to governments, and suggestions for designing 
and structuring new business advocacy organizations for such purposes. 

B. Fund the establishment and operation of new, effective business advocacy organizations 
based on the results obtained from the survey. 

C. Provide or sponsor education and training and training materials for the development of 
an effective private sector advocacy capability on the part of business firms and individuals, 
especially oriented to ensuring the inclusion and communication of private sector views before the 
government with regard to legislative initiatives and administrative regulations, policies, and 
procedures relating to trade/investment. 

D. Advocate, and encourage the private sector to advocate, the elimination of government 
controlled "private sector" business organizations and associations, such as government-funded or 
controlled chambers of commerce, with regulatory and/or licensing authority. 

E. Encourage and provide technical assistance and funding for the establishment of a 
continuing formal, "on-the-record" PubliclPrivate Sector body or channel of communication for 
consultation and dialogue between the government and the private sector and procedure for 
advising each side of legislative, administrative, or policy initiatives or concerns or viewpoints 
relating thereto that complements but does not preempt the advocacy activities of private sector 
business advocacy organizations. 

Task 5. Coordination With Commercial Law Project, Training And Education. 

The contractor will meet with the other Commercial Law task order projects to share information 
and participate in mutually beneficial program efforts. Training needs of this task order will be 
addressed through the Commercial Law Training Task Order. The contractor will specify training 
needs to the Commercial Law Training contractor and will participate in the design and delivery of 
training. The Bankruptcy task order contractor will provide technical specialists to support training 
programs. 

VI. TANGIBLE RESUL TS/BENCHMARKS 

Tangible results and benchmarks are to be associated with the specific objectives and appropriate 
tasks and subtasks described in this Task Directive. Achievement of benchmarks (milestones) with 
a proposed schedule is an important element. Required documentation (work plans, periodic 
reports) is included under reporting requirements. Results and benchmarks will be refined further 
in the fIrst six-month plan. 

The contractor understands and agrees that achievement of the Tangible Results and Benchmarks 
are the essence of the task order and that USAID will judge the contractor's success (or lack 
thereof) in the task order upon whether or not the Tangible Results and Benchmarks are achieved. 
In the event that anyone or more of the tangible Results or Benchmarks are not achieved or should 
the contractor at any time realize that they are not achievable, then the contractor shall immediately 
advise USAID in writing and in the next report required as part of the Task Order "reporting 
requirements" (Le., a monthly, quarterly or completion report) shall provide a complete 
explanation of the circumstances relating thereto. 
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Task 1: Development of Enhanced Institutional Capacities of Government 

A. Government Organization Program: 

Result: Provide/sponsor training program(s) for Government personnel on the 
effective design and operation of trade/investment-related government 
organizations and optimum allocation of authorities/responsibilities. 

Benchmark: Within one month, develop a detailed implementation plan. Within two 
months, identify and contract venues for programs and potential local co
sponsors for the progams. Within three months, produce developed event 
program curriculum and assign project staff or contract speakers if other 
USAID contractors are not specifically tasked to do so. Within four months, 
produce hand-out materials and hold at least one training program on 
Government Organization in each country. 

B. Public Policy Formation Seminar(s) 

Result: Provide/sponsor training seminar(s) on the design/operation of public policy 
formation processes and procedures. 

Benchmark: Within two months, identify and contract venues for programs and potential 
local co-sponsors for seminars. Within three months, produce developed 
event program curriculum and assign project staff or contract speakers if 
other USAID contractors are not specifically tasked to do so. Within four 
months,produce hand-out materials and hold at least one public policy 
formation training seminar in each country. 

C. Administrative Procedure and PracticeWorkshop 

Result: Provide/sponsor Administrative Procedure and Practices workshop(s). 

Benchmark: Within three months, identify and contract venues for programs and 
potential local co-sponsors for workshop .. Within four months, produce 
developed event program curriculum and assign project staff or contract 
speakers, if other USAID contractors are not specifically tasked to do so. 
Within six months, produce hand-out materials and hold at least two 
geographically balanced Administrative Procedure and Practices workshops 
in Kazakhstan and one in Krygyzstan. 

D. International Trade Technical Seminars 

Result: Provide/sponsor at least two technical seminars for government personnel in 
Kazakhstan on (a) Customs law, administration, and procedures and (b) 
intellectual property rights enforcement and one technical seminar for 
government personnel in Krygyzstan on Customs law administration, and 
procedures. 

Benchmark: Within five months,identify and contract venues for programs and potential 
local co-sponsors for seminars. Within six months, produce developed 
event program curricula and assign project staff or contract speakers, if 
other US AID contractors are not specifically tasked to do so. Within nine 
months, produce hand-out materials. Within ten months, hold three 
technical seminars, two in Kazakhstan and one in Kyrgyzstan. 
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Task 2. Modification of Trade/Investment Framework and Practices 

A. Diagnostic Assessment 

Result: Undertake and complete an in-depth, intensive analysis of the official 
legal/regulatory Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan and unofficial practices with 
recommendations and suggested prioritizations for USAID-funded and other 
actions to enhance such framework and modify practices to faciliate, rather 
than impede, international trade/investment. 

Benchmark: Within one month, produce draft diagnostic assessment protocol for 
approval of USAID/CAR. Within three months, produce a comprehensive 
diagnostic assessment with prioritization of needs areas and 
recommendations for modification of trade and investment laws, 
regulations, policies, procedures, and practices. 

B. Drafting of Modifications 

Result: Production of drafts and/or amendments to prioritized laws, regulations, 
policies, and/or procedures (or specific suggestions for modification of 
practices) that negatively affect international trade and investment. 

Benchmark: Within two months, develop final US AID/CAR prioritization of laws, 
regulations, policies, or procedures or practices to be the subject of drafting 
activity and select/contract expatriate or local attorneys required to undertake 
drafting activities. Within six months, production of six drafts of highest 
prioritized laws and/or amendments. Within 12 months, produce six more 
(or less as prioritized/needed) draft laws and/or amendments to laws, 
including as part thereof, two or more memoranda regarding actions needed 
(with draft laws as indicated) to modify unofficial practices that negatively 
affect trade and investment. 

Task 3. Support for Kazakhstan's Accession to the GATT/WTO 

A. National Interest Statement/Memorandum of ForeignTradeRegime 

Result: Produce a competent, reasonable final draft of the GOK's National Interest 
StatementlMemorandum of Foreign Trade Regime for presentation to the 
Gatt/WTO Secretariat. 

Benchmark: Within one month begin substantive interaction with GOK officials relevant 
to the accession process and make coordinating contact with GATI/WTO 
Secretariat. Within three months complete and submit draft National Interest 
Statement/Memorandum of Foreign Trade Regime to OOK for transmission 
to OATT/WTO Working Party.(accomplishment of this benchmark will 
depend on the GOK's level of commitment, involvement, and cooperation). 

B. Tariff Bindings and Commitments 

Result: Produce Technical Memorandum for OOK with regard to suggestions for 
GOK proposed tariff bindings and other commitments for presentation to 
GA TI/WTO Secretariat. 
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Benchmark: Within six months complete and submit Technical Memorandum to 
OOK.(Accomplishment of this benchmark will depend on OOK's 
cooperation and involvement with this subtask.) 

C. GOK Response(s) to GATTIWTO Accession Working Party 

Result: Produce, as needed or requested, technical papers or response memoranda 
for the OOK to respond toWorking Party member nation requests for infor
mation or documentation regarding issues of concern raised by the 
WorkingParty. 

Benchmark: Within two months of receipt of each Working Party request, provide tech
nical paper or response memorandum. (Accomplishment of this benchmark 
will depend on the requests received from the Working Party and the 
OOK's cooperation in transmitting them to the contractor team.) 

D. Coordination with GATT/WTO Secretariat 

Result: Establish good OOK working relationship and coordination with the 
OA IT/WTO Technical Secretariat staff and Working Party support staff. 

Benchmark: Within two months establish good OOK working relationships. (Accomp
lishment of this benchmark will depend on the level of OOK commitment, 
involvement, and cooperation with this subtask.) 

E. Conformance of GOK Law with GATT/WTO Requirements 

Result: Produce a detailed technical memorandum for the OOK (with drafts where 
indicated) of basic changes required in OOK laws, regulations, policies, 
and procedures to conform to OA TTIWTO obligations or commitments 
undertaken by the OOK incident to the accession process. 

Benchmark: Within 12 months present fmal technical memorandum to OOK. (Accomp
lishment of this subtask will depend, in part, on the pace and progress of 
the accession process, the demands of the Working Party,and the commit
ment and involvement of the OOK.) 

F. GATTIWTO Training 

Result: Sponsor/hold OA TT/WTO training seminar for OOK senior officials and 
staff. 

Benchmark: Within one month identify and contract venues for the seminars and local 
co-sponsors for if other USAID contractors are not specificially tasked to do 
so. Within two months develop program curiculums and assign project staff 
or contract speakers Within three months, hold OA TT/WTO seminar. 

Task 4. Development of Private Sector Advocacy Capability 

A. Identification/Survey of the Private Sector 
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Result: Develop Private Sector survey protocol, survey Private Sector, and produce 
report on Private Sector views and concerns. 

Benchmark: For Kazakhstan and Krygyzstan: 

(1) Within two months produce a Private Sector survey protocol and 
selectrespondents. 

(2) Within five months complete Private Sector survey in Kazakhstan and 
tabulate results. 

(3) Within six months complete Private Sector survey in Krygyzstan 
andtabulate results. 

(4) Within eight months produce report of findings and analysis of Private 
Sector views, concerns. 

B. Fund Private Sector Advocacy Organizations 

Result: Committed funding made available for establishment of two Private Sector 
advocacy organizations in Kazakhstan (one in Almaty, another in a secon
dary city) and one in Krygyzstan (Bishkek). 

Benchmark: Within six months, funding committed and paid in and organizations initiate 
process of constitution and registration. 

C. Business Advocacy Training 

Result: Sponsor/hold three Private Sector business advocacy workshops in Almaty 
and one other city in Kazakhstan and one in Krygyzstan. 

Benchmark: Within two monts, identify and contract workshop venues and potential co
sponsors. Within three months, develop detailed workshop curriculums 
and assign project staff or contract speakers if USAID contracts are not 
assigned thereto. Within four months, three business advocacy workshops 
held. 

D. Government Controlled Private Sector Organizations 

Result: Produce memorandum for distribution to business groups and individuals 
suggesting desirability of business groups advocating for elimination of 
government-controlled business organizations as inconsistent with free 
market macroeconomic reforms. 

Benchmark: Within three months, memorandum produced and made available to busi
ness organizations, groups, and individuals. 

E. President's Public/Private Sector Commission on Economic Modernization & 
Growth 

Result: Produce memorandum for distribution to government and business 
groupssuggesting desirability of Presidential decree in each country 
establishing a President's Commission on Economic Modernization and 
Growth as a continuing, on-the-record" channel for GovernmentlPrivate 
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Sector communication and dialogue relative to economic modernization, 
trade and investment liberalization, and commercial legal reform. 

Benchmark: Within three months, memorandum produced and made available to govern
ment and business organizations, groups, and individuals. 

VII. Estimated Level of Effort/Staff 

The tasks described in this Task Directive shall require an expatriate staff of four full-time 
individuals, comprised of two international trade and investment lawyers, at least one of whom 
shall have had prior consulting experience in the former Soviet Union and speak fluent Russian 
upon assignment, a nonlawyer international trade and investment specialist with substantial 
commercial experience in developing countries in general and the former Soviet Union in 
particular, and a lawyer and/or economist with developed experience and understanding of anti
monopoly and competition policy issues and administration and enforcement. The resident project 
staff shall include a Chief-of-Party who shall be a senior U.S. attorney and shall act as local 
Project Director and Administrator, one U.S. lawyer with substantial practical legal experience in 
international trade and investment who shall be a Senior Legal Specialist, and a non-lawyer 
economist or MBA who shall act as the Project's Trade and Investment Specialist. The 
Competition Specialist shall have a law degree or graduate economics degree and significant 
experience in the development of policy, administration, and enforcement of anti-monopoly laws. 

The activities described in this Task Directive shall also require a local staff comprised of 
one senior Kazakhstani lawyer with experience in trade and commercial matters who shall serve in 
Almaty and one senior Krygyzstani lawyer with experience in trade and commercial matters who 
shall serve in Bishkek. The Project shall be served by two junior Kazakhstani lawyers in Almaty 
and one junior Krygyzstani lawyer in Bishkek, together with two local economists or 
businesspersons in Almaty and one in Bishkek. Such short-term local hires as may be required to 
complete the tasks described herein shall be employed on an as-needed basis. The contractor may 
obtain expatriate staff resources described herein through sub-contracts for the delivery of specific 
services subject to the prior approval of USAID. Contractor is encouraged to draw upon the 
resources of foreign and local NOOs who may be willing to donate resources in connection with 
educational and training events sponsored by the Project. 

The activities desribed in this Task Directive shall require three person years of full-time 
expatriate effort and up to eighteen full-time person years of local effort plus such part-time staff 
support or short-term services as determined to be required for the completion of the tasks 
described herein. 
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C()l\'Il\u:nCIAL tA '" PROJE(T 

TASK OHIlRR C 

C()I\1J\1(t~nCIA1, I.A,"V TUAINING IN TIII~ 

H":P"IH ,1('8 OF J(AZ.AI(II~TAN ANI) TIII~ I\.YHG\,Z IU;:1). IIlUe 

J. RlJMMAUV 

'I he USAID/CAH C(.lJ)J1I11;l'cioll.((\\' Project mMn:93c3 the lIeed for tI Il.!gullmvimnlllcllt th:lt 
::;lIpl'''lI~ the cOlldllct of private cn1cl'plbc II) the Centrul A:1in Hcpublks of Kuzul;.)wtul1 IIIlJ the. 
KyrgyL Republic, The ("xi!lIing Ie!!,,! fhl111eWol'k (If eIHHmerdnl law!; and Involved publk and 
p1i\,fltC- gector institlltion3 jg HlHkl'gping It 1'IIpid tl'llll!:l'ounat;oll nom the traditional COIllllllllHI 
eC(lIlOIllY, Tho ('ollllllcl'ci"ll.aw Project will provide tcchnicnl u39is(nutc !Iud (milling for IIII..~ 

impnwcll1cnt nnd implcmentntiol) of CIHlllllel'ciul lawn LInd tho l'!~(ahli!;hlllcllt or Eltl'cngttlclIing of 
involved ngcncic:; 13tH.:h (I~~ the j\Hli<:iary ::\ml privatc llongovclIlIllcu"" orgtUli;r_a(ioll~. 

'ille illlplclllC'111I1ti()11 nf lhls tUf;I< til dm \\lill c!:tahlinh tminillg fwogrnllls in the mell of (,Pllllllen.:inl 
Irn\' for jlld~~cF:. aftOllle~/F; fJll<i Y'0l,'cnllnt:nl Wmh~l!i unJ will h,(;Wi m illlm ily 011 Ih<: tHliuilll! 
ICCjllircmCllf!:l of tht, thlee ~ltlJel USAIl) ted: orden; f;pecilic31ly included in the Commcn:ial J .!\W 

Project. lind 0190 will S\lPP01·t hnilling J'<"'(pihelll~nt!l in ll~All) trw\( ollkr!; relatod to lh<' 
COllltncl'cioll.nw Pwjcct. '1'031;. OIdCIG :,pcdfictllIy illc:lmk·d ill the C0J1111Wlcial Law Pl'ojc'ct 
mldlt'~;:\ deht H··;tlllCtming nnd him!;rllptcy; Imtlc nllt! il\\'C~,tl\lcllt; and glllenllll\l::;illc~~:; Hilt! 

(:omll1C'l(;iullnw, Refilled lISAII) lcd, order!; currently llddr(.::;~ or will a(k1r(,!'i~ accounting 

lc1~l\·m. IlH.l1ll..'(til')' l'C'f;tntdurillg, fi~e!lt policies ntHl tm;alioll, (~OIP()lut(1 gO\'l'llIIlIlce IIlId 
shmchnldcrt; light~, 11H1::;:; ptivHtiw(jOll, dem(ll1opoli:l.<ltion, puhlic educE1tioll alld puhlic 
illfllllllatillll, Jlllst pd\,uti/.Hlloll, wllllnlld regl~i\l(1tllJll 01' titllllg ,111(\ thty nil 1lIl\)' h"v(' law dlCliiing 
WII.1 h"gul Hssist<tlu:e l:Olllp"llt':n(:.; .t1ntellto the COllllllelcinll ,1\\ Pn'.iect. T(:'(llllic,,\ !itll'POI\ j()l 

druflilll!, \.:uJUlllclI:iul h::f!,blatiull J1tlb ",illl;" the pun it\\' \,f plltt'l lJ8AtD 1<1:-;), ulll~ls. 

II. HACI((;notJNU 

'fhe pt.'!ol'lc (If the Rcpllb)jc~J of KIIZllhh:ltnn und the J:yl'g)''/. Th'l'lIlJlic: !Hlve t;l)lllmiHed tlH~IlH;ol\'c!: 

In reversing the seven ckendcs of <l ccnh nlly plllnned nod c(.ml I "lied CC01l0my lind to the 
c~\ablhJlIl1C'nt of 1\ IlHU keto-based economy, Unt II rn en!I)" tIlt' legal illfi'flst !'1I<:fmc ~\Ippod illg a 
markct economy lagged behind the policies of (he govelllllH'lI( 1'01 l:l'ollomie I' .... ~( .. \lcl\llillg nlld 
privath.n(ion, 

IUllII t:dforC hI lilY till! legol fi':'\IllI~w()rk for E:OIllC of the ceolwllde.: e.:hallge~;. the RepllhlkH I,f 
KaZllkhstan and the K YI{!.Yz Repuhllc ha\'e elHu;ted, either lhrllllg h pllliiamcntal'), E1ctioll 01' hy 
det:ree, u signil1cltnt mllllhcr of1u\\'s .elating 10 comlllercial Hctivity, Fuch cOlll1hy IHI~ udnpfed 
or will H()(ln I\(lopl I'arl lor u ciYilI,;Oll~, ",,!tkl! sds out the f\lIldmllcntllt principles nfplOpcrly 
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(Iud C(lntl'Uct. Pm:h hmJ 111[;0 odoptec.l u h.\\\' relating to the 1:1'CClliOl1 lind power:; of bu~in~:3s 
{mtiticfl, flueh an joillt ntoek compalliefl Gild p::ntnemhipn. It in ulltic:.ipatcd thut clleh I.!{lunlry ubo 
will adopt Part 11 of the civil code, which will provide more ddailccl pwvit;iOIl!; rel.:uing to 
pllrikulllr 'yt:ll'S ofll'1msudiolls. 

Tho lud~ of u stabl!.! .tIIl! prcdictc1blo legal ol1vil'ol)ml,mt for commorcial trttllN~t(;ti(.lI1f; in each 
COllllU')' ill not, tlwre/"oro, pl'imcuily (1 COllfH:-cluenc.e "rthe lack of commercial Itm B. The Iuwll thal 
cxi~~t, whill! Iluwlld ;/1 !nuny r~sp,~d~~, could :;;et've CIS n bm~iB for cummurciul tll:tivity. They ha\'o 
Hot yet done flO, howevcr~ ptill1Htily because there is as yet no effectivc and prcdictablc meam: of 
cni(wcinB the right:.; Hnd ohlit;flti(ll1:i created hy existing Iegislotion, nor Ull active group of 
attorne)'r. effectively advocating, prokcling and applying COIlllllCICiul )uw~. 

The lllUj01" bllnhm for illt~l"pretillg lind upplying the law::; fillls nn the judiciary: and the 
e1fectivenef;f, with which the judiciary \vill implement cOJllll1l;n:iu\ b.1\\S depends on ill< 
iJl(I~.p(lnden('c anti competence. Thel'~~ hm: he en heated dehal4~ hoth ill Kaz!lkw:llIn and llw 
Kyrgp~ Repuhlic nbOllt whether to comhine the COllUllCl'ciul (HlhilJ'agc) C(lw'h: wilh lllC COlll'l~ of 
gCllcHlI judsdktioll. The limn COH:';titutiol1 in Kazakhstan s~:lllcs the debate jn J<.a7akhstall by 
eliminating the c(tmmci ciul C·~1\1rl ~.;(rlH:·hllC, Nevertheless, the LOlHlllcrcilll (:om! judges will he 
nbsolbcd into the other <.:oml:;, tlnd retain primary J'e~pon~ibjlity for ~dtlillg cOJlllllercial disputes, 
('oll~clJucl1tly, the target glOUp for twining in the judidury :should be the ilppnn..:1tnuldy 120 
~:ullllllc;rt.·hlll;llllJ t jlldge:. iii K a/.a\'; hstan and the apPloximatcly (,0 commel cird court judg..:s in the 
K yrgyz I~ epublie. 

The legal prOfCf.;E;ion ami ndmillil>tl'utive bodies of govel'lllJl<:nt Llh:o IHCk 1I11Llen;tanding of the 
principles of comrncrcifll Iuw find upprcdulion of tile impOlt1.IIlt;V of :iULh I'd ndples for it 
wclt-functioning C:';:OJlC'I1lY. It b (l prohlem hoth of ill~ufiiciellt db.'iclllim\tion ()f laws, 
regulations, and court decisions, untl l)f u ItH.:k of cducution in tht..: eontdbution or Inw to the 
opcrntion of n l11Ul'kel economy. There nre very few luwyen:l whn hllvc r.:c.:j\'~d uny ~.ljg\li licCUlt 
training ill commercial 1m,,' or ,,,,ho have engaged in a private ('ommercinl pntctice. 
(" I I . I. I k" I' . .. . . . .onscqucnt )" t lC puma,y 0011 ,:ncc . III Imp clllcnhng CC:OIWlllh; lc::;lrllc!UJ lIlg IS 111 IIJ1I;rprdl11g 

und npplying the Inw. 

III. STATEl\ll~NT OF OBJECTIVES 

Thin filii" Ilnllt/" lilllll111r1i1 tim !lll1'lWhlf' J~NI nvr.rn)' nnlf'HlI1l Ilhil~'ilinilii .. lI'un~ el' l'ltah!-()wJ\elt IflM ~ th uie prf<"l:I\,c sctmtj 

c!ltnbll:;h II p(Jlicy, legal, and regulatory framework condudvc to broad-based competition 
alld pl·ivRtc sector growlh; und 
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The specit'ie objectives fut' this commel'ciullnw truilling project (fl.,;k (lldel illdmk lh(.: following. 
AB up-cd in thi::> section, commercial law refers to dehlrestlUt;(uring and hankruptcy, lmde nnd 
inv~sIJllr.:nt lmvfl, anJ gelleml commcrciallcgislation: 

~ Train a CMpS of (miners to work with ';udgcf.; in the oren of coml1H~l'dal law. 
I- FO!lt(~I' the development ()f institutional tfllining ftlciliti(;,s 1'01 tntilJillgjudgc..:s, with 

regional outreach program!.l~ e.g. tmvelling Rcmlnars. 
Incl'Cl.H;e the number of judges lIndergoing 1ruining in the area of comlllercial law 

.. Develop II local capahility to <:onvcy new developments ill commerciul law to jll~tg\;:~ 
tllH.HIghout the K)·rgyz Rl~public wHl Kaztlkhslan 

AUQrneY:3 
~ T .. nin a ("orp5; of h":'Iiners t'J w()rk with attorneys in the area of cOllllllcrt'illl Inv\" 

Fo!~t(:1' the development of in!;tit\ltionnl tmining li:1I::ililit.;::; li.lr lraining tttlOl'lleyr;, with 
region,.} vutreach pl'ograJl1n~ e.g. truvellillg scminUI'::l, 

~ JlI(:teas;e tIle number of attornoys undergoing trninillg in the urea of commercial Ittw 
I )c\'clop f1 Io .... al cupubilily to cOllvey new developments ill commc)'cial1nw to attorne),:; 
throughout the Kyrgyz R(!public find Kazakhstan 

fii!'l.'!d:nmcnt WVl~ 
~ Truin n corps of tminol's t() \iI,tork with governmont WOrkCll.l in the arell of commc.;n.:iul luw 

111(,.'I'CIWC the Humber of government workers undergoillg training in the area of 
c()Jl1mcl'eiflllnw 

~ Develop a locul cupubility to cOllvey now Je.vdupmcnt:J ill cOll1mc.eiul Illw to 
goyernmen( worker:; tbwl.Ighout the Kyrgyz Rt;;publk uml KclL<1khstan. 

IV. TASKJ\VOlU{ nl~(~tJlIlEI\IENTS 

Thi,; tu!;k order adopts severol pdJ1dple~: to guido the worl< undel this project. 

~ TlwJ'c ,,110\11<1 be fill office ill hoth Ka("~t"lJ3tnll (lnd the Kyrgyz Hcpuhlir:; bUllhis tftsk 
order cOIl{t:mplu(c1:i th"t thC5C offices wHl Will).. du::;dy 11Igt:lhcJ Ol1ulJ projects. 

\V(lrk tinder this task otdc:r flhall be needs driven, rC:'Iponding dire!,:")' 10 t1'1'Iining pl'iOJ'itk~ 
lmd rcqllc~ts or the ::;de~h:d )u\,:ul COlllltcllJtu ts in KU7.uk hstol) {lud the Ky rgyz. Rl"puhlit\ 
subject to approval oflmAID/AlIflu(y nml lfSAIO/Hishkek. 

.. ]n the United ~tatcj:;, thero arc !>pedal training progranw f~1I jl1dgCl; lind conlilluing 
cducation programs fClI' attonu;ys. Oovcrlllllcnt wOIkef:-; ::;ufllc:lillu;;:~ ullcl1d HlIorney 
continuing education, <Uld sometimes create thelr own 1'Iugrlllll~. The Ullill'll Slales 
f;houl~l :;hme il:; npplOfI(;h Iu ltdivcl' the mllst I;:.r/C::t:(ivl; I'lOduc! vvilh Ihe least amount of 
I'tSOlllCt:~. While initially it may make Sell~e to Iwilljudgc:>, uHomeys "'1(1 government 
\'\.·orkt:.I":; in .il,i lilly to CIlC(lUlClg\.~ iutcractloll 1)1;:1 wt:t:1l 111t:~t: gruups with regard to cnti rely 
Hew commerdalluw15, OVCl time tl1'';:IC may be tWlJ til plII,~ihly (hn~~ :;epmuw pr()grmn~. 
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The ahility to 1min professionals in the area of cOlnllll.:rcial hl\'\' ret'lts 011 Ihl.; ability of )ol,:al 
r)/(,ji:l~~iollalu to coml\'\unicate efredively, l'onscl)uently, the initial effort should he 
immediately to idelltify Jocal proH~ssjona'$ ttlS tminers who ,Ire committed tn long tcrm 
r:1I:I:lIP~I(hll1 riC tl'cdnol'l1. Additi(mnUy. :,,'1 ....... \PI' 111~ trc.:!il ill/l'fllHUloJ1 lind J<lH3SI'U1 flpeuklllJ,!, 
l:XpCrlS about dowlLlpments in commercial low llItt)' be flv[-tiluble In th~ NJS and/or 
La~tern EUI (l1'~, timrufore such rC$OUl'ces should be utiliZl:U where appropriate. 

Truininc ~11f.ll1ld not hI;! conducted in a VBCumll. It :;hould be purt of hilger institutional 
cH()rts. C()WH,;llllll~lltly, each oflice should wlIrk with law ~chools, har <lssodations find 
()llt~r inslitulio1l9, llS!locia1 iOlls o.l1d orgllnizt;d groups to conduct tmining. 

TI)(~ program r..hould t11ilb.e institutiol1lll suppod from the United !:Hutl:s. It should try to 
develop instittllion~ll'elali(lm;hip9. Fur example, thele UI~ !:icvGraJ judicial training 
fflt~ililies in the United Stl1t(":; ami n1ll1lerOU9 cOlltinuing legal Cdlll;ulillll pmgrmns for 
c111oJ'JlIJ},1: Ihro\lghout the United Stlltes. Thosl: inl)titlltions :;hould he lapped for the 
program. 

Fnc.h profes~i{)nuJ IIH .. ~a (.iudg~, att::>rney, government workel) will include the following 
compOllclItS: ) send a gl' ... .,np of Iminers to a U.S, host inslitution iOI" a one w('ck seminar; 2) 
~p{JlJf.Or t~ specinl 9cminul' condu(:.ted by both tt.e: U.S. institutitlll and local professionals; and J) 
neatt: an institutional capacity in Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republit; to develop training 
materials and videos und to diRRell1inatc inH)J'}llation ubout commercial laws. To (~()nservc 
rC~()lIIl,:~S, this {Uf.:k order c(mtc1l1plate~ thatllll:mbers of the group of trainers going to the Unih.:d 
Stales will be n'OI11 both countries. All activities under this tnsk order will be guided by six 
month rolling wOl'k plans to be approvl:t! by USAID/Ahnuty and t JSAIDlBishkek and the 
~clueted hOflt country counterpmts. . 

Tn~k 1. E§,itnhli~h Trnining ('em'CI"s in Hosi Counh-it"~. 

Thi8 ta~k involve),: the setting up 1raining ccntcrli in each hoM (,;\.Junlly. LIILill professionals find 
supporting statl are to he hired and one or more training centers in each host t;(lun11')' flrC 10 he 
opened to guaranty access to IE-gid inf\.lrmation and blOad dissemination of COIllIllt'lcinlla,,,' 
informntion generally to the publ k, primmily through tht' training of"judgcs, a((orneys alld 
government workers. Host country counterparts and US partnt'l's to provide appropriate tminillg 
will be identified. The (:.ontraetOf will also prepare the initial lolling \\-'OIk pIon for a six month 
period. 

'I'nsl< 2. 'I'ntill fhe T.·uiuol's; )){,\,c1op Locul CatpabiliCy t(l T. ",in 111ll' DbtriJJUte 
Illfurmntion flbout COnlrm:.-cial Law. 

Stage J: 

This stae,c will indudc tmining ~1eminarn ofupproximutdy one wc:c" ~:()1Il5C at U.S. Ill'::;l 

institutiollR fill' professionals who ftrc identified ond committed 10 becoming trainers. Thc;o;c 
SCll1illar~ f.:hould include alllong other suhjects, teaching methodology, micro-Iendling exel cis.:s, 
miero-II!'Llching prescntations, teaching prop..:tty ulld ~lJlitrads. teaching gcnenll COllllllclciullaw 
(r.aler.. s~curcd tl'(ltl~!lctions. etc.), ·teaching rellleJi\::) (including execution of judgmcnts), teaching 
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hllnkl'\lph~y, h!BChing t'C'ImpnIlY BI'ICJ f.l~clll'j(ios laws, teaching trud~ and hlV("~illl)Cl1llaw:;. In 
nddHion, the seminal' should include (U'CfI$ ::;pl:cific to tlHtll'UlIit'ulur profession, a~ for CXHllIple 

the role of the judgc\ jlldi{:ial decisiolHlwling und judicial ethi(·s. The ~Cl11illa,. should abio 
indlldc. ~;ih~ "isits iI', j~·dcral und stCltc cf/Ul'ts, 10 the bankruptcy l~OUl'ts, ant.! lnw (lflk.es and 
opportunitil;l:'; (u meet with other ]Hofcssj~'Jlals, such as ,Iudges, lawyers, and government wOJ'kers. 

Thi~ stage al~(I \lvill involve <]uidd), improving local <.:.apaLilhh;::::Ito distribute information about 
cOl1mlercinlluw. Utilizing nnd building upon ¢xi!>tiug inliml1mion s)'stem~ available in the 
Kyrgyz Republic find KazakJBU,IJ and emphasizing the usc ot'loeal COll1putcr prog.ramming talent 
Hud Ineal 50ur~O$. of !:;upply, this pmgraru shall quickly Clt:tllc and integrate at its tntininA centers 
lin cHh(i\'e inthnllulillrJ mm1agClI\e:nt system aboul laws and (he statu::; of limned and enacted 
la",.'~ 10 nll(,)\\l1tuilll~r~: IH\VIll~kers, impkmelltc:n; and other usms of the law eflsier i\(.:ce.ss to 
cunoHt ill II lim nli 011 oh(mt commercial law£;, 

Stage '2 : .1oin1 Tmining COlll'SCf; 

nd('gHtinll~ of'lIbtlut 1· 5 technical r.pcduli9ts ii'om the U,S. pal tilL! iu::;tiluliolls will COIlIt; to 
Almaty and Bi!;hkek to pre~el1t seminar!; ttl!" prof~ssiul1als, and to the maximum extent possible, 
joilltly luueh lhe !;clIlinOI' nlong with !,(J1IlC: or the h aincrs WIHl have compkted stnge I. 

Thl'!>l:. 1 .. 2 wef.:k l~om~Cf; would indude f\llldlllllcntttl building 1)loCKS (If' "tivLlh; Juw, principally 
properly. contracts and tOl11mercial lraJ1~u{;tions. Thc)' would abo indudc other topics thai may 
be of intel'cst to the pmtkull'1l' (1Utlit;IH:C. For exmnplc, a sClIllI1ElJ' designed primarily (0 n:llch 
.iudgc~ may include, ul110ng ()tht!:1 lopit;::;, judicial ethics, jw.liciul decisioll-making, hi.1lTicrs to 
enh~tivc cOJl1munieation, ulternativ(: displIk It.:::Julutiol}, execution of.iudgcJl}cnls. lmining 
programs \\'i11 emphasize the role that !tn\,! particularly property ~ contmct and <':ol11mercialluw, 
pJ£lyS in creating eronomk (Ippodunily Hnu growth in the prinllc Elcctor. 

THSh 3. Ongoing Troinill(t. 

The training ..:cntcrr. will then work \Vith the conlrncluf3 engaged Hlldc! the ltlJ(;t: lltlil:l 

Commercial Law Project tu:;\... order and other US,\If> contrflctors cngaged in activities rdated to 
the de.velopment (,1' COlli lIlc:n: ial law to develop training work plans specific to their activities and 
f\lI1ctional needs (If Iclutl.iuJgc~. allorneys flud government w(,rkcrs. T\egular training concerning 
cmnlllcrciallaw will be illiliukti by the trainers and fitalrofthe training centers alltl will be 
accomplished ill w:conlan(;e with rolling woll\ plum; appruved by ut)/\ I 1)( AJmaty and 
USAIDlBi::.hkek. Rolling work plans will be prepared at least 60 days prior to the expiration of 
nny prior rolling ''''{Irk plan, so Il'l/lg ns thi::; training tnsk order continues or I~ extended .. /\/1 
trainh'g pl'ogt'M\$ nrc to be coordinated tllld approved by host country Coullterparts, and arc to he 
oo())'dinntcd to the extent pc)ssibk", wilh 1'1l1l1I11cn.:iall(lw reform cff0l1S of other donors in cach 
count!'y. The pl'ognuu \""ill mal.:c: the utmost u~e. of tht: lrainns who (lrc tmillcd per the above 
1o~ks to d;~::;(;minate informtttion onJ umku;tamling of commercial law, Teachillg specialists and 
training reso\11'CCS will bl;.' plllvidl:d lInd~r this task ord4.:r und by contractors of the other 
Coml1\~H;iul Ln\\' I>wjed (uC'k lIrtkr!'l al1d~ to the extent £tut!.~1J iLnl ill Iheir tusk orders, 0)' l )SA I J) 

contJ'actol'S working on adivilil;:!) XdClkJ to the Conuncrdal T .uw Project. 

Initially, In order to lItiI1luJute paHicipatillllllt the tmining centers, the \:ontraclol may Illgallit.l: 
and oner related &pel:iul classes for (;(l1l1putcr training on software lIsed in the kgal information 
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~'I-'gtmll, nud ll1UY u\-vul'd c.orlificatcs or pro\'id~ other non-monetary incentivC's \.I,rhich Hrc Hot 

C~)jltr(:lry to United Stutes or host country law. 

The ContrLtctor will st1'llcture the I,':entcrs and itn training programs to pl'ovidl! BignificCtnt 
intcHll.:tion bctwt:cn public and pdvatc se.dol' KYl'gY:llcgal spcciflli~t~ with fmeign mlviscrs 
fmuililll" with I;onditiollfi il) the Kyrgyz. Republic. 

Thl!. ({cli"it)' lu to itwrcnsc til., im:lihllic.lJlIll cupuc~jty of pl'()f\~IlHj\)n!\1 gI'IH\PH, (H;f:()cir1tioll~ ot' 
in::Ilituti(\n!~ 10 provide tmilliug. Lueul pl'lll~~:;itJllal:; will hI.! I ,,~j lIud lIml 1"II\,jdcd technical 
support to n.n;pond to c1mnguf; ill comn1C'.l'cial Icgislation with II Ilu'cc-pl'Ong npplOu<.!h: I) 
t.emin!lrs; 2) videotup~f.;; tllld 1) written In:1terialr.. Home of the training Illay be in areas of 
(OIlHHCl'ciallaw slich as company Inw, snles, sCl.:un:d lrUI1:mdioll:-l, Ulld ()thel'~{, Thi:-l tnsk order 
will pruvh.k coon.1inntioll ol)d tcdmico\ support for the tmining cOlnpoll(.mlt.\ umh~r the dl!bt 
re~lructllring anu \Junkl'llptcy (Ill" trude nllt! investJlll!nt tosk orders, ond the other US/\ In Imll: 
ordcrs related III the Commclcinl J ,u\\' Projct:t. 1t i~ contcll1plllkd tlUlt cOlltrnCinl'!i undel' the other 
tnsk orders will play un 1I(;ljyo: roll: in gt'nerating materials ill their n:t;pcNivc an.:[1[l, 

Tusll5. Cnm'llinlltilln, Evaluation and ~1lStuinnhm(y. 

Twilling cffccti\'enc~s i~ to be IllHxitllized by the aclive clIgugemt.!!l1 of host Gotmhy individullh: 
I .. . 'I t. I t I {' '1' , . . aile OJ galll/.atJoJl:-;. I IC tl'i.'I1I1111g centers alc to ell llvate filll HKl /tdlc ('1Ig.01Ilg commUlilcatlons 

cOllcerning coml1Kl'cial1aw with indivkhw1s, groups and governmenl,,! itgl:l1L ks, ull:()ul'aging 
the regular exchange of ideas bdw(;.cnjudgcs, attolllcys lllld govclIltn":'lIt w(Jlko.s, CO(IJdintllion 
wiJllx: lJwilJltliuc:d witll \Tv\,dd [lauk.kgulldollll ditlfl::; amI Ctlllllllt;::H:i<lllllW rdolill w,,:li\,jtjt:~ 
of other donor:;, 'rhe l:tHltract(l1' ::;1,.111 ac:elllllulatc information regarding training n;~\lII::; and 
impuc.t it))' evaluation by ita host ctluntry c()Untcrpllrt~ lind ll~Aln li})- progrum (h.:ciaiolls uhoul 
ougoillg tl<lillillg. Tltt: t:outUH.:lo( will c;;oll:;i~h:.:1' i'lnd (ldlht:~s isslIt:::; of susl<lillllbilily of tlIt;:: 
twining program in its sb: mOllth rolling work plalls, PCI iodic rcport!; and 111\<:11 report. To the 
extcnt possihlc., the. contractor shall ohtain commitments of tho:)c se:k<.:h:d nlld tntincd (1) trnine:rs 
to cOlltinuo tholr \VOl k or tmit)il1g (tnd pl'm·idC;! enCOllrugCl)1cnt und upproprilltc mlf:liBtun<:c to 
sm:tain training Pl(>gHttnS per appr~)V\,ld H>J\jl1g work plum;. 

V. BILNCIII\'1AUI{H/I)ELIVRUABLES 

Deli\'~rnblef; (tIlU hellchnHII·kl, ar..;, to he w;!.ncictted with tht:' HIlt:~cjjiL: ohjectivc:i and ,'.!ilh lhe 
opproprinto !lUhtUflkfl. The ochicvcmcnt of' bcnchmorkfl (mi!l:,fltoIlCfi) within the prop()~cd 
:;chctJulc is an illlJ)(,rtant ClclllCI~1. Rl:quitcd dOCUIl1Cttlat iOIl (\\'\ . .11 k plrtJl;,l and pcliodic: reports) is 
included Hnder Kepoltlllg J{cqlliIClllcnt:;. Ucli\'l'!lables and bCllchlllfllks may be fmthcr lcfincd in 
the Bix. m.onth rolling work plnm:, 

TU!lt .. 1. l>divcn"Jlc!l. (E::;tltblish Truining Cellecn} in Host Coullh'ics) 

Hiro PC1'!lOIlIlC\: Within 30 dnYi', the tW() expatriate pOrfa>llllol :.ilull h[1\'O bL'OIl hired and 
un; to huv<: hired the contrw.:tor's loc.;al :stuff. wilh cilrc;ful con;-;i(kratioll of 10cI11 prevailillg 
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rnttl:J und iilturO F;\u;tainahility of the training progtUlll, L(lc .. d ~t~drtH,jIlCrF; F:clcctcd by the 
conlmctor f()r training Il1U:~( be HPIJ/'(!",cd by l.1SA1l)/Almnly null USAIDlBhjhk~k, 

2 Within 30 day::: ofthc mwmJ of this tnsk order, the exput,.jutc:.; f;honlJ have idclltil1cd and 
moved into offices. Thl.: c.:Olltl'Hctol' ghould explore the pOf3!3ibi1ily of u!;ing offico!; 
proviued by olle 01' more of the in:::titutions tllftt they lila), scit,,!cl os 10l.:ul countcrpnrW, 
'rile contractor is to ('.'(l(}J'dinilte ,.."ith cOlltmciors undcr the other Cotnmcl'cinl Low Project 
lu::Ik ()I'dcr~ to obtoin ond shure offico r.pacc in the same locutkll1(~:), to thc maximum 
lh.'gl'(·\'~ fCllflihlc. 

3 Dc;:velop Hi;.,: Month \V{)lk Plnn: In rccognitiolJ of tIle dynamic nature (,f dcvclopments ill 
con1l11crdilI1"" ... iu (,:0 1I II I I iL::i in tlflHsition as well a:; the USA1D experience ill KHzilkhslnn 
and Ihe K)rg;,.,/, RCl'llblic, mOle" de-hliled rolling dx month work plum: will be ck,\'clopcd 
to guide cc,nHncl'cialluw training activities durillg 111(: PCI joel (If this tusk ()l'Jel', Planr. will 
be dcvck,pcd ::;epaHlldy {in Kilwkh::ltun €l1ld the Kyrgy7., Hcpuhlil! ami arc to be uPPJ'()vod 
by l.1f;,\ID/AlllIat>' dlld \J~AID/Bjshkck. The lolling work pbns are tlwn to be Oppl'()vcd 
by lucal cnuntclparls, with reasonable (,onditions plnccd on the locHlcOllBtCJ'Plll'tf: to 
provide cssl:nti~l tilcilities, gradllally [leee})l fillancial r~spunsibilily l'tll :'lI:'.tninabk 
activities nnd to encouragl: bwml pllltil,.:il'iltiull ill the twilling l)Jognlll1s, within the 
Hllllncinl and olher mC~ll1s of (he cOllnterparts to du so. AddilioJlul bClldllmllks alld 
tangible results may be identified to hI.: uC\,;lIIl1plbllt;d within the six month time lines. 
The first rolling work plan sha11 be cOmplcl(;d witllill 30 day5 (If awnrd of this task. 

4 Identify Locul Counterpi.l1't Institutions: The (mining oJfil,:o !.hould promptly idontify th(' 
host country counterpart instilutbns with whidl thcy will "",,1. mill (Ibtain written 
approval of fillch counterpart institmions of' UlllOllillg work plalls, within I 0 dilY~ af'ter 
approval of a rolling \\01), l'hlll fly IJSAID 

5 ] dcnti I'y U.S. Partncr In~t ItlltiOl1 (with im'ulvcmcJl( or l'c1iull(';c upon tmining im:litlltinJ}s 
01' expel Is ill the NIS or Fastcrn Europe): The training offil:c~ :;Iluukt plOmptly identify 
the implementing agellls ill Ihe United States~ and possible training alfilialiom; jJJ the NJ~ 
or Fastcfll Europe fbI' eac.:h m:livily, also subjel:t to lJSAID (lppIOV~\1. '11K)' should 
expJon: ,iwticiallmilJillg jJl'('gHllll5 and cOIlHnu;ng education pl'ognlln~ 1~.,1' flttOl'llC),N, 

Task 2. U()Jjn.:r~"IcH. (Tr'nin th(' Tn.iner'sl f)(,,,, ... ,lop l..o(,ltl Cnpnt.ilill' If I "'t'ain l\1lt.l 

I>istl"ibute Infol'lnntion "bout ComnH!I'd,,1 Low) 

() Make 1l1tlt~rial a~l'lisll.\l\cc pun:hn~c$: \Vlthin 30 dltyU fJ'l)m arrival in (l()Ullh'y; thu training 
team should dll a J1~t;::tls assessment of the equlpm<.:ut to U:;!!:lUl'e {hut illf('1'1l1Utj~Hl 
management systems am/Il!l: Cudlities for haining jlldges, "t(,Il'ucys, <111<1 ()thel' 

professionals are adequate, The l,.:ulltl'actM is to assure, that therc it; .i sullil,.ljcnt computer 
C'quipmem for training and disseminating illfofllW\jull ahout cOl11mcl",it\\ I<t\'\:s, thal 
appropriate software programs ure Installed (utilizing lot:al COIllputl:J l'JI)gwmruillg tulent 
tllllllocal sources of snpply to the extent feasible) und that the Cl:lJtl:r::; have:: appl(.priatc 
capacities for reproduciJlg written 1lI11tcriub, for making presentations (o\'\"J'hcml 
projectors, chalk bOfllds. flip charts), flnd for making educational viueolapc.:::i (tIl thl'(,Uf;h a 
local pwvilkr'). The C,()lltra<.:lOl' should pun:lmsl,; thc l:4uil'llIt::1I1lJ(;(:(kd fe, support training 
and infol'll1Ulill1l t.lif.;{ribulion, 
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7 COllduct initiull,uining :.:~miJlUl': Within 60 duyr.; fhlm th~ dute of IIwlIld of lhis tn:>k 
onl(;1', the ('(.mhaclol' shall have arranged find completcd, with the as!liFltanee of itr. US 
pllItner, the joiti;:,l training nomimu' (omphanizing leaching ddll!: (lnd cHcrcinc!l) in the US 
for the local tmillers sdcdcd o'l11d tlpptovcd by US;\lD. Additiol1tllln\incl' tri,ining 
HC1l1iua1"f; Illay he: conducted as necessary to accomplidi tho purpm:O!:l of the training 
plOgrull1. 

8 Devoll))) C'unitnllulll ('or .I,lint Sem;nun;: Th~ tminillg office dHluld wmk Wilh the local 
illstitution~ to dl:\'dop tIl!.: \.:!unicululIl fur Hl~ jUjll! ~:~l1Iinurf;. 

9 Joint Somiuam: The training uHicc should jointly F.:POIlf.OI' ~elllinun; taught hy hoth local 
truiners und tminen; hom tIll! 1.lnited Rtato!l~ and [1H appropriate during initial phascl: of 
tmining, mn)' provid" i~)r lnwol, lodging and per dil.'til c}{pcm:C~l of f.:clllinal' p.lrtidpulltH to 
cncourugc uHcllllum:c. Th.~l'e will he E;cparatc 8cmimm; in Kuz:lklu;tHIl Hnd tIl(,.' Kyrgyz 
Hcpuhllc, with 1hl!l illitinll.;endmu(:;) to be C(lllduCle.l \vithill 6() day!; fi'om the d::\lC or 
lIwilrd {If Ihis task onkr, 

'0 Completcd 8cminOH1. Tn Ilc01,rdancc with approved rolling wOIL plallH, the traiuing offir.;c 
ill (',ach host counhy shull :mpport 1111d conduct semiuur:;, whkh arc ptimarily to he 
plmmed and org~\nizL.d with thi.: fictive p<Htit.:iputilllllli' 111l:: lo~a' (;()\llltCl ptU 1::; 5clcctc;u by 
lhe contractor (whh applOval of US AID). POI' ex"mp'l!~ the uaining offk\,: IlItI) }Illy 1,11 
writlt;Il materials or filming a videotape. IIlUY pay H .. lI tHtvd , l\)dgjn~ alld pel diem 
expense~, amI a reasonable hUlIlIHH illlJl fOI Incal traincr:-; to tmvcl to other PMt~ of the 
country 10 teach scminar~. It iecxpected that some of the Ilw{criab ll~\'d\..lpt:d 1\11' judges 
will be nduptablc for attorneys or others. 11\ addition, SOl11\.; of Ihc~\; til.11;:I.,.',jaJi/.\;:l! hl.::lliinms 
may be open to all pmfc:S:jillUab, {kpendillg Oil the sponsodng kH.:ul iJ1~titutioHS. The 
numbel' of seminul':-; !';Olllt Llclcd within cenain periods uf lilll~: will hr; t>d I~,.lh Oil the 
roBing v"OIk pluus, \vlllt expech!ll purticipation levels. 

11 The CC)1)1ructnr will huve urnlllgcd for teQching !lpccialistEl and pnwidud truining rcsoUl'CCS 
per the rolling work ptamr. 

12 By the l}ud of the tusk order, Itt luaf;t two host country instituti()lls in erich l~olmt .. y will 
have the H1i:1ll:riHll!;::;UU'I,.;~h hod information 5ufHdent to present informutiYG al.,minort3 
(.:oncel'ning commercial laws and to tmill mJ~litiulli11 11<,il1(;/ ~ fm dis5cminutil)li l)f 
inl'orm3tion about l:ommel'cial1aws. 

1 j At the end of OJ)(.: yl:llr from the clute of uwurd or this task on:h~l', at J(!;tsl 10 local Kyrgy/ 
WILl 50 local Kflzakh tn-tiners wiIlIHl\'t: llt:en trained c\Ild huve till: shilb to organize tmd 
present s(';l1Iinars concerning eOl nl11t:rciullu\'\'~, wi 1'1 111(, pal tid pntioll m ,d us~h,tallcc of 
host c.:oll1l1ry institlltions 
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J 4 A ~ub£lalltial hody of truining matel'iah: concerning cOIllJ))crciulluwf! will hove h('1.:11 
ddi ven:d to host cuuntry in~;lituti()n!: ulong with infol'lnolioll R)'~lcm:), 

Tu!>k 5. lloUvel'ables. (Cof)l'diIlAtiou, EVllluntioll nIHI Sustniunhilitr) .. 
] 5 T I'ainillg Pmgnlll) Illlpuct: The training ollicOf:, m: i\ mullcl' of cour:;c in providing 

tmining, will h,lVC c.:llllec.:h~d cvnluntion information Oil the cflcctiYCllc!:ls ofthc training, 
To Ihl: cxknt that f{)IIL)\'~,:-oll participant que~;tj()tlm,ire!; ,lie u:;~d, udditionul infoll1lntion 
Oil the illll-'llct of tl'aiuing on participants CUll be \;ulledcd, Rt;.l3UltS \\ill be incorporaled in 
periodic pHljed reporting lind (,he! final project rcport. 

16 The coutructOI' will huvc }"1 er;cllt~d ulld followed a plan f()f fltwlaintthil it >' of th\,l \l'ninint;; 
program, in (t(.,cordunce with ttppJ'(lved rolling work pl£lll8 fllld provid~~d iI~fii::dul1ec Hnd 

sup porI 10 lo\,;ul illSlituliol'!:5 l indlviduuls and groups to encourage sllsi(lined tmining <lIld 
contim!ing lcgul mJucutioll ill u(.:coniullce wilh the HIlling ".,'ork planE;. 

17 In periodic rcportH and ib fillal report, th~ cOlltmclor will dU:;(.:l'ih", ill.; (':lHmJinutioll 
ndivitit:~ with othLT dononi und v\,:rify (hat the contnlctOl"l:: dl(H·t~ have furthercd 
(':1.l111111~lciul In\\' n:fonm: illl tht' hll~t coulltl'icv \vithout llll1lccc~a;nrily duplh:aling other 
dOllor Pl'Ogl'fllllS or activities, 

All dcliv('}l'ahlcf; und,jl' thin htf;k (lI·der r~qull'e tlult the COlltl'llctor IW\,l worl, IIndc)'tn),cn und 
millc.1 in)s prepared to d(lk by lJSA1[>'s (liitca ~~onmlc!cinl taw (:OJltHt(:h'J~ ill CClltlill 
,'\~·li(J, RU:i!'liu, 1'118 or till: \\'c:-I1. 11'1 udditioll, in pcdimning the worl. ulldel' this Iflsk order, the 
contmciol' is (0 usc its hcst ef(bw; (0 coordinate with other U HA' 1> contHI(; tOIS through 
II ~Al J)/Bbhk(;k (!lid lJSA 10/ A 1.1\11 A TY «rIll with otll1:'( dOJlUl::i both through thl~ wlilltry 

«..:ountcapm t!.'l und othl:twisc, so us HO( t,o 'unnecessarily duplicate (,thel Hssistallcc being provided 
within the Kyrgyz Rcpuhlic and J(azakh!'itan, The contractor is to cncfHHage (Jjh~,r dnllOI~ to 

.. I f' f' '1" d J ' I. I j' ,. J l' maXImize 1 H;! Utle () m:1 HIe.::; I,;reaW pursuant to t liS tas,.; on er or pllrposes consIstent Wit 1 t lIS 
task order. Thc contl''-1ctor is to cllcouragc its counterparts l:1Ild other dOllors to u~(: i,1I1d llbtrihu(e 
within the hO~1 countries any mutcriab gClJcrated under 1hi,'3 t!'lsl, order. The set of ddivcl'ablcs 
may he modified by 11I11t:.ndcd tusk order, suhject to 'NrittCIl IIpproval or tlw Uff(~f;.kd l:(.nmturplIrt, 
l.ISA I D/H ishkek uml/or UHA 11)//\ Imuty und the Contractor~ to respond to cilnnging conditions 
nnd demnnds. 

VI. ST Ali'F. 

Tho Cuntf'ucto)' !.:hall cl;1~blbh i'tnd provide" I'ef.;idc:nt udvbol')' t.:am in um:h 1m:.;! c.:OUlltI'Y, 

Chief of Pnrty/Commcrcinl Law Trctining Specialist: The Chief of Pmly, to opcl'ntc prilllorily 
Jj'om L1 tmining Cc.nicl' ill ,\lmaty., will he. rCf;pol1Sihlc for oycralllllanagcmcn{ or the centers ftnd 
fur tcdmkul ~up~rvbiun Oflhl: Inllll:ri .. kl ,:.ml cl1ntl:l1loflminillg progrUln:;, The c.:hkfofpUTIY b 
10 fill ill for TIlIiuiIlg I·wgl<1IIll\·f;IIl(l~I;:J(b) ill dtht:r ho.~l COUIII')' if fOI lilly 1<;7·<1::->01/ (\ T"tiJlillg 
PlIIgulIII 1\,1UlICtgt:1 i~ IIlIt {Jft'lt~ IIt):';1 c.:OHllily fnr mOle tllan ~l'veli.ll lILt):'i. QmtlirictttiolJ," ilJdudc 
h1\'\' degJ\~t:, cxpedl:.l JI,':~ ill le(tching L1!ld/or JH adiec of comlllercial law, alJd ex pcJicncc ill 
managing law tJ<'Iining or educational plOglftlllS, Prci'bcllcc ,,'>'ill be; given 1()f compmativc law 
experien<.:e, inlermttion~tl project 111anagcIllcnt backg1'01ll1d, and Ru~sian ~pcakjng ahility, 
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Training Prognull MUIl3gern (2): The two Truining Progrum M£lnugct:,; "ill establish and opernte 
1he commcrciol1u\v training programs in Kazakhstan t\lld The Kyrgyz Repuhlic. Tilt: Chid' of 
Purly and the Truining Program t-,·fanagers will f,upervi:;e II stolT of six to ten !'l:I:';OIl::! ill I.:tlch 
omc\.: and will be responsible for the desigllllnd delivery nftminillg jllllgmll1S. QlIalifin\tion~ 
for the Training P10gnull MallagCl"8 include a degree in law or allied ploji.~s:~h)l1 (economics, 
htH;ille~~, tminillglcducution) Hnd expcrience in tho management of (ruining 01' cducntinnni 
programj.l. Prcf~rl:IlCC \vill be giv,~n for law degroo, advanced cJegree in c~On0l11iC3, or MBA; 
compantti\'c lu\\' expc:ric.:nce; illte1'1lational projec.t manugeJn~Jlt cxpel'il~lwc; und RUSRioll 

speaking ability. 

VII. MANAOJi:J\lENT IU~LATI()NSIlW 

The Contnw1or will report hoth to l.IHAIf)/Ai::;hkd:, llSAII>/At.r--L\TY tlnd to the 
"eit:eh:d IH.lst f,.!Olllltry COlllltcrp.ul!:. 

VIII. SPF.CIA1.1NSTRIlCTIONS 

1. ImplclIlt::ntillf:!, thif: taflk ordot" tht! contructor will produc(! dOeUll1Cnts, documcntation 
mId guidelinef-. lJocumcntatiotl and guidelines f;h(nJld be itwtrllctivl\ streamlined, nnd odnptuhlc 
tn various (.:l)vironmcnts in diHt:n:nl n:gions of the host countries. The materials also should not 
require extensive foreign expertise, but mlC locnl cxpcrliRc for implementation. Copil;::; uf alJ 
don II 1lt:.11 b., dOl;ulllt:1I1aliulI unl! gllhkllnc:) wIll be.: l\1rnlshcd \0 UI:5AllilBlshke::k and 
UHAI DI A Illlaty, find lIluy he. fepliented to thc extent l"lllthori:n:d ulHkr the.: <:ontract and AID rules. 

2. Any cquipmcnt to be purchased under thiB tank ord~r nnwt he lwcd for the pnrpmm ur 
jump starling the adivitics described herein. The procurement must denlollstJ'ltte eflidency and 
co!'!t dfcclhcllCSS, and l11u!{l conform to lJNAID procurement regulations. Title to equipment und 
materials pUrChUKI.-,d and dc.vclopt:d under thi::; task ordel' passes to host rOlln1r), coullterparts at 
the end of the pl'l~it:d to the cX~''::111 provi:.k~~ in the contl'l'.ct and under A.I.D. rules. 'J he 
contractor Hholl ohtaln approprintf~ forn,!; from 1JSAJO/Almaty j<'JI Iran:;li..:rring the title. l.ocal 
ill~( illlt ium; will 1.1\;:UI the c·o::;1 lIf lIlly wldlt IOlml eqlliplIIcllt f!H1l:urefllclIl fur furlhl:r Hcli vitil:::;. 

1. Tho nontrm:tnr :lemontn finld n ftr().j~nll~tlm jn work on f;if(\ for lhL\ dlll'olioll nflh~ 10f:l{ 

ON~OI·. T!"[\vcl off flitC ..... j II be lil~~itcd tn c.!lflCI\tinl tt'il~!I l'e1oted ttl (he tn~lh ~WJCI' Lll~d 
should he ,ipp,.ovcd by US!\IDlHishkck and USAID!Almaty, and Ih~~ ilppl'Opl'iille local 
t:ounlcrparL !:::cc USAID policy I,;:ttcr on intcll1ational travel dated September 10, 1993, flOm 
USAID Contracting Officer, Jerry Kryschtal. 

4. During the course ()f the worl: de~~cl·jbed in thig ll1~:k onk:r, nUlIl}' ;nstitutiom: and 
foreign c(ln~uJtunts will undcl'ta\w foIdcctcd initiatives f:\imull<-lm;ously. To ensure thl,: o\'l,:rall 
success of the cfforl, unusual coordina1ion and teamwork is required to get the job done quick ly, 
d'licielltly, lClllll d·('cctive1y. lJllIlt:cessary duplicatiun of'past elrnrts should he avoided and, 
instead, consultants :-;hould \'\'01','" in a coll£,ho"atiye ~pjrit) ~haring intc)rmatiol\ and lessons 
learned. .•. . 

5. The contractor must obtuin th¢ ilpprovill of lJSAll)/Bbhkck lind lISAID/Almoty find 
the appropriate IOl:i\1 c(I\lI)lcrpl\rl h.;f(>rc IlH,killg any c.:hatlgcs ill PClsollllcl ~Issig'lcd to the project. 
;\{ldilil.lIHllly, II,,: t.:olllnll.:lol lIIust "J,t<lill tIll: aJll'ro\,HlllflJ~ATl)/Bj:-.llkek allli t.JSlAlDIAIIlHlty, 
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and the local cOllntt~rr~\tl if pCn!U1Uld :ulBigtHlLt to thi!; project will be out of tht: host countries 01' 
working on other project:> (It UlI)' time during the project being implemtnkd under this task 01 del. 

6. The C(lntrw..:ttlr lllllHt l'cc!l'llil ami train local stul1 for opcmtillg p()flitioJ)~ $0 tlUlt the mlc 
of fc.m;ign ~'t)l1tl'acton; ean he diminh;hed. In doing so, the conttnctnl will abide h)' (Ill: following 
guidelines. 

A) The coutrnctol' will seck (he mont LIl.mlilicd cundidulcs fol' locnt ktllff'pOKitiollli 
through puhlk tlth'cl'tiucllJcnt (Iud (.lthcr upproprintc mCltns of' cnSl1I'ing a wide dissemination of 
uvuilublc positions in uceordtll1cc with guidance from the Uf;/\lD Re,giol1ul FXCClIIivc Offker. 

13) The lot:ul hirc pOBitiollS will be c1a~lHificd {tnd l1lutl:hi.ld v\,jth uppropriutc 
pm;i(ion!; uc:t;l;riptiollS {<JUud in thl;) USA] D worJdwidl,..\ LEPCll (Luei11 Employee Position 
Clussilicatioll IIalldh()ok). 

C) In (.~stElbli!>lhiJlg H pay s;ealc for these pOf3itiom:, Ihe l~ontmctor shall (1!,f:Cf;!1 the 
t'lllreut IIlUrlwt rutel: fi,l' ~:illliluJ' po£:iliom! in the area. As part ol'the a:;!oL~:;mlH;mt the contmctol' 
will obtain a cop)' oj' tho (.·,mrcnt Americul) Flllbnssy Loenl Compcllsntioll Plull (AELCP or Plun) 
und establish wagee in keeping '''''ith the AELCP (e.~., within 50 per(:ent of Ihe Plan for ~iimililr 
LEPCII dHssifkadolls). 

D) If the contractor proposes to pay in eXCI!BB 1..)1' (his guiddinc, prior approval 
11l1lHt be obtuined fr01111he USAID Contracting Officer Technical Rcpn.:Hclllutivc. Ahsence of' 
such upprovlll could result in pClymcnt~i hcil1g disallowed. 

U) The contractor will cSlablinh ade.qllate admini:;tnltivc c,ontl'ols for lo<:ul 
employee ~nd c;..:.patriate time charges by maintainIng tIme and attcndallcc r~cmd~. 

7. At the tillll.l ofprepurntion of this tflsk order, the Contractor doer-not have an nffjee in 
the Kyrgyz He-puhlic. or KUI".ukhst;;lI1. Without the prior written ~-:onscnl of USt\ID!Almaty, the 
Contractor, during the term of thi:, task order and the term oLmy follow on ta&k ordeJ'(s), shall 
not u~e UIl)' premise:; ()\:I;upicd (0 perform UIlY of the \'\fOlk (lesel ibeJ ill thi::; ta~ik ordcr, or 
equipment brought (min such prclliiscs (inc.luding lmt Ilnt limited til Lflll1!,Utl;l'~, tdcplltl1JI: li)lt:~, 
faxes, and copy mac.hincs), to conduct 01' tHtIl:'iact ully bll::.i 11\;:';;-; WIHt\::;UI;;Vt-1 whkh is Ilut 

pcrfhnncd nn hJHilfnfUSATD pursuutll to (hi:; (fisk olllt:r, 1I1l1t:mllllt'lils or (Dllow 011 tusk onkrs. 
Ifwdtle,11 upprovnl b gnmkd by USAIl>/Ahunty, the ContmclOl shall cstahlish Iccmd.:;, plel!lise!'; 
lind facilities for <'til)' (.nnIIlICICi'tl {Ktivity ('1I"II-l1~Aln u;:lukd) 1:i~l'iUllk flllJII uclivily elllldlll.!lt:d 

under USAID contract. To avoid all)' appearances of iIlII'IO,II ie.ly illvolvillg t JSAI» (01 otlae;:r 
U.S. (Joverlllllcnl) fUlH.lctl m;tivilics, i:I dl'tu distinction hctwccn oHkc w:tivitlcs rcJa1ing 10 
commercial work and UfV\]D activities must he maintained. When 1l()\.Ir~ im: billed to lJSAJD, it 
111ust be only for worK undertaken 011 USAID-fundcd activities. FOJ £111 USAID £1ctivith:s, till:': 
I:olltmdor mllst be l'CPl'csclIlcd as a USAID cOlllmctor and indicate thi:-; i.1fTiliation 011 thl: 
letterhead used for correspondence and on calling cardn. 

The contractor shall have adequate administrative SYfltClIlS (i.e .• maintaining appropriate 
telephone log~) to segregate: pel'sonall:t1ld cOl1llllercinl telephol1e calls h01\1 USAI!) 
project telephone cftHs in its billillgs to llSAJD. AhseJlce llf a s)'stUJI III 1'1111'''-:11)' idultify 
project personal nnd COllll1lClCini telephone calls could result ill total telephone charge!> 
heing dj~al1ow(xl 
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B. Bcfore having interviews with the press, issuing prc!:!: J'CIC3f;C!l, holding n(!w~; 
cOllfNcm:lH;, OJ' otilul'\\'iuc cOlUmunicating v .. ·ilh nUWfl mudiu I'~gurui"g IIctivitict- Hndor thb 
task order, the cOlltraclor will c,onfluh with Clppropriate ofliciuJt; 1.11' th!.: host COUnll'y entity 
receiving a8si::;tancc and USAID PCl'SOlU1cl concerning any such proposed communkutioll. Till.! 
conll'Octor ngrccfI to Cfll)l'dinulc such commuuiciltion with the hOHI countr)' entity ,mt\ lJSAIJ) ml 
nccc~:~ury to cm::mc that the role of the hosl counh')' entity iI:; accurately explaincd and described. 

9. Th~ following lCUlgl.lttB';l is (uken ii'om the Prime Contruc\: In no event, will uny 
und~n:tnndjng 01' ~lgrCCll1ent, m<'Idi lic~\tjon, change ordt:r, or other matte)' which modific8 the 
tcrms of the contract between the contractor and any PCl'E'-Oll other than the contracting ()niCCI' be 
effective !llId binding Uptlll the U.S. Gllvt:nunenL 

10. Any changeG in tho task order or budget for this tad~ order, which may be requested 
of the contractor by Ihe host govcrnment or any other party, willl'cquil'c an Htncndmcnt to the 
tad~ order. The amendment willl'et]llire the si~natures of the Contracting Officer, Contracting 
Onicer':. Teehnicul Reprt:sentutive (COTR), USAID ~-1it>sion Director, IIml the clmtructor. 
UJ)~lppHn·ed cOi;il!; itil:;od£lted , ... ith "ny deviations from the task order ()I' budget for this task 
oldt:J J/lill.h: by Ihl;: \':~'llllndlJ' b~t~t;·J \111 the;; Ji\c(;tioJl 01' tlte llw;t govCIIIlIIt:lIl UI till)' ot\ICl pall)' 
will nlll 111~ rd 1111 111 I s,~,111Y lJ!iA In. 

11. The ma}timllm per dimll rutes for the dumtiou of thi~: contruct wi \I bUl:1Cd on the 
lodgings-plus system as sct forth in the Foreign THlVc1 Rcgl.1lnt;(lIl::l (FTR) us jl.)llow~. 

A) For tho initial 30 days of assigmllcHt OVl.:n;eas, each com:ultant ullder thh: tu~:k 
will he: H;~,ill1hllr:'i(;:d the daily locality rate bascd on lodgings-plus pel' diem system prescribed 
iu fTR Clwplt:r 301! AI'Ptmii.'i. A. Lodging receipts willl,e required for all temporary lodging. 

lJ) Fol' the 31E( thl'ollgh the 120tll duy of UI:l!>igllll1Cllt ()\·(..mmtt~, em:~h COIlHultant 

under this lusk Older will be lcimbur~cd the daily locolity m(e not to eX(;eed SO percent of the 
lodgings and 50 percellt of the M,&JE [ll1iscdlcmeous unJ inddenhtl CXpt;lli;c~1 pCI' diem rate as 
prc:-it;ribcd in f'TR. Cllllpkr 301. Appt:mli,1\ A. 

C) F 01' the 121 Ht L1;,,,)' l11)(t sllcceeding day s of assignm(!llt overseas, eaeh 
clHlsultnnt Hnder (his tnsk OHler will be reimbursed at the daily locality ratc not to c:..:cecd 25 
pnct::J1l of tilt: IOllgillgs lIml 25 ]Jt:l(;tnt of the M&1 E ~lS pi cM.rikd in FTR Chapter 301, Appendb 
A. 

D) The il1lplc:m~llttt(j()1l ofthh pro\'h;iOIl will await filial cOlltractunllunguugc 
from the OUice of the (Jcllcrul Coul)sd of USAI J)/Wo.~hjngton. 

12. TIl(~ contractor ",ill not mllke the pnymcnt of ~l1lury supplcmcllt s to hO!-lt 
government official:;. III atltli1iuH, tht; l,:ulltmcllJI willlllllllt::diatdy lep0l1 10 the USAID projc(,.ct 
manager tiny existing vi(llulioll of1hi~ polky. ;\ ~alary SUppklllCllt OCCUl'S when pll)'IllCllt~ nrc 
made that augment an l~mpl())'ee':; sulury 01' prel1lium~. o"c,rtime, extra payments, iuccntivc 
payment am! allowtll1CC!) for wltkh tht: host guvefllment emplnycc wnullt qualify ullder ho:)t 
goVt:lllIlJl;:lIt 11111.:::; I" j'Hactic;c It)! the pclic,rmtll1cc or the employee::;'::; regular dnticN 01' fot' work 
performed during regular offke 1lotlls. Any lJlIcsLiom; n:ganlillg tIIi::: J-1ulil,,:)' ::;11I,.lIlld b(: t"ought 
immediately to the attentiuJl uf tl.lC llSAID project 'Hallagcl. 
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l~~. HEPOHTINCi HEQlJlREMENTR 

l.ISAID/Allllnty luw re~ell:tly C!ltubliE:hod a f)crie~ (If Jlt:rfi.)J"Jl)UIH:U indic'1tors whit:h (nit:).: 
progress towilrd arhicvjng p1'Ogrnl1\ objectivc;l9. The contl'uclor, w; part of this task order, will 
rc::vit!w specific indicators und tnrgct!l; \'vith the npprovnl ~If l H~A 1 D, rceomml'ndlilion~ on 
lIlmliJyiug :;pt:dfl~ t~u'gcts may b,: made. The c.olltractor's finall'cport \vill Npcdfy how 
perfmIlH.Hl(;C indicator15 hnve been achieved. Ifnot uchicvcd, Ihl! COJlII'IIl:IIII' !:ltollid fully dCt:l!libe 
Ihl; dJcullll:itunces thdt prcvcnted Ihe tlchie\'ell1ent of the indkHtofs, The USAfD Project 
Dcyclopll1<:nt omccr and Project tviulluger are available to provide guidance, 

Short task oJ'dcr~ !ihould be prepared foJ' (til)' !;hort term advi~1()I·. "'he~;l' phtlu: must he 
suhmitted for (lppwvul to lJSAID/Bishkck tinct USAID/Almaly hd()I'(': thc dlJpnl'tlU\"} of .he 
advisor::; fbr Ilt~ K)'rg)'l'. Republic and Kuz.lIkhstall. USAID lllU)' rccommend on)' chung!:,fl ill (hc 
action plalls. 

Th" I,.ontl'i.td(ll' wilt proyide weekly verbAl upuut(W 1)Jl the proi~~ct to llSAJI)/Bi~hkck Hud 
USJ\lD/Alnmty will prepare fur ~;lIbmi~sion to USAID/Almaty, lINAIl>/WI1::lhingt()ll, Gild thu 
Ul'l'lIIptiatc local counte.rpml monthly report:> thnt tirc comprchclIsivc, hut precise ill dl!hlil, (lIld 
thallT.porl information which is crtlcialto the success of Iht.; prl~jcc1, including implcll1t.;nlalion 
accomplishments and obstacles, plus UlI)' PJul'ust:d dmJlg~~ (11 rd,nCIllCII{s to the task ord(.;J'. 

The 1l1onthly reports lll"S~ include the following: (l) projed !;tatu!J update; (2) Iu!-;lmonlh 
update; (3) next month foree.Clst; (4) hmlgcl sta!ul; n:ptlrt, iuc:.lltil'yiJlg (0(£11 funds expended under 
each Hnc hem (e.g., leve] of eff(»'!, subcunlnu:tiug, UlH.ll;lluijltnent P\II'(:hMC); and (5) dil'clIssioJl 
of progress made or llbs(m.:lt:t; ~hlll(lil1g in the way of achieving t<trget~. A concise {Inc page 
C".\I;I..utlvo,;; I:>UIIIIJIlllj' ;;,1l\.,lIl...1l, .... ill\.J~".k.J n;ll, ",,,,..1 ...... ,1-'\. •• 1. 1'1, .. '"'v"t ...... t .. ,j j· .... \~,t t.J!.~.·I!,l'~'I·ide 
Information on days worked by imli"jdllc11 consultants, including I\)!;ul cOl1sultants, on {t monthly 
basis and indicate expenditures fix fc(;:s ill lilt: I'~l iuJ <.1:; well as budgeted fcc "mount {(If the 
indi vluuu) unlt remainil1g fec bud.get. 

The contnwtol' \vill rapon total accrued expelluj(lU'c~ a~ t)f each quarter cndiJ)H .hlntHtI·y 

31, Match 31, June 30 Hnd Seplember 30 dllriug (lIt: euul~e; I}rlllt:~ tn~k OJdCL This report wiIJ he 
suhmitted to l1SAID by the fir;>t of each month ending u qtlUl tvI'. 

The contractor wHl prcpnw nil End of Tusk Ol'uel 1~l!pod, including d~laj)EJ about tho:. 
lessons learned, weakness Of vulucwbility ill the; ~y::;kIlJf; lk',"ch'jJcd, <tlld COPPtllluuitics. Tllb 
report shull dh;(:\I~s impacts with specific relerence to progr~ss lIH1dc ill achh.:villg illdjl,;'II~HS find 
(urget!> sct by USA If). 

All fepnrls !Hllst be provided 10 U8AJDlHbhkck. tJBAllJ/AIllltlty, UBAIJ)/W,whinglon, 
lind the appropriate locall~oll1ucI'Pflrt, except that hudgel statu::: n,:pllfls will /)\.)1 hI;: pmvido.:d 10 the 
]0(;111 counterparl. 

14. C()llt~'fRY/C01)NTERJ>AR'l' CONCURREN(:E/c/ ,LAH.,-\NCEfJ 

Daily cOOl'dinalion of thl;· activitics described in thitl tu:;l, urduI', for wOlk to be dOIle; jn the 
Kyrgyz Republic will be COJllluc!t;d by USAID/Bh.hkck in Coopcl1Ititm v\,·;.h the lo(;[t\ 
(:ollllterpm1s. Oversight will be provided by lJSAIDlAlmaly Hull USAID/W,t:')lillg(OIl. 
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lhily coonlinntion of the acli vilio!': dCf;cribeti in this tn:.>k order. f't"lr "VOI'K to he done in 
KlIzuldlRlnn will be conducted by USAID/Ahnaty and in coopenltion with the local coulltclJ!llIl:>. 
Ovcr:;ight \'vill be provided by USA-Iol All11aty (\nd llSA tD/Washington, 

15, BUDGJ.!'! SUMMARY 

ESTIMATR1) I,F,VF.I, (W'li:Ii'IfOHT 

The ponalllnci level of d'fort inchldcs 3 pernon yct\l'!1 ()f long-tcl'llI cKpntrint<.:: lcchnic:ol ~pcl..~iuliill!'l 
(projed Clp'~l'U(jtHl!"). 24 months of shOl'I-lct'Jn tcchnicull:lssist(Ulcc specialists and eiBhtecll pcn;on 
)'t~mB of LeN/TeN pCrf:onneJ. 
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ANNEX 1 

LIST OF INTERVIEWS 

Initial Briefings: Washington, DC, June 27 and 28, 1995 

USAID/Washington 

Aleksandra E. Braginski, Office of Economic Restructuring, Regional Mission for 
Europe 

EIana Broitman, Division of Rule of Law and Governance, Office of Democracy and 
Governance, Bureau on Eastern Europe and New Independent States 

Susan K. Gurley, Division of Economic Restructuring, Office of Privatization and 
Economic Restructuring 

Dan Rathbun, Division Chief, ENI/PER/ER 

Gary Vanderhoof, Private Sector Officer, Office of Private Sector Initiatives, ENI/PER 

The Center for Institutional Reform and the Informal Sector (IRIS) 

Lane H. Blumenfeld, Director, IRIS-Russia 

Charles Cadwell, Director, IRIS Center 

Chemonics International 

Malcolm Russell Einhorn, Project Administrator, CAR Rule of Law 
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Initial Briefings: Almaty, Kazakhstan, July 2, 3 and 4, 1995 

US AID/ Almaty 

Paul Davis, Program Economist, Commercial Law Design Project Officer 

Hugh R. Haworth, Capital Markets Officer 

Gregory P. Hemphill, Private Enterprise Officer, ENl/PER/NISP 

Maryanne Hoirup-Bacolod, Private Enterprise Officer 

Fred Huston, Senior Privatization Specialist, USAID/Bishkek 

Kevin Kelly, NIS Democracy Program, USAID/W ashington 

Gary Linden, Program Economist 

John Scales, Democracy Program Officer 

USAID Privatization and Democracy/Rule of Law Contractors 

John Ranck-Christman, CEELI Liason, Almaty, Kazakhstan 

Debra S. Cooper, Esq., CEELI Bar Development Legal Specialist 

Farhat Y. Farhat, Antimonopoly Committee Development, US AID Privatization 
Advisory Project, Booz-Allen & Hamilton 

Steven Gilbert, KPMG 

Eric Ovsiew, Attorney at Law, Financial Markets International 

Russell B. Sunshine, American Legal Consortium, Chief of Party, CAR Rule of Law 

Alexander Titkov, Legal Adviser, US AID Mass Privatization Team 

Michael Waxman-Lenz, Project Manager, US AID Mass Privatization Team 

Roberta Waxman-Lenz, Manager, USAID Mass Privatization Team 
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Interviews: Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, July 12 through 15, 1995 

Government of Kyrgyzstan 

Cholponkul I. Arabaev, General Director, Department of the Civil Law, National 
Kyrgyz University 

Nelia N. Beishenalieva, Head, Legal Department, Administration of the President, 
Kyrgyz Republic 

Kachike Esemkanov, Deputy Minister of Justice 

Mamadilar Isabaev, Chair, Supreme Court 

Marat Kaipov, Legal Advisor, Legal Department of the President 

Danliar Narymbaev, Chair, Supreme Arbitrage Court 

Larisa V. Gutnichenko, Minister of Justice 

US AID, Contractors, Private Sector 

John W. Bengel, Team Leader, Financial Markets International Inc. 

Ilona Castro, U.S. Treasury Budget Advisor, Ministry of Finance 

Victor Chebysheo, Director, Legal Department, National Bank of Kyrgyzstan 

Gary Fine, Project Manager, Price Waterhouse International 

Fred Huston, Senior Privatization Specialist, USAID/Bishkek 

Stanley B. Judd, Price Waterhouse 

Zhyldyz Kozhokmatova, Attorney, Foreign Investment Committee, GOSKINVEST 

Lew Mendleson, US AID Securities Project, Price Waterhouse 

Martin W. McCormack, Financial Markets International Inc. 
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Howard S. Ockman, CEELI Liason, Bishkek 

Gulmira Orozaliyeva, Price Waterhouse 

Christopher Osakwe, Esq., Resident Legal Advisor, World Bank Commercial Law 
Reform Project 

J. Brant Shuman, BarentslUSAID Fiscal Reform Project 

Charles Speer, Tax Administration Advisor, USAID Fiscal Reform Project, Barents 
Group, KPMG 

Interviews: Almaty, Kazakhstan, July 17 through 21, 1995 

Government of Kazakhstan 

Andre B. Demin, International Legal Assurance Department, Ministry of Justice 

E.N. Nurgalieva, Deputy Minister of Justice 

Nagashpay A. Shaykenov, Minister of Justice 

Maiden K. Suleimenov, Director, Kazakh State Juridical Institute 
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COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT 

REPUBLICS OF KAZAKHSTAN AND KYRGYSTAN 

ANNEX 3 

GENERAL BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL LAW: 

Draft Work Program 

I. SUMMARY 

This draft work program presents the background information, rationale, strategy, 
component elements, and personnel resources for the conduct of the General Business and 
Commercial Law Component of the USAID Commercial Law Project for the Republics of 
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. A detailed work plan will be developed by the IRIS Center team of 
technical specialists within 30 days after arrival in Almaty. 

The USAID/CAR Commercial Law Project addresses the need for a legal environment that 
supports the development of private enterprise in the Central Asian Republics of Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgystan. The existing legal framework of commercial laws and involved public and private 
sector organizations is undergoing a rapid transformation reflecting the change from the traditional 
command economy to a market economy. This work program outlines proposed activities in three 
areas: the role of commercial law in development, reform of collateral law, and simplification of 
laws governing formation and operation of business entities. Supporting activities include short 
term technical assistance, training, public information and education, and commercial law libraries 
and materials development. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Country Settings 

The Republics of Kazakhstan and Kyrgystan have recently enacted, either through 
parliamentary action or by decree, a number of laws relating to commercial activity. Kazakhstan 
has adopted Part I of a civil code, which sets out the fundamental principles of property and 
contract law. In Kyrgyzstan, Part I of a similar civil code has been reviewed in parliament and is 
expected to be passed into law later this year. Each has also adopted a law relating to the creation 
and powers of business entities, such as joint-stock companies and partnerships. It is anticipated 
that each country will soon adopt Part II of the civil code, which will provide more detailed 
provisions relating to particular types of transactions. 
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The deficiencies that exist in the legal environment for commercial transactions in each 
country are not primarily the consequences of a lack of commercial laws. The laws that exist, 
while flawed and contradictory in many instances, could serve as a basis for commercial activity. 
They have not yet done so because there is as yet no effective and predictable means of enforcing 
the rights and obligations created by existing legislation. This in turn stems from several causes. 
The judiciary is weak, sometimes corrupt, and lacking in understanding of the principles of 
commercial law and appreciation of the importance of such principles for a well-functioning 
economy. This lack of understanding extends to the administrative bodies of government, the legal 
profession, and the general public. It is a problem both of insufficient dissemination of laws, 
regulations, and court decisions, and of a lack of education in the contribution of law to the 
operation of a market economy. There are very few lawyers who have received any significant 
training in commercial law or who have engaged in a private commercial practice. 

Another problem is that the laws that exist remain overly interventionist and vest excessive 
discretionary power in administrative bodies. The operation of a business in Kazakhstan or 
Kyrgystan requires a significant number of licenses, registrations, and similar permissions that 
provide opportunities for administrators to delay or obstruct commercial dealings. Often, 
administrative bodies remain locked in the mind set of the command economy, and attempt to 
exercise extensive control over entrepreneurial activity. 

B. Rationale 

The Civil Code represents a significant step forward in the formal recognition of property 
and contract as basic elements of social and economic organization. It therefore is also an 
important step in the development of a body of commercial law. In particular, the provisions 
regarding transactions recognize the validity and judicial enforceability of private agreements. This 
is not to say that these provisions could not be improved upon; like much of the law in Kazakhstan 
and Kyrgyzstan, the Civil Code's treatment of transactions is excessively prohibitory and 
inflexible. Nevertheless, the Civil Code provides what are, for the most part, workable rules 
regarding the creation and enforcement of private contractual relationships. 

In determining how best to target commercial law reform efforts, it is useful to divide laws 
relating to economic activity into three different categories: (1) the basic building blocks of a civil 
and market-oriented society (e.g., laws relating to property, contracts, torts, the judiciary, civil 
procedure and so on); (2) the set of rules to govern commercial transactions (e.g., laws relating to 
secured transactions or collateral law, business organizations, and negotiable instruments); and (3) 
regulatory solutions to potentially undesired effects of market transactions (e.g., antitrust law, 
securities regulation). The development of the second category has lagged behind the other two in 
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, as in other NIS republics. This may reflect the practical problem that 
the laws relating to specific types of transactions are intended to be covered in Part II of the Civil 
Code, and this has not yet been adopted. However, it may also in part reflect a lack of appreciation 
of the importance of these laws for the smooth operation of a market economy, and an excessive 
focus on regulatory rather than market-based measures. 
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The General Business and Commercial Law component will target both the fIrst category 
(building blocks or role of commercial law) and the second category, commercial transactions 
laws, for commercial law reform and strengthening of supporting organizations and institutions. 
The component team will implement a program for the role of commercial law in development, 
emphasizing the basic building blocks of property and contract law through short term training, 
legal education and public awareness campaigns. During the fIrst year, collateral law and business 
organizations law will also be the priorities. Depending upon progress, negotiable instruments law 
may be undertaken in the latter part of the fIrst year. 

The tasks described below were developed as the result of a four week, in-country 
information collection effort and analysis along with extensive examination of the commercial 
legislation of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. Despite ongoing efforts by these governments to draft 
and adopt new civil codes and commercial legislation, the overall observation by commercial law 
project design team members pointed to the lack of basic understanding of the concepts of 
transparent, clear, and enforceable laws. In particular, the underpinnings of commercial law were 
often a mystery to local drafters of new legislation as well as foreign lawyers trying to apply it. 
One driving force behind the need for a more complete understanding of commercial law, 
however, comes from the private sector that is eager to learn how to draft contracts, how to 
conduct business deals, and how to complete financial transactions. 

The enforceability of commercial contracts is the cornerstone of this commercial law 
development project. Administrative hurdles remain, even in new drafts of company law, to those 
business persons unwilling to compensate government rent seekers. The absence of financial 
instruments makes conducting commercial transactions difficult, and the lack of adequate collateral 
law and registry limits the banking community's ability to fmance commercial transactions, with no 
available mechanisms to secure interests and enforce judgments. 

During the course of project implementation, these needs will be addressed. A basic 
foundation will be laid at the outset of project activities with the task of providing training and 
public awareness of the importance of enforceable contracts and private property rights in addition 
to other aspects of commercial law. Another task will be to assist the two governments in the 
development of an adequate collateral law system, building on ongoing donor efforts in 
Kyrgyzstan, work by IRIS in Eastern and Centeral Europe and the Ukraine, and laws now being 
drafted in Central Europe. Administrative procedures and the web of licenses required to start and 
operate businesses will be tackled as a third part of this commercial law initiative. Preliminary 
tasks are outlined for the need to develop negotiable instruments to finance commercial 
transactions. 

All of these components involve more than drafting legislation; in some cases, new 
legislation (such as a joint stock company law) is already on the books. The commercial law 
project will promote understanding of basic concepts of commercial, contract and property law 
while developing measures to address current constraints in conducting commercial transactions 
and development of private enterprise in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. 
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III. OBJECTIVES 

The General Business and Commercial Law Component is one of four components 
comprising the USAID Commercial Law Project which is designed to address the need for a legal 
environment that supports private enterprise development in the Central Asia Republics of 
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. The Commercial Law Project will provide technical assistance and 
training for the improvement and implementation of commercial laws and the establishment or 
strengthening of involved agencies such as the judiciary and private non-governmental 
organizations. The Commercial Law Project for Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan supports the 
following USAID/ENI overall program objectives: 

o transfer state-owned assets to the private sector; 

o establish a policy, legal, and regulatory framework conducive to broad-based 
competition and private sector growth; and, 

o stimulate development of private sector enterprises. 

In supporting the establishment of a policy, legal, and regulatory framework conducive to 
broad-based competition and private sector growth and the stimulation of the development of 
private sector enterprises, the activities undertaken in this work program for the General Business 
and Commercial Law Component will have three main objectives. The ftrst objective is to create 
public awareness of the role that commercial law plays in creating economic opportunity. The 
second objective is to secure reform of the collateral law system to facilitate access to credit by 
business enterprises. The third objective is to simplify business formation and operation. 

The achievement of these objectives will improve the enabling environment for business 
entities through commercial legal and regulatory reform. A foundation will be laid for broader 
understanding of legal institutions and the important role they play in economic development. 
Finally, the capacity of local organizations will be enhanced to develop effective machinery for 
legal reform and to create public awareness of new or proposed changes in commercial law on a 
regular basis. 

IV. T ASKSIWORK REQUIREMENTS 

TASK 1 Public Awareness of the Role of Commercial Law 

A. Background 

In order for new or refined commercial laws to be effective, the legal community needs to 
be familiar with the law and related procedures, and the public should be suportive of the 
objectives of the commercial laws. In both republics, there is a fundamental need to create public 
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awareness of the role that commercial law plays in creating economic opportunity and growth in 
the private sector. There is a lack of understanding of contractual obligations. For example, 
people have difficulty in conceptualizing the idea that a debt is a contractual obligation which must 
be performed by payment. The concept of private property ownership is frequently 
misunderstood, resulting in misapprehension of the rights and obligations relating to private 
property. The understanding of due process in administrative law is fragile. 

The pervasive problem of public misunderstanding of basic commercial law issues 
illustrates a need for public awareness and instruction in the economic functions of property and 
contract law and the role that legal rules and legal enforcement play in securing economic benefits. 
Public awareness is required to recognize the incentives created by existing and proposed laws and 
to distinguish those incentives which are compatible with the growth of private economic activity 
from those that are not. 

At the same time the business and legal communities need to familiarize themselves with the 
benefits of commercial laws. Awareness of the goals of commercial law and an understanding of 
the related legal processes that support private entrepreneurship will build confidence in the 
functioning of a market economy and reduce reliance on government intervention. 

B. Task 1 Implementation Commercial Law Public Awareness Program 

Although IRIS will recognize the unique national differences between Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgyzstan and tailor program components for each country, the approach to the public awareness 
commercial law program will be essentially similar. The commercial law public awareness task 
will include public information/education and training subtasks. 

1. Target groups and development of instructional materials 

The first target population of the commercial law public awareness program will be faculty 
members and law students in state and private commercial law schools in Kyrgyzstan and 
Kazakhstan. For example, the Adilet Law School, a private commercial law education facility, 
focuses on training Kazakh students in commercial law and appears to have the facilities and 
capability to deliver conceptual instruction in basic contract, property and private law. IRIS long 
term or short term technical specialists will examine, along with a working group, current law 
school curricula and, if necessary, present new materials to school authorities for consideration or 
work to develop with law school faculty and administrators, appropriate instructional materials and 
media. 
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A second target population for commercial law education and awareness will include legal 
practitioners and judges. IRIS will work to develop adequate instructional materials for legal 
professionals, coordinating with other ongoing Rule of Law Project and Commercial Law Project 
training activities. To reach this target population, instruction in these topics should form a 
compulsory component of their continuing education program. IRIS will ensure maximum 
coordination of efforts with the ongoing ABA program and the American Legal Consortium, a 
USAID financed organization now working with the judicial profession in Kazakhstan. Building 
on the technical expertise as well as the practical experience of these ongoing projects, IRIS will 
deliver commercial law education using approaches tested in these projects. A variety of 
techniques is envisaged, including the delivery of conferences by commercial law experts, 
development of commercial law instructional materials for distribution, and monthly publications 
for the legal and judicial profession. 

A third target group for commercial law awareness training is mid- and high- level ministry 
officials in [mance, justice, and economy. For government officials, particularly those involved in 
drafting commercial law provisions, seminars and workshops provide an ideal for this type of 
education. More importantly, those government employees actually involved in commercial law 
compliance and regulatory matters will also receive training. IRIS will arrange for short term 
technical assistance, which may include leading experts on the Uniform Commercial Code, for 
designed seminars. Depending on time constraints and government reception, IRIS may also 
arrange for national or regional conferences on these same areas of commercial law awareness for 
civil servants. 

A critical growth group for public awareness training is the private sector itself. As the 
primary users and beneficiaries of a smoother running commercial system, business persons have 
an inherent interest in appreciating the advantages of commercial law development. IRIS will 
develop, with short term technical experts, appropriate educational and instructional materials for 
delivery. Moreover, IRIS will liaise with government to discuss the appropriate methods for 
public awareness training. It is anticipated that one day seminars or work shops would provide the 
best forum for delivery. 

2. Training facility and component supporting activities 

IRIS will coordinate with the Commercial Law Training Component for training facilities 
and related logistics support. In Kazakhstan, the private commercial law school's physical 
facilities may be available for training purposes during its holiday periods. Another site possibility 
is KIMEP which has large lecture halls suitable for seminars and workshops. Local hotels in 
Kazakhstan may also be used for conferences. IRIS will identify similar facilities in Kyrgyzstan 
for public awareness training delivery. In the conduct of training activities, a major aspect of the 
Role of Commercial Law element of the component, support will be provided by the component 
Training Specialist who will also support trainintg activities in the collateral law and business 
formation and operations elements. 
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A Commercial Law Library Specialist will be responsible for the establishment of 
repositories of commercial laws, particularly in Bishkek, and compiling related legal infonnation. 
Support will be provided to the role of commercial law, collateral law, and business formation and 
operations elements with emphasis on obtaining materials for drafters of new and refined 
commercial laws. 

A Public Information and Education Specialist will support development and 
implementation of the Role of Commercial Law Public Awareness Plan and public infonnation and 
education activites of the collateral law and business formation and operations elements. Primary 
targeted groups will include law faculties and students, legal professionals, and selected agency 
officials. Other groups targeted through mass media and special events will include business 
associations and general community organizations such as churches and secondary schools. 
Attention will be directed to commercial law education for professionals in the print and broadcast 
media including talk show hosts, television news anchors, and journalists. Public awareness 
activities can include a speakers bureau consisting of component long tenn and short tenn legal 
specialists, news releases on commercial law developments, commercial law educational videos, 
and commercial law fairs for schools and other events. 

TASK 2 Reform of Collateral Law 

A. Background 

Facilitating commercial transactions requires obtaining the finance to conduct them. 1 In a 
transition economy neither local nor foreign banks are likely to be willing to make tenn loans 
available without adequate security. In addition, collateral law is closely linked to bankruptcy law. 
An effective collateral law should have the following objectives. First, it should enable security to 
be created quickly and at little cost. Second, the security should be capable of being enforced 
quickly, at minimum cost, without reference to a court, to produce the maximum amount for the 
secured creditor. Third, the law should provide for a central system of registration of all security 
interests over all types of property (both immovable and movable) which: 

- enables potential lenders to find out by searching the register which assets of the borrower 
are subject to claims of prior creditors; and, 

- protects secured creditors against third parties from the date of registration. 

Provisions of the Civil Code of Kazakhstan do not adequately meet the collateral law 
objectives outlined above. In particular, the code does not provide for a central registration system 
for security interests created over all types of property and does not contain enforcement 
procedures which are quick, cheap, and likely to produce the maximum amount for the secured 
creditor. 

1 Negotiable instruments are similarly needed for facilitating commercial transactions. See Annex A. 
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Furthermore, the existing laws do not appear to recognize the critical distinction between 
the rights of a secured party vis a vis the borrower and the rights of the secured party vis a vis 
other creditors. Current law provides for a number of formalities and generally states that if those 
formalities are not followed, the pledge is invalid. Yet sometimes these provisions are intended 
principally to put other creditors on notice of the security interest: their non-observance should 
only subordinate the rights of the secured party to those of other creditors, but not invalidate them 
as against the borrower. 

At the time of this writing, the costs of creating and enforcing security interests under the 
Civil Code have not been established. This is an area to be explored during project 
implementation. 

In Kyrgyzstan. a new collateral law is in the process of being drafted through an EBRD 
program with the above objectives in mind and adopts many of the concepts of the EBRD model 
collateral law. Serious consideration should be given to cooperation with this initiative with a view 
to adopting similar legislation for Kazakhstan. 

B. Task 2 Implementation - Kyrgyzstan 

1. Working group formation and collateral law reform 

Working groups will be formed to address specific law writing, rewriting. follow-up. and 
organizational development tasks. For example, the need to educate judges and notaries on 
collateral law may best be facilitated through the creation of working groups or task forces with the 
appropriate membership to advance such training/education programs. Objectives will be defined 
for the working groups and work programs will be drafted with the participation of the working 
group membership. 

Building on the current legislative efforts of other Central and Eastern European countries 
now proceeding with collateral law reform, IRIS will collaborate with ongoing efforts of 
attorneys. both foreign technical experts and local practitioners in Bishkek, currently involved in 
drafting and preparing the new collateral law. Of critical importance will be cooperation with 
ongoing World Bank commercial law reform. IRIS will also solicit comments and participation 
by local and foreign attorneys advising banking clients who are lending in the country. Most 
importantly commercial bankers will be contacted by IRIS for their views on the practical 
implications of the new collateral law. 

2. Legislative advocacy 

Although drafting appropriate collateral law measures is of great importance for the 
commercial law development of Kyrgyzstan. a difficult task will be actual government adoption 
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and implementation of the legislation. A crucial ingredient of implementation of a new collateral 
law will be the adoption of an advocacy strategy for the eventual enactment of the new collateral 
law by the government. IRIS will be responsible for coordinating all parties involved in an effort 
for a cohesive advocacy effort. 

3. Establishment of registrars of collateral 

Technical assistance will be directed to the establishment of registrars of collateral and the 
building of other supporting organizations and institutions. A specific jurisdiction, municipality or 
oblast may be identified for a demonstration or pilot project effort. 

4. Public awareness 

With the advance work on this collateral law draft underway, a final version of the law may 
be ready for public distribution in the near future. In this vein, a public awareness campaign will 
be designed to coincide with the enactment of the new law. This may take the form, initially, of a 
national conference on commercial law. Follow on public information activities will utilize 
materials developed for the conference. 

5. Training 

With new concepts of collateral law contained in this legislation, there will be an ongoing 
need for continuing training for legal practitioners in this field as well as for commercial bankers. 
IRIS will organize a two day workshop in Bishkek with three short term technical experts (the 
local registrar, a foreign collateral law expert, and a local collateral law attorney) to present 
creation, registration, and enforcement concepts to participants. Implementation of training may 
also be possible in collaboration with a local commercial law school and with legal associations. 

c. Task 2 Implementation - Kazakhstan 

1. Working group formation 

A critical first step in tackling collateral law reform in Kazakhstan will be the formation of a 
collaborative working group to write a collateral law . The working group may include a drafter of 
the Civil Code (Professor Yuri Basin of Kazakh State University), local commercial law attorneys, 
key technical experts from the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Finance, and representatives of 
and legal advisors to the President's office, as well as other donor officials such as the World Bank 
as appropriate. Representatives of the private sector should also be included. 

2. Legislative drafting 

IRIS will organize legislative drafting efforts through the formed working group. As a 
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starting point, it is recommended that the Kyrgyz draft collateral law be reviewed. The advantage 
of harmonizing regional collateral law among the CAR countries is increased economic 
development through simplification of mutual legal frameworks. 

3. Public awareness 

A completed draft collateral law for Kazakhstan can be discussed in a seminar. 
Participants will be selected from the private sector, the banking community, the donor 
community, government officials, legal practitioners, educators, notaries and the press. Short term 
technical assistance will be required for delivery of this seminar and a public information 
dissemination plan will be developed. 

4. Training 

Training of professionals in collateral law (including judges, notaries, local officials, and 
lawyers) is seen as an essential component of program activity in order to create a local institutional 
capacity for collateral law implementation. This may be achieved through a series of workshops 
with the assistance of short term technical experts. 

TASK 3 Simplification of Business Enterprise Formation and Operations 

A. Background 

Company law plays an important part in the initial phases of a commercial law development 
program. A company is the vehicle which enables a private individual to carry out economic 
activity with the protection of limited liability. Because individuals are the prime users of this 
business entity, they must be fully aware of regulations and compliance procedures, such as 
requirements for accounting, shareholders' meetings, filings, and initial share capital. For this 
reason, company law must be easy to understand and the procedures for company formation must 
be simple, quick, inexpensive and transparent -- and accompanied by a minimum of formalities. 

The Civil Code and the Presidential Decree On Economic Partnerships of Kazakhstan and 
the Civil Code and the Law on Joint-Stock Societies of Kyrgyzstan establish a procedure for 
registering joint-stock companies, partnerships, and other organizations and provide some 
rudimentary corporate governance provisions. These laws impose many restrictions on the 
creation and operation of business enterprises, and rely too heavily on prohibiting, rather than 
enabling, provisions. The laws also reflect a very underdeveloped understanding of the need to 
take risk in order to pursue economic gain. 

The revised company law for Kazakhstan is not without inconsistencies. Despite attempts 
at clarifying and modernizing texts to encourage enterprise development, references to names of 
juridical persons and firm names are not always clear or consistent. Despite these recent attempts 
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to revise company law legislation to reflect market orientated business organizations and concepts, 
Western lawyers are at a loss to advise clients at how to proceed in doing business. The efforts of 
local drafters show a basic need to understand the different legal business entities and their 
respective characteristics pertaining to legal status, capacity, and liability. 

Related to the overall company law are the licensing, registration and similar requirements 
to business operation that could be eliminated or simplified. Licensing requirements range from 
the unknown to the bizarre; one private business owner was repeatedly asked to produce his 
license for painting his place of business. Even in the more outlying areas of these countries, 
business enterprise owners reduce their administrative burdens by simply paying on the spot when 
requested by those under real or color of authority. 

Remedying this situation is more than a simple legal problem: there are many government 
bodies that are packed with people who serve no useful function in a private market economy but 
rather meddle in business formation and operation. Nevertheless, these government employees 
have a stake in staying involved in the intricacies of the regulatory system in order to keep their 
jobs. This is a grave problem in Kazakhstan, but also exists to a certain degree in Kyrgyzstan as 
well. 

As a result, the need for specific legislation to restrict or minimize the ability of government 
bodies and agencies to impose licensing requirements is clear. Such legislation should set out 
basic principle (1) that no ministry, agency or other government arm may seek out to limit or 
restrict the activities of a business or impose any licensing or similar requirements unless; (2) that 
ministry, agency or government arm has been expressly and specifically delegated the authority to 
do so by legislation; and (3) the ministry, agency, or government arm has adopted a written rule of 
general application pursuant to which the restriction is being imposed. 

The use of a public sector counterpart as well as a private sector counterpart in this activity 
is essential. Constituencies must be built among all participants in this dismantling activity so that 
the ultimate economic cost savings can be justified. 

B. Task 3 Implementation 

As a result of the status of company law in the two republics, the next priority initiative will 
be to work toward the simplification of business formation and operation in Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgyzstan. 

B. i. Simplification of Business Formation 

A priority in this area would be the simplification of the business registration process. This 
initiative will consist of two parts. First, and most important, IRIS should work with the body that 
will carry out the registration of business entities and help it to design an appropriate system. In 
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Kyrgyzstan, there is currently some uncertainty as to whether the State Statistical Agency or the 
Ministry of Justice will be responsible for registration. Both agencies, however, have expressed 
their willingness to work in connection with the registration process. The focus of the effort 
should be to make the registration process highly routine and mechanical, so that little or no 
discretion will be vested in the registration body. A demonstration project approach may be 
utilized to focus component resources, provided needed technical assistance, and document reform 
results. 

The substantive law in each country should enable new business enterprises to be created 
with minimal formalities. In Kazakhstan, there are a number of mandatory provisions that are 
required in the charter of a joint-stock company or a partnership. These should be reduced as 
much as possible. For example, it would be desirable to permit a charter to contain only the name 
and address of the company, the names of its founders, and the number of shares initially 
authorized for issuance. Instead of requiring a statement of the purposes for which the company is 
formed, the law should assume, in the absence of a contrary statement in the charter, that the 
company may engage in any lawful activity. 

With such simple requirements for a charter, the process for reviewing a charter for 
compliance with the law could, and should, be reduced to a matter of seconds. An employee at the 
registration office should simply check the records to make sure that the company's name is not the 
same as any company that already exists, and examine the charter to ensure that the required 
elements are contained. Ideally, this would eliminate the need to have the charter notarized because 
a clerical employee of the registration office would be able to verify quickly that the required 
information was provided. This would further reduce the costs and time of creating a new 
business. 

1. Business entity registration study 

Short term technical assistance will be used to conduct an in-depth study of the laws and 
procedures governing business entity registration in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. The study will 
be used to formulate concrete recommendations to the government for amendments to the company 
law and other regulatory provisions and to recommend the component technical assistance to be 
provided to facilitate implementation. 

2. Working group formation 

With the study as a foundation for reform proposals, IRIS will organize a working group 
to review and modify proposed refonns and to present them to the government for enactment. The 
working group can be a task force drawn from the membership of the Business Law Round Table 
as discussed below. 
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3. Public awareness/training 

To increase public awareness of any new law, or proposed changes in the company law, 
regarding business entity registration, IRIS will arrange for seminars or work shops to reach such 
target audiences as government officials, legal practitioners, and, most importantly, the private 
sector. Short term technical assistance may be used to conduct these training sessions or media 
activities. Ministry officials, government employees, and notaries are stakeholders to be involved 
in the reform process as well. 

B. ii. Simplification of Business Operation 

To simply business operation, it will be necessary to remove or modify those legal 
requirements which restrict the free conduct of business. 

1. Information gathering and interviews 

During the first month of project implementation, IRIS will review the legal requirements 
imposed on business in relation to its operation. IRIS will identify those requirements which 
appear unjustified or which impose significant and unnecessary delays or costs on private 
businesses. 

2. Business law round table 

In addition to conducting individual interviews with business leaders and members of the 
private sector community, IRIS will organize a round table discussion to elicit proposals for 
improving the business regulatory environment. Currently in Almaty, one oil company executive 
has organized informal talking groups to voice complaints and concerns about government
imposed rules and regulations constraining business operations. The initial popularity of these 
sessions indicates that a formal group to present formal recommendations to the government will 
be a successful means of achieving desired changes to the law. Participants to the round table may 
include members of the business community, legal practitioners, government officials, and the 
press. A newly formed association of commercial lawyers in Kazakhstan also indicates the 
willingness of practitioners to discuss issues. An objective of this round table will be a listing of 
legal reform priorities, thus enabling IRIS to proceed sequentially with business law simplification 
and reform. 

3. Standing Commission on Business Law Reform 

When reform priorities have been established, IRIS will, in cooperation with the ministry 
officials, legal practitioners, and other donor projects, form a Standing Commission on Business 
Law Reform. This body will be charged with the overall task of presenting definitive proposals 
for business law reform to the appropriate government ministries. 
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It is envisaged that this Commission will have a pennanent role in fonnulating proposals 
for company law refonn to meet changing business needs. Law refonn should be seen as a 
continuing process that reflects changing business and economic needs. This underscores the need 
for a standing commission to address changes in a systematic and regular fashion in order to 
ensure that laws remain current and appropriate. 

V. BENCHMARKS/TANGIBLE RESULTS 

TASK 1 Public Awareness of Role of Commercial Law 

Benchmark IRIS submits work plan within 30 days of arrival at post and revised work 
plan for USAID approval 

Result Work plan reflects task order priority activities and changes in political 
environment 

Benchmark IRIS develops instructional materials and curriculum on the role of 
commercial law within 6 months 

Result Appropriate training materials for target audiences 

Benchmark IRIS identifies and works with local school, institute, or association for 
commercial law public awareness training within 90 days 

Result Increased local institutional capacity to deliver commercial law public awareness 
training 

Benchmark IRIS delivers role of commercial law seminars, work shops, conferences, or 
courses within 9 months 

Result Increased public awareness of the role of commercial law in development 

A. TASK 2 Reform of Collateral Law 

Benchmark IRIS prepares work plan within 30 days of arrival at post and a revised work 
plan for USAID review and approval 

Result Work plans reflect task order priority activities and changes in political 
environment 

Benchmark IRIS organizes collateral law refonn working groups within 90 days 
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Result Consideration and review of reform proposals and draft law 

Benchmark IRIS assists working group to produce advocacy strategy within 6 months 

Result Implementation of revised collateral law 

Benchmark IRIS implements collateral law work shops, conferences, and other 
training/public information activities within 9 months 

Result Increased public awareness and understanding of collateral law reform 

TASK 3 Simplification of Business Formation and Operation 

Benchmark IRIS submits work plan within 30 days of arrival at post and revised work 
plan for USAID approval 

Result Work plan reflects task order priority activities and reflects changes in the 
political environment 

Benchmark IRIS conducts business entity registration study within 90 days 

Result Concrete recommendations and proposals for legal and regulatory reform 

Benchmark Working group formed to present reform proposal to government within 120 days 

Result Enactment of new business entity registration law 

Benchmark IRIS conducts public awareness training sessions or media campaign on 
simplified business formation procedures within 6 months 

Result New businesses being formed and increased economic activity 

Benchmark IRIS coordinates business law round table within 6 months 

Result Government and private sector discuss legal and regulatory constraints to business 
operation and formulate legal reform priorities 

Benchmark IRIS organizes formation of Standing Commission on Business Law 
Reform within 9 months 

Result Increased local organizational capacity to address changing business legal reform 
issues on an ongoing basis 
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VI. ESTIMATED LEVEL OF EFFORT, GENERAL/COMMERCIAL 
BUSINESS LAW 

The personnel level of effort includes 10 person years of long-term expatriate technical 
specialists, 60 months of expatriate short-term technical assistance specialists, 96 person-months 
of local legal specialists and 38 person years of LCNrrCN personnel. Figure 1 presents the 
component organization chart. 

Chief of Party/Commercial Law Specialist (Almaty) 

The Chief of Party, will manage the General Business/Commercial Law component from 
the Almaty office and will be responsible for overall management of the two offices, and will 
provide technical supervision of the program activities. Qualifications include law degree, 
experience in teaching and/or practice of commercial law , and experience in managing law training 
or educational programs. Preference will be given for comparative law experience, international 
project management background, and Russian speaking ability. 

Component Administrator (Almaty) 

The Administrator will be responsible for financial, personnel, logistics, procurement, 
equipment, office procedures, and general administration of the two offices. Qualifications include 
degree in management or related social science speciality and experience in administering large 
international projects. Preference will be given for advanced degree or MBA, US AID project 
administration experience, and Russian speaking ability. 

Commercial Law Development Managers (Five: 3 in Almaty, 2 in Bishkek) 

The Commercial Law Development Managers will be responsible for the development and 
refinement of law in specified areas which include role of commercial law, collateral (housing, 
mortgage) law, and companies and organization law. The Bishkek Commercial Law Development 
Manager will serve as the Associate Project Director with responsibility for Bishkek operations and 
for collateral law development. The five managers will each supervise a staff of approximately 
three technical support personnel and two to three legal specialists. Qualifications include a degree 
in law and experience in the development of laws and/or regulations. Preference will be given for 
advanced degree in Economics, or MBA; comparative law experience; international project 
experience; and Russian speaking ability. 
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Figure 1 
Organization Chart 
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Commercial Law Training Coordinator (Almaty/Bishkek) 

The Commercial Law Training Coordinators will operate from Almaty to work with the 
Training Components of the Commercial Law Project in Almaty and Bishkek and design and 
conduct general businesslcommerciallaw training programs. A staff of approximately three local 
training/logistics persons will be supervised. Qualifications include a degree in law or allied 
profession (economics, business, training/education) and experience in the management of training 
or educational programs. Preference will be given for law degree, advanced degree in Economics, 
or MBA; comparative law experience; international project experience; and Russian speaking 
ability. 

Public Information and Education Coordinator (Almaty/Bishkek) 

A specialist in public information and education will coordinate information and education 
efforts of the General Business/Commercial Law Component with the USAID I & E contractor 
responsible for privatization information and education. The Public Information and Education 
Coordinator will develop and implement the commercial law public awareness plan; coordinate 
with the training specialist and support the conversion of training and information materials on 
commercial law into suitable media-oriented materials; be responsible for generating news 
releases; work with the I & E privatization contractor with media regarding commercial law 
development; and prepare and publish a quarterly newsletter. The Public Information and 
Education Specialist will work from Almaty and will support implementation of the commercial 
law public awareness program in both countries in cooperation with the component legal 
expatriates and local national technical staff. Since public awareness materials will be developed 
through the collateral law and business law training programs, cooperation and joint tasks will be 
undertaken with the General Business/Commercial Law component Training Specialist and with 
the technical staff of the Commercial Law Training component. IRIS will coordinate with the 
USAID contractor for privatization public information and education. Qualifications include degree 
in journalism or related public information field, experience in managing public information 
programming, and Russian speaking ability. Preference will be given for law degree and 
international project experience. 

Commercial Law Librarian/Coordinator (Bishkek/ Almaty) 

A specialist in law libraries/information sciences/commercial law will establish a 
commercial law library in Bishkek and will coordinate with law and other legal information 
resources in Kazakhstan such as the American Legal Consortium, Adult Law School, and the 
Kazakhstan State Institute for Law. The Commercial Law Librarian will support component legal 
specialists in accessing legal materials for drafting of laws and institutional strengthening. 
Requirements are a degree in libraries/information sciences and educational background in law or 
business/economics. Preference will be given for law degree, international project experience, and 
Russian speaking ability. 
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VII. COMPONENT REPORTS 

Within 30 days of arrival of the General Business and Commercial Law team in Almaty and 
Bishkek and under the direction of the Chief of Party, the expatriate technical specialists will be 
responsible for developing the elements of the work plan within their areas of responsibility. The 
major elements will be collateral law , business formation and operations, role of commercial law , 
public awareness/information, commercial law training, and commercial law library development. 
The detailed work plan will include the objectives for these elements, results and criteria, specific 
tasks and activities, and schedules. The plan will also include the strategies for formation of 
working groups and committees. 

Consistent with the detailed work plans, quarterly reports will present descriptions of 
project activities, achievements, issues, and proposed activities for the coming quarterly period. 
IRIS will work closely with the Oversight Committee to collect necessary baseline data and 
information on indicators of progress and results. An internal evaluation system will support the 
review and refinement of activities of the component elements and facilitate the analysis of 
commercial law development effectiveness and impact. 
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ANNEX A 

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS 

In both Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, there is a lack of commercial paper of value to the 
holder. In market economies, checks are negotiable instruments for business payments and bills of 
exchange are negotiable instruments for export and import payments. At present, there is no 
effective system of using checks for domestic payments in either country or bills of exchange for 
foreign payments. This suggests a need for two things: a law on bills of exchange and a check 
clearing system. Implementing such systems and laws would enable individuals to make payment 
by check rather than by cash. Promissory notes, as short term pieces of commercial paper, should 
be developed to acquire the status of value to the holders of such paper. 

A related need is one for short term financial instruments to develop inter bank markets. 
Instruments required are certificates of deposit and other instruments enabling banks to transfer 
participation in loans being made, all of which would develop into active capital market systems. 
There is also a need to develop financial instruments in the form of fixed and floating rate bonds 
and commercial paper. 

All of the above instruments should be seen as negotiable instruments that have value to the 
holder in two respects. First, such paper represents an enforceable obligation to pay a fixed sum 
(with or without interest) and the value of which depends on the credit standing of the person 
responsible for making the payment. If the credit standing of that person is undoubted, then the 
value of the instrument is as good as cash. Second, the value of the instrument depends on the 
ability of the holder to enforce the payment of the obligation in a court of law. 

In both Kazakhstan and Kyrgystan, the underpinnings of negotiable instruments -- and 
hence the ability of the private sector to conduct commercial transactions -- is impeded. Not only is 
there a lack of commercial paper accepted as paper of value (most likely attributable to the lack of 
credit worthiness assessment capacity) but also the inability to enforce the instruments. In mature 
legal system, the ability to enforce a debt is unquestioned. For example, only 14 days are required 
in the United Kingdom to get a judgment on a promissory note or bill or exchange. 

With the judicial system in doubt and judges unschooled in commercial transactions, this 
leaves little room for the growth of commercial transactions either foreign or domestic. 
Enforceable financial instruments are an essential part of the mechanisms for financing not only 
internal sales of goods and other commercial transactions, but also for the financing of export and 
import of goods. 
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ANNEX 4 

BUDGETS 

Bankruptcy 
Trade and Investment 
General Business and Commercial Law 
Commercial Law Training 
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VII. BUDGET, BANKRUPTCY 

Long Term Expatriate Personnel 
3 Person-Years @ $230,000 (includes allowances) 

Short Term Expatriate Personnel 
18 Person-Months @ $15,000 

Travel, Transportation, Per Diem 

Air Travel, 30 Rrr @ $3,000 
Local Transportation 
Per Diem, 540 days @ $250 

Commodities, Equipment, Supplies 

Bankruptcy Office Operations, Almaty & Bishkek 
18 Personnel @ $9,000 (includes payroll taxes, benefits) 
Office Expenses, Two Offices, 24 mos. @ $3,000 

Total Budget 

Subtotal 
$690,000 

270,000 

90,000 
5,000 

135,000 

200,000 

162,000 
72,000 

$1,624,000 
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VII. BUDGET, TRADE AND INVESTMENT 

Long Term Expatriate Personnel 
4 Person-Years @ $230,000 (includes allowances) 

Short Term Expatriate Personnel 
24 Person-Months @ $15,000 

Travel, Transportation, Per Diem 
Air Travel, 30 RIT @ $3,000 
Local Transportation 
Per Diem, 540 days @ $250 

Commodities, Equipment, Supplies 

Trade & Investment Office Operations, Almaty & Bishkek 
24 Personnel @ $9,000 (includes payroll taxes, benefits) 
Office Expenses, Two Offices, 24 mos. @ $3,000 

Total Budget 

Subtotal 
$920,000 

360,000 

90,000 
5,000 

135,000 

200,000 

216,000 
72,000 

$1,998,000 
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VIII. BUDGET, GENERAL BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL LAW 

Long Term Expatriate Personnel 
10 Person-Years @ $230,000 (includes allowances) 

Short Term Expatriate Personnel 
60 Person-Months @ $15,000 

Local Legal Specialists 
96 Person-Months @ $1,500 

Travel, Transportation, Per Diem 
Air Travel, 80 Rrr @ $3,000 
Local Transportation 
Per Diem, 1,350 days @ $250 

Commodities, Equipment, Supplies 

General Business/Commercial Law Office Operations, Almaty & Bishkek 

38 Personnel @ $9,000 (includes payroll taxes, benefits) 
Office Expenses 

Bishkek, 12 mos. @ $5,000 
Almaty, 12 mos. @ $10,000 

Total Budget 

Subtotal 

$2,300,000 

900,000 

144,000 

240,000 
15,000 

338,000 

600,000 

342,000 

60,000 
120,000 

$5,059,000 
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VII. BUDGET, TRAINING 

Long Term Expatriate Personnel 
3.5 Person-Years @ $230,000 (includes allowances) 

Short Term Expatriate Personnel 

24 Person-Months @ $15,000 

Travel, Transportation, Per Diem 

Air Travel, 30 RIT @ $3,000 
Local Transportation 
Per Diem, 540 days @ $250 

Commodities, Equipment, Supplies 

Training Center Operations, Kazakhstan & Kyrgyzstan 
21 Personnel @ $9,000 (includes payroll taxes, benefits) 
Office Expenses, Two Centers, 24 mos. @ $3,000 

Total Budget 

Subtotal 
$805,000 

360,000 

90,000 
3,000 

135,000 

200,000 

189,000 
72,000 

$1,854,000 



ANNEX 5 

USAID/CAR COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT 

DRAFT REPORT RESPECTING THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION 
OF AN EF1~EC'rIVE BANKRUPTCY LAW IN THE REPUBLICS 

OF KAZAKHSTAN AND KYRGYZSTAN 

DAVID T. COHEN, ESQ. 

I . 

INTRODUCTION 

Pursuant to its assignment from USAID, the Commercial 
Law Project has reviewed the status of the newly enacted 
bankruptcy laws ill the Republics of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. 
The goal of the investigation is the design of a one-year AID
sponsored program intended to implement the bankruptcy laws in 
each country. 

In conducting its investigation, the Team reviewed the 
relevant bankruptcy laws and other related statutes and met with 
(1) AID contractors working in areas such as privatization, (2) 
representatives of other foreign groups assisting the governments 
of both countries and (3) local government and judicial officials 
in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan either involved with or with 
personal knowledge of the bankruptcy laws. 

As a result of its investigation, the Team has 
concluded that the bankruptcy law project should have two 
closely-related goals: (1) aid in the transition of state-owned 
property to the pl:ivate sector (privatization goals) and (2) aid 
in the development: of a properly functioning commercial law 
environment (post-privatization goals). With respect to 
privatization, it is clear that the Soviet period haa left 
virtually all business entities overburdened with debt. While 
all businesses were state-owned, this was not a serious problem 
and little effort was undertaken to collect the debts one state 
entity owed to another. Indeed, it appears that many enterprises 
may not even know the extent of their obligations or the amounLs 
they are owed. The problem could be resolved through debt relief 
accompanying privatization. No such debt relief programs have 
been introduced in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, however, unlike 
other countries of the former Soviet Union or in Eastern Europe. 
Moet large enterprises are therefore being sold or auctioned 
subject to existing debt, both public and private. Both 
countries appear to be looking to their newly-enacted bankrupLcy _ 
laws to solve the debt problem. To push the matter forward, the 
governments of both countries may become more aggressive in 
oollecting debts from newly-privatized entities. In addition, 
the newly privatized entities will themselves almost certainly be 
more aggressive and less forgiving creditors. The bankruptcy 
laws are therefore the only present solution to the debt problem 
in both countries as privatization continues. 

Mo:reoveJ~, the bankruptcy laws are important beyond 
their privati~aLioIl role. If entrepreneurship and the growth of 
market economies are to be encouraged, some businesses will fail. 
There must be a workable bankruptcy system that provides 
predictability and informs all parties -- debtors and creditors -
- of the consequences of business failure and how they may expect 
to be treated should that occur. J~ 



II 
KAZAKHSTAN BANKRUPTCY PROJECT 

The Task Order describes the Kazakh Bankruptcy Law. 
Suffice it to say here that the Kazakh Bankruptcy Law provides 
that a business may either be liquidated or reorganized. The 
Bankruptcy Law, however, is little understood by the Arbitrage 
Court judges who will preside over the cases. Indeed, the Team 
had an extended discussion respecting the operation of bankruptcy 
laws in the West with Ms. Almaz Tashenova, a Judge of the Kazakh 
Supreme Arbitrage Court, who is herself presiding over a large 
bankruptcy case. The Courts' lack of awareness respecting the 
operation of the Bankruptcy Law is shared by the local bar and by 
the businesses that would be expected to take advantage of it. 
As a result, it is not surprising that to date only approximately 
30 entities have commenced bankruptcy cases. In order to make 
t.he Bankruptcy Law more comprehensible to the Judges and the 
public alike, Professor Maidan K. Suleimenov, the Director of the 
Kazakh State Juridical Institute, Center of Law Researches, and 
one of the drafters of the Bankruptcy Law (along with Pepper, 
Hamilton &. Scheetz/World Bank), stated to the Team that a draft 
of a revised bankruptcy law has been prepared. Professor Maidan 
anticipates that the new law will be introduced within the next 
year. 

The Task Order sets forth the basic Objectives and 
Task/Work Requirements of the Project, which will not be repeated 
here. Instead, this Report will supplement the Task Order as a 
result of interviews conducted after the Task Order was prepared. 

Task 1 is the formation of a standing committee or a 
IIworking groupl1 designed to encourage a dialogue among local 
interested parties in the implementation and reform of the 
Bankruptcy Law. As a result of its discussions and interviews, 
the Team believes that the Project should attempt to include the 
following persons (or their representatives) in the group; 

1. Ms. Almaz Tashenova, Judge of the Kazakh Supreme 
Arbit:cage Court. 

2. Professor Maidan K. Suleimenov, the Director of the 
Kazakh State Juridical Institute, Center of Law Researches. 

3. Eduard K. Utepov t Chairman of the State Committee 
For Privatization. 

4. Minister of the Economy. This Ministry intends to 
liquidate 15 large entities, which have not yet been selected. 

5. Minister of Justice. 
6. Representative from the Investment Funds. 
The Project should attempt to utilize the working group 

to introduce needed amendments to the Bankruptcy Law, to become 
involved in the drafting of the new bankruptcy law and generally 
to encourage discussion of problems and questions respecting Lhe 
operation of the law. 

Task 2 calls for the creation of demonstration projects 
in order to identify how the Bankruptcy Law is being utilized by 
the business community and interpreted by the Arbitrage Court. 
To the extent possible, technical assistance should be given to 
the parties and the Court to aid in the administration of the 
cases selected. The precise types of technical assistance to be 
rendered will be crafted by the Project members. 

Task 3 calla for the coordination with the USAID Mass 
Privatization Team. As a result of further interviews, the Team 
believes that coordination with this and other groups should be 
encouraged to foster the above-stated post-privatization goals. 
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One new component of Task 3 should be the formation of work-out 
workshops or seminars. Both debtors and creditors should 
understand that bankruptcy is a last resort and that it is 
preferable to negotiate a consensual resolution to debt problems. 
Businessmen can receive training in these important negotiation 
skills through workshops to be coordinated with the following 
groups: 

1. USAID Mass Privatization Team. 
2. INTRADOS/International Management Group. 
3. Carana corporation (Small Scale privatization). 

This group appears to be especially geared to post-privatization 
matters and encouraging entrepreneurship. 

4. KMPG/Peat Marwick Bankers Training or Capital 
Markets Group. 

Tasks 4 and 5 are adequately described in the Task 
Order. 

III 
KYRGYZSTAN BANKRUPTCY PROJECT 

As stated in the Task Order, unlike the Kazakh 
Bankruptcy Law, the Krygyz Bankruptcy Law allows only for 
liquidation of the enterprise. There is no reorganization 
component. In addition, Kyrgyzstan has also passed a 
comprehensive set of Rules intended to implement the Bankruptcy 
Law. The Kyrgyz :l3ankruptcy Law provides creditors I especially 
secured creditors, with better protection than they are afforded 
under the Kazakh Bankruptcy law. The Kyrgyz Bankruptcy law is 
also the better drafted of the two laws. It is more cleax'ly 
written and is better organizedn to achieve its stated purpose. 
Moreove::t.", the Kyr!3Yz Bankrupt.cy law will be supported by a 
secured transactions law, currently in draft form. Lastly, 
Kyrgyzstan appears to have the rudiments of a debt collection 
law, which is almost totally lacking in Kazakhstan. In Bum, 
Kyrgyzstan appearlil to have better integrated its bankruptcy law 
with its legal system as a whole than has Kazakhstan. 

The President of Kyrgyzstan is committed to the 
implementation of the Bankruptcy Law, as was forcefully declared 
in a Decree respel::!ting its implementation published on June 30, 
1995. Moreover, virtually all the persons interviewed by the 
Team were committt;:d to making the Bankruptcy Law work. These 
persons included Mr. Marat Kaipov, with the President's Legal 
Department, and Christopher Osakwe, the Resident Legal Advisor 
with the World Bank Commercial Law Reform Project. Mr. Kaipov 
and Mr. Tony Shea, formerly with the aforesaid world Bank 
Project, were the drafters of the Bankruptcy Law. 

As stated above respecting Kazakhstan, the Task Order 
sets forth the balsic Objectives and Task/Work Requirements of the 
~roject, which will not be repeated here. Instead, this Report 
will supplement the Task Order as a result of interviews 
conducted after the Task Order was prepared. 

Task 1 (standing committee or "working groupll). As a 
result of its discussions and interviews, the Team believes that 
the project should attempt. t.o include the following pe);'aoI1:S (or 
their representatives) in the group: 

1. Ms. Nelia Beishenalieva, Head of the Legal 
D~partment of the Administration of the President. 

. 2. Marat Kaipov. 
3. Larisa V. Gutnichenko, Minister of Justice. 
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4. Daniji:ir I, Narymbaev, Chairman of the Supreme 
Arbitration Court. 

5. Repre.sentative from the Committee for the 
Liquidation of Bankrupt Entities. 

6. Christopher Osakwe. 
As with Kazakhstan, the Project should attempt to 

utilize the working group to introduce needed amendments to the 
Bankruptcy Law, to become involved in the drafting of the new 
bankruptcy law and generally to encourage discussion of problems 
and questions respecting the operation of the law. 

Task 2 (demonstration projects). The role of the 
demonstration projects in Kyrgyzstan will be the same as 
Kazakhstan. 

Task 3 (coordination with other USAID or other groups) . 
As stated above, the coordination with other groups should be 
encouraged to foster post-privatization goals and will encourage 
the formation of work-out workshops or seminars. These other 
groups are the following: 

l. USAID Mass Privatization Team. 
2. Committee for the LiqUidation of Bankrupt Entities. 
3. KMPG!peat Marwick. 
Tasks 4 and 5 are adequately described in the Task 

Order. 
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w • .. w .... '-' J.J, J.H.:>l1.1!.,-JVVA, LJuVGE OF THE SUPREME 
ARBITRATION COURT" 

KYRGYZSTAN 

1. JULY 13. MARAT KAIPOV/ LEGAL DEPARTMENT OF THE PRESIDENT. 
2. JULY 13. DANIJJ\R I. NARYMBAEV, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUPREME 
ARBITRAGE COURT. 
3. JULY 13. MAMADIYAR I. I SABAYEV , CHAIR~~ OF THE SUPREME COURT. 
4. JULY 14, VICTOR CHEBYSHEV, HEAD OF THE LEGAL DEPARTMENT Of' THE 
NATIONAL BANK. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background for the Study 

The United States Agency for International Development for the Central Asian and Trade, 
Agriculture, Telecommunication, Transport as well as the Chairman of the National Bank and the 
chiefs of administration of the oblasts and Bishkek City. Registration, which is mandatory, 
culminates in the expedition of a "registration certificate" which confirms admission of the 
investment on the part of the Government of Kyrgyzstan, embodies the investment's juridial status 
under law, and allows the foreign investor to exercise its rights. The law does not indicate whether 
there is any discretrogress in economic stabilization and restructuring of their economies, many 
difficult tasks related to trade and investment and the implementing legal and regulatory framework 
therefor remain to be developed. Both government officials and current and potential foreign 
traders and investors have identified the need for development of general enabling environments 
that can both facilitate international trade and inveestment and provide the economic rewards 
implicit in a market-based, entrepreneurial economy sufficient to increase trade and attract 
incremental foreign direct investment (PDI). The continuing absence of basic property and contract 
rights hinders the development of entrepreneurs, the establishment and conduct of normal business 
operations, enhancement of their climates and attractiveness for trade and new investment, and the 
encouragement of private economic activity. While some changes in the legal and regulatory 
framework have taken place, the generally ad-hoc approach through which such changes have been 
effected threatens significant problems of overall coherence and internal consistency of the legal 
framework, thereby undermining the credibility of the legal system and its attractiveness to 
entrepreneurs. 

US AID/CAR has already undertaken a number of legal and regulatory technical assistance activities 
in the two countries. These include specific programs to establish a policy, legal, and regulatory 
framework conducive to broad-based competition and private sector growth, to facilitate the 
transfer of state-owned assets to the Private Sector, to promote fiscal reform, and to develop an 
efficient, competitive private financial sector. Each of these efforts is intended to foster the 
emergence of a competitive, market-oriented economy in which most economic resources are 
privately-owned, and to provide the domestic enabling environment essential for attracting 
international trade and foreign investment. Among the specific substantive areas of economic and 
legal sifnificance to potential foreign traders and investors that USAID/CAR alredy has targeted for 
technical assistance activity are: land use, transfer rights, and recording; legislation relating to 
privatizsation and demonopolization; taxation and fiscal operations (in particular, enactment of a 
modernized tax code); securities legislation; and banking regulation and accounting standards. But 

an important agenda of activities to establish a policy, legal, and regulatory framework that 
promotes competition and private sector growth remains to be undertaken, including the 

development of a modern commercial law framework in general and specific legal/regulatory 
regimes for international trade and investment. 
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USAID/CAR has asked the Institutional Reform and the Infonnal Sector (IRIS) Program of the 
University of Maryland, under its contract with USAID for Economic Restructuring & Financial 
Sector Refonn and Market Environment Activities project, in conjunction with its subcontractors 
thereunder, MetaMetrics, Inc. and Nathan Associates, Inc., to undertake a four-week, on-site 
assessment of the status of the commercial law framework and infrastructure in Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgyzstan, determine the needs for tenchnical assis-
tance with regard thereto, and develop cettain task orders to provide for the contracting out of the 
commercial law development technical assistance interventions designed to effect such assistance. 
This report relates to that portion of the assessment activity addressing international trade and 
investment aspects of commercial law in the two countries. It presents conclusions as to the status 
and needs of the international trade and investment-related legal regimes of the two countries and 
technical assistance appropriate for developing a coherent, comprehensive, facilitating commercial 
legal regime for international trade and investment. 

1.2 Interrelationship of Foreign Trade and Direct Investment 

International trade and investment are inextricably interrelated concepts and must be recognized as 
such in assessing their potential for economic development. Their interrelationship is reflected in 
the ancient maxim that "investment follows trade, and trade follows investment." Investment can 
be said to follow trade in the sense that nearly all FDI is premised upon trade goals - e.g., market 
offense (creation of new markets, increasing existing market share) or market defense (protecting 
existing market share). It is equally true that trade follows investment - for example, nearly a third 
of all U.S. two-way trade (imports, exports) involves intra-company transactions with subsidiaries 
and affiliates abroad. Both trade and investment, in turn, are premised upon a single, primordial 
economic goal - the realization of profit. The profit motive underlies nearly all international 
economic activity and any country desiring entry into the global economic system must recognize 
and accomodate this basic economic motivation. This has presented a special challenge for those 
nations of the former socialist bloc whose economic systems are still evolving from command, 
centrally-planned, non-market economies toward entrepreneurially-based, free market-driven 
economies and have only recently conceded the legitimacy of profit in a economic system. 

If international trade and investment are to play their important and proper role in catalyzing growth 
and development in the emerging economies of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, then the two 
countries must develop modem commercial systems and international trade and investment-related 
legal and regulatory frameworks that accomodate and encourage the realization of profit. 

1.3 FDf: Concepts, Indicators, Contraindications 

Foreign Direct Investment is generally defined as the ownership of ten percent or more of the 
equity shares of a foreign entity or the right to ten percent or more of the profits thereof. The ten 
percent threshold has been adopted by the International Monetary Fund and most developed 
countries to distinguish between mere passive ownership of securities in an entity or some degree 
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of management influence or control thereof. The legal framework within which PDI is admitted 
and regulated in a country includes the whole array of its constitutional provisions, laws, 
regulations, policies, and practices which, cumulatively, establish, define, and implement the 
respective rights and obligations of both foreign investors and their investments and the receiving 
state (FDI Regime). This regime may be supplemented by certain multilateral or bilateral 
conventions or treaties (like bilateral investment treaties or BITs) that confer certain rights or 
impose certain obligations on signatory countires that expand, reduce, or otherwise vary the rights 
and obligations of the state and foreign investors under a country's FDI regime. Additionally, in 
most countries, there usually exists a broad spectrum of laws, regulations, or policies that are not 
PDI-specific, but which affect, directly or indirectly, FDI and foreign investors and which are 
referred to in the aggregate as "collateral laws and regulations". These include, for example, laws 
governing business establishment, foreign exchange, taxation, intellectual property rights, etc. 
This overall legal framework sets the context for the four basic issues that confront foreign 
investors in any country: admission, treatment, the handling of expropriation, and the resolution of 
disputes. "Admission" refers to the process through which PDI is recognized and given judicial 
"legitimacy" and status in a country. "Treatment" refers to the manner in which PDI and foreign 
investors are treated, e.g., whether or not they are accorded commonly-accepted global standards 
of either "national treatment" -treatment no less favorable than that accored local investors - or 
"Most Favored Nation" (MFN) - meaning treatment equal to that extended to the best treatment 
accorded nationals of another country. 

Foreign investors are drawn to a foreign country primarily for economic reasons - to create, 
enhance, or defend a share of a trade market. The impulse to FDI or "indicators" include a large, 
growing, market; progress in macroeconomic reforms; a supportive business climate and culture; 
accessibility of inputs; and a rational, fair, and unambiguous legal/regulatory framework that 
reduces the risks of the investment. Contraindicators to PDI include political instability; an 
unfamiliar or unfavorable busilness climate and culture; re-
sistance to macroeconomic reforms and restructuring; and, certainly, an antiquated or overly 
legalistic, unfair, untransparent legal regime that fails to accomodate modern global business 
practices. 

2. KAZAKHSTAN 

2.1 Foreign Trade Framework 

2.1.1 Context for Trade/Investment: One of the ten largest nations in the world, 
Kazakhstan possesses vast resources of oil, coal, rare metals, and a huge agricultural productive 
base, but it has suffered from the breakup of the Soviet Union and the demise of the Ruble Zone -
for example, its 1994 estimated GDP decreased 25% from its 1993 GDP. In 1993, it had an 
estimated per capita income of U.S.$ 1,560. Its major exports are oil, ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals, chemicals, grain, wool, and meat, while its major imports are machinery and parts, 
industrial inputs, oil and gas. In 1994, its merchandise exports amounted to $ 4.1 billion, while its 
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merchandise imports amounted to $ 3.3 billion. Kazakhstan's government generally has adopted a 
strategy of relatively low import barriers to encourage imports and create a greater supply of 
consumer goods in its markets. Under the old Soviet system, trade regulation was based on quotas 
and licenses.Last year, however, the Government implemented a new import tariff schedule that 
eliminated duties for many consumer goods and began phasing out export quotas. Certain 
products, including arms and nuclear technology, narcotic products, and military-related raw 
materials, equipment, technology, and technical information reuire import licenses approved by the 
Cabinet of Ministries. Some seven categories of products require import licenses approved by 
varous ministries and government agencies, including industrial wastes, rare metals, chemical 
products, pharmaceuticals, veterinary medicines, opium raw materials, and explosives. Another 20 
categories of products require export licenses. Overall, the general strategy of the Kazakhstani 
Government is one of import substitution. The thrust of its import tariff policy is to generate 
revenue from products considered non-essential and to encourage domestic industry. The 
Government has expressed its desire to lower export taxes in key industries to promote increased 
exports. With the known exception of standards applicable to imported pharmaceuticals, there 
appears to be no comprehensive standards-setting activity that could impede imports. Certain 
restrictions on imports of services exists, notably in insurance. The Kazakhstani Government 
currently has no export promotion organ and the Government does not appear to offer any export 
subsidies. 

In February, 1993, Kazakhstan and the United States entered into a Bilateral Trade Agreement that 
provides for reciprocal MFN treatment, improved market access, and nondiscriminatory treatment 
for goods and services of each country. On December 22, 1994, Kazakhstan and the European 
Union (EU) signed an interim "partnership and cooperation" accord that replaces the 1989 USSR
EC agreement. the 1994 accord provides Kazakhstan wiht MFN status for its goods in the EU and 
access to the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) as well as "fair treatment" for EU firms 
investing in Kazakhstan. On January 20, 1995, Kazakhstan signed an agreement wih the Russian 
Federation and Belarus to set up a customs union that, in theory, contemplates a joint agreement on 
tariff regulation. In early 1994, Kazakhstan entered into a free trade agreement with Kyrgyzstan 
and Uzbekistan. In January, 1995, it signed a memorandum with the Russian Federation looking 
toward eventual adoption of a Kazakhstan-Russa Free Trade Area. 

2.1.2 Customs Coderrariff Structure/Administration: Under the prior USSR system, the 
regulation of trade was effected through use of import/export quotas and licenses. The general 
strategy of the Kazakhstani Government is to encourage the development of domestic industries 
through import substitution, while, at the same time, generating revenue from products considered 
non-essential. Customs duties were introduced only recently and, to-date, have only lilmited 
coverage under the old USSR tariff nomenclature - as a result, such customs duties as exist are not 
onerous and provide little fiscal revenue. The current tariff regime is embodied in Presidential 
Decree No. 2011 of January 3, 1995 which provides for tariff rates of from 5% to 50%, but also 
provides duty-free entry for a number of items. It establishes an import licensing regime for some 
16 "strategic" products, which licenses may be general or special (one-time use). Documentation 
required for an import license includes: (1) justification for the need to import the product; (2) 
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definition of the volume of the import; and (3) certification that the importing firm has not 
previously been found in violation of prior licenses. Of course, imports are also subject to both 
excise taxes and the recently-enacted Value Added Tax, which is figured on a basis including 
assessed product value plus applicable duties and excise taxes. Exports are subject both to taxes 
ranging from 3% to 20% and licensing requirements for "strategic" exports. Export licenses may 
be granted on a one-time "specific" basis or on a general, continuing basis to approved exporters. 
Export license applications require documentation that: (1) the firm has produced locally the 
product to be exported; (2) volume of the product; and (3) the firm has no violations of prior 
licenses. 

There is a commonly-held perception that both the extant Customs regime and the processes for its 
administration are out-of-date and do not reflect current global standards for Customs concepts or 
mangement, as well as that the time and paperwork required to process imports and exports is a 
decided impediment to international trade in terms of time, cost, and productivity. Moreover, 
inconsistency and subjectivity in the application of Customs regulations prevent any degree of 
commercial predictability and invite requests for informal consideration that are difficult to refuse 
for a company with continuing need to deal with Customs. The entire system is affected by a lack 
of adequate legislation (there is no apparent defined Customs manual of procedures to deal with 
classification, valuation, assessment, liquidation, and clearance) and thse personnel of Customs are 
poorly trained with regard to Customs concepts or procedures. Paperwork requirements are 
irritating and time consuming - multiple copies of declarations and other forms apparently do no 
permit mechanical reproduction and may not allow even for carbon copying. 

2.1.3 GA TTIWTO Accession: Kazakhstan currently has "observer" status at the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GA TT),the international agreement that establishes global 
standards for international trade and the World Trade Organization (WTO), the just-established 
administering body for GATT trade and,now, investment rules. Kazakhstan has recently expressed 
its desire to join the GA TT/WTO and has initiated the accession process. The country could derive 
a number of benefits from membership, including National Treatment and generalized MFN 
treatment and enhanced market access for its goods in the over 110 signatory nations of the 
GATT/WTO as well as a new and effective dispute resolution procedure, the shielding, as a 
developing country, from certain trade remedies (antidumping, countervailing duties), and, in 
general, the outward indicia of world acceptance into the global economic community. But 
GATT/WTO membership would also impose a number of requirements affecting Kazakhstan's 
trade and investment legal/regulatory framework for international trade and investment, including 
binding of tariffs at set levels, termination of import and exportquotas and liscensing (over a 
phased period), implementation of the new Harmonized System of Tariff Nomenclature, 
foreswearing of export subsidies for exportpromotion, and extensive changes in a number of other 
technical areas of its trade regime. Moreover,the new post-Uruguay Round of negotiated 
agreements - GATT '94 - introduce new global standards in the areas of agricultural exports, 
services, trade-related intellectual property rights (TRIPS), and trade-related investment measures 
(TRIMS). Accession to the GATT/WTO would require a change, as well, in the "culture" of 
Kazakhstani administrative regulation of trade and investment, requiring a degree of transparency 
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in trade and investment-related regulatory administration and enforcement procedures that don't 
now exist and will take considerable education and trainng to appreciate and implement. 

2.1.4 Needs Identified: (1) Technical Assistance in the drafting and emplacement of a 
totally new Customs Code and Tariff Schedules employing the Harmonized System of Tariff 
Nomenclature; (2) Development of an implementing Customs regulation or Customs Manual 
setting forth for Customs personnel detailed procedures and instructions for operating Customs 
classification, valuation, assessment, liquidation, and clearance; (3) Training of Customs officials 
and personnel in the implementation of the Customs Code and Tariff Schedules and procedures of 
classification, valuation, assessment, liquidation, and clearance; (4) Technical Assistance for the 
preparation of the GA TT/WTO Accession initial Statement of National Interest (the formal request 
for accession) and documentation of the Foreign Trade Regime Memorandum; and (5) Assistance 
in developing productive working relationships with the GATT/WTO Secretariat, Technical Staff, 
and staff of the Working Party Group. 

2.2 Foreign Direct Investment Regime 

The FDI regime for Kazakhstan consists of applicable constitutional provisions, the Law on 
Foreign Investments of December 30, 1994, certain applicable international treaties, regulations 
implementing the Foreign Investment Law, and certain corrollary laws and regulations. 

2.2.1 Kazakhstan Constitution: The Kazakhstani Constitution contains a number of 
provisions that are significant to FDI, providing the fundamental basis in Kazakh law for property 
rights, entrepreneurial activity, status of foreigners, and aspects of expropriation. Article 18 of the 
Constitution provides that "a citizen of the republic has the right to be an owner. He shall own and 
use his property at his own discretion." Article 47 states that "private property is inviolable", while 
Article 45 provides that "the state guarantees equality before the law of all subjects of property." 
However, in one glaring exception, Article 46 limits the scope of private property rights by stating 
that "land, its natural deposits, waters, flora and fauna, and other resources are within the 
exclusive ownership of the State." Article 48 guarantees "freedom of entrepreneurial activity", 
subject to certain anti-monopoly and consumer fraud exceptions. Article 6 of the Constitution 
provides that "entities located in the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan who are not its citizens 
enjoy all rights and freedoms and bear all responsibilities established by the Constitution, laws, 
and interstate (international) agreements of the Republic of Kazakhstan, other than exceptions 
stipulated for by laws and interstate agreements ... " Article 49 provides that "entrepreneurial 
activity of foreign citizens and legal entitites ... is under the protection of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan and is carried out on its teritory under conditions established for its citizens ... with 
the exceptions established by legislation and interstate agreements of the Republic of Kazakhstan." 
Rights of foreigners may also be specially protected under treaties. Article 3 of the Constitution 
provides that "international legal acts on the rights and freedoms of the individual and citizen, 
recognized by the Republic of Kazakhstan, have priority over its laws in the territory of the 
Republic." The Constitution provides only rudimentary protections against expropriation. Article 
32 provides that "no one has the right to deprive a citizen of any rights ... other than in 
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accordance with the given Constitution." Article 41 amplifies this by stating that "Any decisions 
and actions of the state organs ... officials ... which infringe or restrict the rights of citizens can 
be appealed in court", while Article 36, paragraph 2, provides that "no one can be deprived of the 
right to consideration of his case with observance of all requirements of the law and fairness by a 
competent, independent, and impartical court." These provisions are eggregiously deficient in 
terms of any requirement for compensation for the taking of private property, a requirement for 
some arguable public purpose for takings, or explicit provision for administrative or judicial 
appeals of court verdicts. The present Constitution is about to be replaced. A draft new constitution 
has been published for comment recently, but was not available in English for examination and 
review. It is believed the new constitution will be adopted by the end of 1995. 

2.2.2 Kazakhstan-U.S. Bilateral Investment Treaty: Concerns about the handling of 
expropriation are allayed for U.S. companies, at least, by the Bilateral Investment Treaty entered 
into between the Repblic of Kazakhstan and the United States on May 19, 1992. The BIT is 
designed to provide legal protections and assurances for investors from each country in terms of 
their investments in the other country. The BIT provides that expropriation can only occur in 
accordance with international law, e.g., in a non-discriminatory manner, for a public purpose, and 
upon payment of prompt, adequate, and effective compensation. The BIT also provides for the 
better of either National Treatment or MFN for both admission procedures and post-establishment 
operations; guaranteed unrestricted transfer in hard currency of all profits and capital; freedom from 
performance requirements (e.g., to employ, export, purchase, etc.); and full access to binding 
international arbitration in cases of disputes with the host government without first resorting to the 
local court system. 

2.2.3 Foreign Investment Law: The 1994 Law on Foreign Investment in Kazakhstan was 
intended to be the dispositive Kazakhstani regime for FDI in that country. It defines "foreign 
investments" as "investments made by foreign investors" and "foreign investors" as: (a) foreign 
legal entities; (b) foreign citizens, persons without citizenship, or (c) citizens of Kazakhstan with 
permanent residence abroad. A "foreign legal entity" is defined as a "legal entity (company, firm, 
enterprise, organization, association, etc.) founded in accordance with the legislation of a foreign 
country ... " An "enterprise with foreign participation" is a "legal entity created in Kazakhstan ... 
functioning as a foreign enterprise or joint venture." The Law implements the Constitution's 
provision for the preeminance of treaty rights by providing in Article 3, Paragraph 3, that "If an 
international treaty ... contains provisions other than those in this law, the international treaty 
rules shall prevail." Article 4, in effect, grants foreign investments the better of National Treatment 
or MFN except with regard to participation of foreign investors in the privatization of State 
properties - an exception that substantially narrows the range of investment possibilities in a barely 
privatized, evolving economy and thereby, significantly cuts down the meaningfulness of the law's 
concession of National Treatment or MFN. While the Law preserves the right of the State to 
reward investors with "preferential terms or benefits" on a sectoral basis, e.g., incentives, it also 
authorizes restrictions on investment for reasons of national security. 

The basic thrust of the Foreign Investment Law is to accomodate foreign investor concerns by 
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providing a number of "guarantees", e.g., against changes in the law, expropriation, illegal actions 
of the State, restrictions on usage of hard currency, and State audits. For example, Article 5, 
Paragraph 2, provides that the Kazakhstani Government shall be authorized to issue guarantees 
"for agreements signed by legal entities of the Republic of Kazakhstan or enterprises with foreign 
participation only in statutorily-prescribed cases" but doesn't suggest the nature of such cases, the 
substantive or sectoral areas they may occur in. As written, most of the "guarantees" provided for 
in the law are essentially ephemeral in terms of the security they provide foreign investors. By 
referring to "contracts" that could be with either a joint venture partner or the State, in effect, they 
authorize a basis for the extraction by the State of "investment contracts" with the State as the price 
for. registration of a foreign investment (see later). In any case, according to one Kazakhstani 
lawyer, the "guarantees" only mean that, if the triggering situation should occur, the "guarantee" 
gives the foreign investor only a recourse to Kazakhstani courts without any guarantee of a 
successful outcome or meaningful relief. One of the guarantees provides in Article 6, Paragraph 1, 
subparagraph 2, purports to grandfather acquired rights, e.g., in the case of the adoption of 
subsequent inconsistent law or regulations that "aggravate" "the terms of economic activities of 
foreign investors." Moreover, if a foreign investor's position is "worsened" "owing to some 
changes in national or international laws ... provisions, some provisions of a contract signed by a 
foreign investor with a State-authorized body ... may be subject to changes by mutual consent of 
the parties with the aim of reaching a balance [?] of the participants' interests." This provision is 
typical of the socialist approach to contractual obligations, under which the State arrogates to itself 
the right essentially to renegotiate changes in the terms of a contract whenever it deems useful to 
the State - sort of a "what's mine is mine and what's yours is negotiable" mentality. 

Overall, the Foreign Investment Law does not comport with global standards for the accomodation 
and protection of foreign investment in a developing country. It's assurances to foreign investors 
are vague at best and the Law is riddled with references to other unspecified legislation which 
apparently overrides or substantially qualifies investor rights under the Law. Indeed, the Law 
contains 41 specific instances in which general references are made to laws not specifically cited or 
discoverable that would require substantial legal research to ferret out the identity of the laws, the 
nature of their impacts on a foreign investor, and the extent to which they undermine investor 
interests. Articlesd lIon "Guarantees for the Usage of One's Own Currency" purports to 
guarantee the free repatriation of profits and capital in hard currency, but does not, in fact, actually 
explicitly and unequivocally state such right. Moreover, the Law makes references to "courts" and 
"ministries" or other offices of the Government without identifying them, making it next to 
impossible to understand the relevance of other authorities likely to impact upon an investors. In 
sum, the Law's vagueness undermines any possibility of substantive transparency in the regulation 
of foreign investment, one of the primary risk concerns for the foreign investor and suggests a low 
degree of commitment on the part of the Kazakhstani Government toward attracting or facilitating 
FDI. 

2.2.4 Registration of Foreign Investment: All businesses, whether with foreign 
participation or not, must undergo a formal State registration process before they can become 
operational. Prior to 1995, joint ventures with foreign participation and 100% foreign-owned 
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enterprises were required to be registered with the former National Agency on Foreign Investments 
(NAFI). However, that body was recently abolished and certain of its authorities and 
responsibilities relating to FDI were transferred to the newly-created Committee on Using Foreign 
Capital within the Ministry of the Economy. While, under a new Decree on the Registration of 
Legal Entities of April, 1995, the Ministry of Justice has been given overall responsibility for 
registering a foreign finn, it appears a foreign company will not be registered unless and until the 
Committee (and, in certain sectoral cases, other relevant Ministries) provides the equivalent of 
letters of "no objection". Overall, thre are seven identifiable steps required to register a foreign
owned company, eight in the case of an investment in the Banking sector. One of the steps requires 
obtention of a certificate of registration (in reality a no object certificate). It appears that the 
Committee has, at least, implied authority to evaluate the proffered investment in terms of State 
prioritiesfor sector allocation, geographical development, and/or other concerns, althogh in fact 
these are nowhere specifically stated. Indeed, while a tangible requirement to obtain approval for 
the investment is implicit in the requirement for a no-objection certificate, the decision is apparently 
arbitrary on the part of the Committee since no criteria are anywhere specified. This reflects, again, 
the essential lack of transparency in terms of the framework of law affecting foreign investment. 

2.2.5 Needs Identified: (1) A comprehensive training program to educate Kazakhstani 
public officials and bureaucrats in the elementary economic and legal concepts of, motivations for, 
inducements to, and contraindications for, FDI in any country; (2) Review and comments with 
recommendtions on the draft new Constitution or revisions in the extant Constitution with special 
regard to current or draft provisions relating, directly or indirectly, to Kazakhstan's FDI regime; 
(3) Technical assistance for a thorough review and legislative redrafting (in the light of any 
Constitutional changes) of the current Law on Foreign Investments, with particular regard to 
addressing and resolving the issues described in subsection 2.2.3 hereof; and (4) training and 
legislative drafting assistance to develop a single, comprehensive, coherent, fair and transparent 
structural organization and procedure for the registration of PDI. 

2.3 Organization and Structure of Government 

2.3.1 DescriptionlBasic Problems: A major problem confronting foreign investors in 
Kazakhstan is the confusion inherent in the allocation of explicit authorities regarding FDI to 
ministries and agencies of the Government. For instance, Article 78 of the Constitution authorizes 
the President specifically to appont the Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Defense, Finance, and Interior 
while indicating general authority to apPont the "membership of the Cabinet of Ministers, 
ministries, state committees and departments. "Chapter 14 of the Constitution relates to the 
authorities and responsibilities of the Cabinet of Ministers and the "ministries", but, with regard to 

the latter, fails specifically to en numerate those ministries or describe their organic authorities. 
There are a number of ministries and state committees other than those named above in Article 78, 
including the Ministries of Agriculture, Economy, Energy and Coal Industry, Geology and Earth 
Industries, Industry and Trade, Oil and Gas, Science and New Technologies, and Transport 
and Communications. In most cases, these latter ministries are empowered to exist and given 
authoritiesand responsibilities under sectoral-specific presidential decrees or so-called "charters". 
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No complete chart of the ministerial organization of the Kazakhstani Govrnment was available, but 
at least one interviewee suggested there were as many as 74 acutal ministries, Council of Ministers 
members, committees and other agencies of government having ministerial status. At least ten 
ministries of the Kazakhstani Government appear to have some regulatory authority or other 
responsibilties with regard to foreign trade and investment. A guide to the Kazakhstani 
Government suggest the two most important milnistries are the Ministry of Economy which 
apparently has responsibilities in the area of "coordinating" foreign economic policy" and "foreign 
economic ties" and the Ministry of Finance, which appears to have responsibilities relating to 
"foreign investment" and, presumably, taxation affecting trade and investment. The State Customs 
Committee appears to enjoy separate cabinet status with responsibilities both for "foreign economic 
ties" and, of course, Customs administration. The Committee on the Use of Foreign Capital, 
formerly called NAPI and lodged in the Ministry of Industry and Trade, is supposed to coordinate 
all matters related to foreign investment and appears to have some approval function in connection 
with its registration. The Ministry of Industry and Trade appears to be left with few, if any, trade 
functions. While important regulatory authorities in the area of trade are likely to be concentrated in 
Customs and tax agencies, Kazakhstan's Foreign Investment Law fails to specify the administering 
authority for investment approvals, agreements, or "guarantees" in the Law. A recent study of 
trade and investment in Kazakhstan found that: 

Trade and investment policies are formulated through a complex system. At the 
ministerial level, the Ministry of Economy coordinates trade and investment policy 
analyses and recommendations. These policies are jointly or individually formulated 
by particular ministries, such as the Ministry of Industry and Trade, the Ministry of 
Agriculture, and the Ministry of Oil and Gas Industries. Each ministry regulates 
trade in its respective area. 

Nonetheless, anectdotal evidence suggests a great deal of aggressive competition and duplication of 
activities among the ministries and committees of the Kazakhstani Government which frustrates a 
reasonable understanding on the part of potential traders and investors of the authorities and 
responsibilities to which they are, or may be, subject. The existence of this complicated array of 
uncertain authorities and responsibilities leads to investor confusion, and competition in policy 
formation, admilnistration, and regulation which generates many opportunities for corruption. 

2.3.2 Needs Identified: (1) Technical assitance in the form of a thorough review and 
evaluation with recommendations regarding the current organization of the Kazakhstani 
Government in terms of its impacts, direct and indirect, on the development of an effective private 
sector and on international trade and PDI; and (2) Assistance with legislative drafting and 
subsequent management training for Kazakhstani Government officials and personnel to reduce the 
number of cabinet level entities and develop and operate a coherent, efficient, effective structural 
organization of and set of organic authorities for government operations at least as they affect 
international trade and investment. 

2.4 Licensing ofFDI 
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2.4.1 DescriptionfBasic Problems: Article 17 of the Foreign Investment Law requires the 
licensing of enterprises with foreign participation. The article provides for both general and special 
licenses. General licenses concern those activities the licensing of which is mandatory for all 
business entities under Kazakhstan law, while special licenses are required for those kinds of 
activities that are subject to license only when they are undertaken by enterprises with foreign 
participation. A recent Presidential Decree on Licensing of Enterprises consolidates all of the 
country's licensing requirements and sets forth the types of activities subject to licensing. General 
licensing is essentially intended for statistical purposes. But special licenses essentially enable the 
Government to review once again the varous facets of a foreign investment in terms of the 
commercial sectors that must be licensed to them and, ultimately, approve or disapprove them. The 
most important of these include: (a) activities related to arms trade, repair, weapons, explosives, 
etc.; (b) production of chemicals; (c) petroleum and natural resource exploration, extraction; Cd) 
commercial transportation; (e) construction activities; (f) production/sale of pharmaceuticals; (g) 
security services; (h) legal services; and (i) banking, insurance, and financial services. As with 
registration, there are no published criteria that constrain the discretion of the government in 
granting the licenses. 

2.4.2 Needs Identified: Technical assistance in the form of legislative drafting as needed 
and training for the development of a single, comprehensive, coherent, fair and transparent system 
of business licensing. 

2.5 Foreign Investor Participation in Privatization 

2.5.1 Description/Problem: Concerns have been expressed within the foreign business 
community in Kazakhstan that foreign companies are being excluded from the Kazakhstani 
privatization program. That program is divided into four cnstituent activities: Small-Scale, Mass, 
Case-by-Case, and Agricultural. the first three focus on privatizing the industrial sectors of the 
economy, while the latter concentrates on transferring State-owned or collective assests in the 
agricultural sector to independent, private producers. The Law on Procedures for the participation 
of Foreign Investors in Privatization places authority to determine foreign access to privatizing 
entities in the hands of the Privatization Commission or State Committee on Property. The 
Privatization Law requires foreign investors to obtain all "necessry" licenses and approvals to 
participate in privatization from NAFI, which has been seen was abolished when its FDI 
registration was transferred to the Ministry of Justice. This once again involves an approval 
process that is neither transparent nor clearly understood. The entire role and possibilities for FDI 
in the privatization needs to be thoroughly reviewed and explored, since, basically, nearly the only 
industrial operations in which potential foreign investors may be interested either remain in State 
ownership or are about to undergo privatization. 

2.5.2 Need Identified: (1) Technical assistance in the form of a study to undertake a 
thoroughgoing review of the role and possibilities for foreign investors and FDI in rationalizing 
and assisting the privatization process; and (2) Technical assistance for such legislative drafting as 
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may be necessary to develop an effective legal basis and fair and transparent procedures for 
includilng foreign investors in the forward privatization process. 

3. KYRGYZSTAN 

3.1 Foreign Trade Framework 

3.1.1 Context for Trade/Investment: 'Kyrgyzstan is one of the poorest and most 
economically vulnerable of the CIS nations. The country is small, rural, and remote and poorly 
connected to world markets. Its economy is primarily agricultural, with the industrial sector 
accounting for less than a third of its national product. Its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by 1994 
estimate was 10.7 soms (roughly U.S.$ 1.07 billion), reflecting a decrease of 27% over 1993. In 
1993, it had a per capita income of approximately U.S.$850. The country produces primarily 
agricultural commodities including livestock (85% of its agricultural land is devoted to grazing), 
cotton, wool, leather, silk, tobacco, vegetables and grains. Its industrial sector is engaged in the 
production of agricultural and other machinery, food processing, and some electronics and textiles. 
It has a surplus supply of hydoelectric power which it exports. Principal export items are food, 
electronic goods, non-ferrous minerals, and hydo-electricity.The country has almost lost access to 
imports except through barter transactions with other CIS nations because of the low level of its 
foreign exchange availability. In recent years, the country's foreign trade has essentially been 
managed - in lieu of standard international market considerations - through the CIS system of 
commodity exchanges based upon quota orders covering both imports and exports among the 
nations of the CIS. But, overall, Kyrgyzstan has been among the most advanced of the CIS 
countries in the pace and depth of its macroeconomic reforms, and this is showing up in its overall 
trade regime. The government appears receptive to foreign trade and, in early 1994, accelerated the 
pace of trade reform, removing most formal barriers to imports, although it continues to tax 
imports of strategic goods such as energy and minerals and impose excise taxes on tobacco, 
alcoholic beverages, and certain luxury items. Export restrictions, however, remain formidable. In 
1993, over half of exports were subject to export licensing and nearly a third to export taxes. 
Overall, the country has few "formal" nontariff barriers. There does not appear to be any operative 
standards regime that affects imports. The major "informal" nontariff barrier is the scarcity of hard 
currency exchange necessary to pay for imports brought through the formal market. On May 8, 
1992, Kyrgyzstan and the United States signed a Bilateral Trade Agreement that provides for 
reciprocal MFN tariff status and non-discriminatory treatment for goods and services. The 
agreement facilitates bilateral commerce by allowing free operation of business representation in 
both countries and permitting companies to engage and serve as agents and consultants in each 
country, as well as providing for strong intellectual property rights protection. In 1994, Kyrgyzstn 
entered into a three-way free trade agreement (FTA) with Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, and it is 
continuing to solicit FTA arrangements wtih other CIS nations. 

3.1.2 Customs Codeffariff Structure/Administration: Kyrgyzstan still operates with the 
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old USSR era Customs Code and procedures. It has never implemented either the Brussels Tariff 
Nomenclature nor the more recent Harmonized System of Tariffs that is rapidly becoming the 
global standard for tariff classification and administration. A very significant percentage of its 
actual imports come in via the "informal economy" and don't get recorded in statistics or made 
subject to customs duties. For the moment, this does not represent significant fiscal losses because 
of the estimated low level of imports generally. The country recently implemented a significant 
reduction in overall tariff duties, which are said to be at an across-the-board level of 10%. 
Although currently practically inoperative, the customs administration and procedures of 
classification, valuation, assessment, and clearance have been characterized as chaotic and are 
implemented on a very ad-hoc, subjective, and inconsistent basis which breeds frequent 
opportunities for informal consideration that rarely go unrealized. There does not appear to be any 
formal Customs Manual or directory of specific procedures that govern administration of Customs. 
Customs statistics, like most official governmental statistics, are considered unreliable. 

3.1.3 Needs Identified: (1) Technical assistance in the drafting and procedural 
implementation of a new Customs Code and Tariff Schedules employing the Harmonized System 
of Tariff Nomenclature; (2) development and drafting of an implementing set of Customs 
regulations and Customs Manual setting forth for Customs personnel detailed procedures and 
instricutions for undertaking Customs classification, valuation, assessment, liquidation, and 
clearance; and (3) training of Customs officials and personnel in the fair and transparent 
implementation of the Customs Code, tariff schedules,a nd implementing regulations and Customs 
Manual and procedures. 

3.2 Foreign Direct Investment Regime 

The foreign direct investment regime in Kyrgyzstan consists essentially of applicable constitutional 
provisions, the Foreign Investment Law of June 28, 1991, as amended, certain regulatory 
provisions issued by the Government or its subsidiary ministries affecting FDI, and certain 
collateral laws and regulations which, while not directed specifically at FDI, impact thereon. 

3.2.1 Kyrgyzstan Constitution: There are a number of provisions of the Kyrgyz 
Constitution that are significant to FDI, since all other laws derive their fundamental validity only 
from the Constitution as the fundamental organic basis of the law. The Constitutional provisions 
affecting FDI are those relating to property ownership, foreigners, and expropriation. Article 4, 
Paragraph 1 provides that there may be both State and Private property and that the State shall 
"guarantee the diversity of property forms and their equal protection by law. "Paragraphs 2 and 3 of 
Article 4 provide that all land, subsoil, water, air space, forests, fauna, and flora and all natural 
resources "shall be property of the State and that "purchase and sale of land shall not be allowed." 
Article 16, Paragraph 2, provides, in pertinent part, that "every person in the Kyrgyz Republic 
shall enjoy the right to ... have property and to possess, use, and administer it on one's own 
account ... [and} ... to economic freedom, and the free use of one's abilities and property for 
any type of economic activity. It Article 19 states that "private property in the Kyrgyz Republic shall 
be recognized and guaranteed as an inalienable right." With regard to "foreigners", Article 14, 
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Paragraph 2, of the Constitution provides that "foreign citizens ... shall enjoy the rights and 
freedoms of citizens and perform duties on the bases, and under the terms, and according to 
procedures prescribed by law, international treaties, and agreements." Article 21 says that "citizens 
of the Kyrgyz Republic [and, under the terms of Article 14, Paragraph 2, foreigners] and their 
organizations, shall be allowed to engage in any action or activity, except those prohibited by the 
present Constitution and laws of the Kyrgyz Republic." Constitutional provisions regarding 
expropriation and the process and compensation therefor are sketchy. Article 19, Paragraph 2, 
provide that "Property shall ve inviolable. No person can be deprived of his property and its 
deprivation against the will of its owner shall be allowed only upon the decision of a court" (but 
does not specify the court or level thereof). Article 38 states that "It is the duty of the State and all 
of its bodies and officials to provide for full, absolute, and immediate protection of the rights and 
freedoms of citizens, to prevent the infringement of rights in this sphere, and to ensure 
compensation for violations." 

Collateral laws and/or regulations that may impact, directly or indirectly, upon FDI include: the 
Law on Foreign Economic Activity of April 18, 1991; the Kyrgyz Republic Export-Import 
Operations Law; Currency Regulations Law; Anti-Monopoly Law; Kyrgyz Republic Tax Law; the 
Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Kyrgyzstan; the Law on Banks and Banking in the 
Republic of Kyrgyzstan; the Law on Enterprises of February 6, 1991; and the Law on Securities 
and Stock Exchange of December, 1991. There appears to be a separate Law on Free Economic 
Zones governing assembly/processing or maquila-type in-bond operations, but such operations do 
not appear to be in place. 

3.2.2 Foreign Investment Laws: FDI in Kyrgyzstan is governed by the following laws or 
regulations: The Law on Foreign Investments in the Kyrgyz Republic of June 28, 1991 (No. 536-
XII), as amended on May 7, 1993 (No. 1221-XII) and September 6, 1994 (No. (?)); the Law on 
General Regulations on Foreign Economic Activities in the Republic of Kyrgyzstan of April 18, 
1991; the Law on Concessions and Foreign Concession Enterprises of March 16, 1992; and the 
Law on General Regulations on Commercialization, Privatization, and Entrepreneurship in the 
Republic of Kyrgyzstan of December 20, 1991, as amended March 6, 1992, May 8, 1993, and 
January 12, 1994. Under the totality of this complex of laws, foreign companies are allowed to 
invest in Kyrgyzstan in any number of forms and without any limits on the value of such 
investment. FDI may be made in Kyrgyzstan in the form of joint ventures, wholly-owned foreign 
enterprises, share ownership of securities holding companies, special purpose monetary deposits, 
or in other forms not otherwise prohibited by Kyrgyz laws. Foreign investments must be 
registered with the General Directorate of the State Commission of the Kyrgyz Republic on 
Foreign Investments and Economic Assistance (GOSKOMINVEST). GOSKOMINVEST is a 
multi-agency body chaired by the Prime Minister, that includes the First Deputy Prime Minister, 
the Chairman of the State Committee on the Economy, a GeneralDirector, and the Ministers of 
Finance, Industry and Trade, Agriculture, Telecommunication, Transport as well as the Chairman 
of the National Bank and the chiefs of administration of the oblasts and Bishkek City. Registration, 
which is mandatory, culminates in the expedition of a "registration certificate" which confirms 
admission of the investment on the part of the Government of Kyrgyzstan, embodies the 
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investment's juridical status under law, and allows the foreign investor to exercise its rights. The 
law does not indicate whether there is any discretion on the part of GOSKOMIVEST to register the 
investment and, if so, the criteria to be applied in deciding thereon. The law contains a number of 
open-ended phrases regarding investor or state obligations together with several references to other 
applicable laws or relevant government ministries or bodies, none of which are specified, although 
these may be specified in the implementing regulatory enactments. The law does provide that, if 
international treaties establish rules that differ from those embodied in the law, the provisions of 
the former shall be applied. The law makes available certain fiscal and customs incentives, e.g., 
100% holidays or phased reductions in applicable taxes together with customs exemptions for 
imported inputs or capital goods. Article 7 of the Foreign Investment Law provides foreign 
investors with "National Treatment" (e.g., treatment no less favorable than that received by 
citizens) and states that the "Kyrgyz Republic shall guarantee the stability of foreign investors' 
rights and provides other forms of legal protection." This apparently suggests a grandfathering of 
investor rights under the existing law in the event the legal regime for FDI changes, an im-
mediate concern for potential investors since a draft revised law is circulating which, inter alia, 
cancels most of the foregoing incentives. Article 7 also provides that "foreign investments may not 
be expropriated or nationalized unless they pose a dire threat to public health and life or such action 
is compelled in the urgent interests of state security and the foreign investor either refuses to 
eliminate this threat or is not able to eliminate it within a period of time indicated in the written 
decree of the competent authorities." In the case of nationalization, requisition, or confiscation of 
property, Article 7 provides that the investor is "entitled to compensation in accordance with real 
value of the nationalized or requisitioned property." The same article also provides that "losses, 
including unrealized profit, incurred by a foreign investor as a result of unlawful [activities of state 
agencies] or the adoption of statutes restricting the rights of foreign investors ... are to be 
compensated by the state organizations ... responsible ... [or] ... from the state budget." 
Article 25 of the law requires that disputes involving foreign investment are to be settled in local 
courts, or, upon agreementof the parties, in arbitration in Kyrgyzstan in accordance with existing 
law. Practically, however, local courts are unfamiliar with investment arbitration and have little 
authority to enforce their judgements. It is believed tht Kyrgyzstan is in the process of acceding to 
the Washington Convention on the Settlement of International Investment Disputes and becoming a 
member of the International Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). There is 
little experience, apparently, at this point with the actual application of the Foeign Investment Law 
because of the low level of foreign investment, but, as written, the law lacks the clarity, 
transparency, and predictability normally considered standard by global investors. A new foreign 
investment law is believed to be circulating in draft fonn but was not available for examination. 

3.2.3 Needs Identified: Essentially the same as set forth in subsection 2.2.4 above. 

3.3 Organization of Government: 

3.3.1 Description/Problems: The structure of government and organic authorities of 
ministries and committees involved with FDI seems clearer in Kyrgyzstan than in Kazakhstan. FDI 
registration and implicit approval is vested in GOSKOMINVEST, which operates directly under 
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the Prime Minister, and no other agencies appear to have any direct authority or influence on FDI 
except through their membership on GOSKOMINVEST. Nonetheless, subsidiary aspects of FDI 
remain muddled. Foreign companies are required to be licensed to do business, but the extensive 
government manual on FDI fails to mention which agency is responsible for such licensing. 
Similiarly, although the manual discusses various aspects of foreign trade, it does not specify the 
government ministries or agencies with authorities over such activities. Interviews failed to elicit 
such information. 

3.3.2 Needs Identified: Technical assistance to develop a clearer statement of the 
sstructures and authorities of Government that impact on, directly or indirectly, FDI with 
recommendations for reducing the number and intorducing greater transparency into the FDI 
regulatory system. 

3.4 EstablishmentlProperty Rights: Once registered, any foreign enterprise - whether operating 
through a subsidiary or affiliate - or in a joint venture with a Kyrgyz entity, must be licensed to 
undertake commercial operations. While any citizen and registered legal entity with foreign 
involvement is generally licensed to conduct business, specific licenses are required as a condition 
to activities involving mining, construction, pharmaceutical production, production or processing 
of alcoholic beverages, production of tobacco or tobacco products, medical or veterinary practice, 
legal services, or gambling operations. The Law on Property of April 14, 1990, defines and 
regulates property rights in the country. The owner of property may undertake any activity in 
connection with his property not otherwise prohibited by law. Foreign citizens and legal entities 
have the same rights as citizens of Kyrgyzstan, including the right to own houses, vehicles, 
money, stocks and other securities, productive establishments, enterprises, and non-fee simple use 
rights in buildings. 

3.5 Existing Structure of Foreign Investment: According to Kyrgyzstani Government figures, as of 
October, 1994, there were 370 joint-ventures licensed in the country involving 70 registered 
foreign companies, but, of these totals, only 110 joint ventures were actually operating. The total 
cumulative foreign investment in the country amounted to approcimately US$ one million. The 
majority of foeign joint venture partners are Asian companies. Canada is the largest investor with 
about 45% of total FDI followed by Turkey (20%), USA (12%), and the PRC (10%). According 
to the U.S. Embassy in Bishkek, as of December, 1994, there were only seven American 
companies with business activities in Kyrgyzstan. 

4. Common Problems and Needs Identified 

4.1 Importance of Law in Economic Reform 

Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan are attempting the diffiicult, tortuous transformation from Soviet-stye 
centrally planned, command economies toward entrepreneruially-based, free market-driven, 
demand economies. This transformation is made vastly more difficult because their former systems 
represented more than just economic politys, but cultural and social systems that discounted 
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individual interests and relegated the concept of "Law" to nothing more than an instrument of 
achieving the will of a monolithic, impersonal, State. In their prior systems individuals and their 
interests were seen as totally integrated with the interests of the State so that, conceptually, they 
could not conceive or there occuring any divergence of interests or "rights" between the individual 
and the State. Nor was there any institutional legal system that permitted recourse to the "Law" to 
vindicate interests and rights of individuals as against those of the State. Lawyers served only to 
realize the policy goals of the State. 

Now, as they venture into an altogether new, more liberal culture and society that emphasizes 
individual entrepreneurial initiative, private interests, and economic "rights", legal technicians in 
the two countries must come to the realization that the purpose of "Law" in this new world is to 
serve individuals and their interests and not hold them in submission. Legal professionals, inside 
and outside of government, (and academics and politicians and businesspeople as well) must 
realize that the "Law" is no longer an end in itself, but must be an instrument of reform at the 
service of society, to encourage entrepreneurial, risk-based commercial activity and accomodate 
free market concepts and institutions. But, before the law can serve to facilitate this transformation, 
lawyers and everyone else who are players in the transformation of Kazakhstani and Kyrgyz 
society must first develop a clear understanding in two basic areas that are preconditions to the 
success of their evolution: the basic economic concepts that underly all activity in an 
entrepreneurial, risk-based, free market society and the essencial concepts of fairness and due 
process in liberal, non-repressive societies. The emphasis of commercial law enhancement training 
and drafting must be as much or more on an understanding of the economic consequences of legal 
rules and institutions as on the legal implications of economic activity. So that legal professionals, 
in government or without, must learn not only what the law says, but what it means for economic 
activity. This suggests a multi-faceted program of technical assistance to develop, train, assist, and 
equip lawyers and legal institutions to develop and apply this understanding for the enhancement of 
a modern commercial system affecting both domestic economic activity and international trade and 
investment. 

There is reason for hope in both countries. In Kyrgyzstan, there is a clear commitment on the part 
of the leadership of the country to macoreconomic reform and toward development of a liberal legal 
system that will accomodate Private Sector development and encourage and facilitate risk-based 
investment and entrepreneurialism. In Kazakhstan, perhaps the best indication of its level of 
interest in legal reform can be seen in the following two statements by its Minister of Justice: 

... a market economy cannot exist without explicit laws and an independent legal 
system ... Without the primacy of law and justice, there can be no material pros
perity in our system. (Washington Post, Tuesday, May 03, 1994, pg. D8) 

Legal reform is not the fruit of a romantic imagination but a strict economic require
ment, and constructive economic and political transformation are impossible 
without it. ("Messages of Legal Reform or Propositions for a Speech in Parliament", 
Kazakhstanskaya Pravda, October 29, 1994, pps. 1-2) 
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4.2 Common Needs Indicated 

4.2.1 Enhancing the Economic Culture of the Law: It appears that, at the present time, few 
persons in the governments of the two countries actually understand the economics of 
entrepreneurialism. The concepts of "property", "contract", "obligations", "credit", "securitization 
of credit", "assetsl1iabilities", "bankruptcy" are essentially new and unclear, therefore uncertain, to 
them. Foreign businesspeople interviewed incident to this study were unanimous in voicing the 
opinion that few public officials or bureaucrats in either country reflect any comprehensive 
understanding of elementary commercial economic conepts. Yet it is impossible to develop a 
modern commercial system without them. It is essential for a technical assistance program to 
provide broad based, general educaiton and training in basic economic concepts of "property", 
"investment", "finance", "credit", etc. even before attempting to build a legal curriculum for them 
that assumes a knowledge of them. 

4.2.2 Enhancing Due Process and Transparency: If law is to play its proper role in 
encouraging entrepreneurial risk-based initiative and in facilitating modern economic and 
commercial activity, it must become respected as an institution in society that ensures fairness 
while being effective in adjudicating the clash of interests that are inevitable in an open, free 
society. For the present, that is simply not the case in either Kazakhstan or Kyrgyzstan. Foreign 
businesspeople indicated that, even greater than their frustration at the little understanding officials 
in both countries betray of basic economic concepts is their obvious and pervasive indifference to 
concepts of fairness in dealing with them at any level in government. For "Law" as an institution of 
recourse to vindicate rights and enforce obligations, it must be seen as fair, open, inclusive, and 
incorrupt, whether operating in the excutive branch or the judicial branch of government. This 
means a legal system based upon modern, Western concepts of "on-the-record due process". It 
means that public officials and bureaucrats do not see themselves and are not allowed to act as a 
class "above the law", but as individuals in service to society who live within the same legal 
structures and observe the same legal strictures and ethical standards as required of everyone else 
in society. "Due Process" implies basic fairness, whether in the Government's administration and 
enforcement of the laws or in the judiciary's interpretation, application, and enforcement of the 
law. It implies basic respect for the individual rights of every person in society and transparency, 
inclusiveness, consistency, and predictability in the administration of laws and regulations and in 
the adjudication of disputes among individual in society or between the State and others. Due 
process means inclusiveness and consensus in policy formation; less discretion and arbitrariness, 
more transparency in the drafting of laws and regulations and in the procedures and policies for 
their implementation and enforcement; it means more professionalism and unquestioned ethics in 
both the Government and in the courts. It means developing institutional wisdom and continuity 
within government and a clear understanding that there is a hierarchy of constraint and obligation in 
the administration and implementation of law that separates "Law", "Regulation", "Policy", and 
"Procedure" from "Preferences", "Predisposition", "Relationships", "Bias", and simple "Greed". 
It means laws and regulations should be published officially on a continuing, regular, and timely 
basis. It means the elimination of overstaffing of bureaucratic functions with its inevitable 
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consequnce of elevating substance over form in procedures, requirements, and paperwork. These 
are primordial, threshhold concepts and their absence from any legal system renders it unable to 
facilitate modern economic activity and certainly unattractive to potential foreign traders and 
investors. Any program of technical assistance that contemplates the education in modern 
commercial legal theory and concepts and assistance in the development of laws and regulations to 
accomodate business activity must build upon these basic foundations. 

4.2.3 Modernizing an Antiquated Commercial System: But, even assuming a proper base 
of economic and due process understanding, both countries have many needs for specific, applied 
legal education and training in the technical areas'of modern commercial law. Although the newly 
adopted Part One of the Civil Code sorts out and provides basic rules for civil status, 
establishment, contracts, pledges, and even moral rights of intellectual property, there remains a 
whole spectrum of legal education and drafting needs required to fill out and apply these concepts 
and facilitate the ever more sophisticated forms of modern commercial transactions, credit 
instriuments, property interests, remedies, and protections that must be built into the modern 
commercial system. Both countries badly need debt securitization devices and methods for 
enforcing them. Both need insurance and pension laws, enhanced competition and consumer 
protection laws. and environmental protection laws. Innovative new investment financing laws and 
systems are required to accomplish the task of privatizing State-owned insititutions. Trainng 
programs must be developed to educate government and private lawyers and to draft new laws and 
regulations to incorporate new techniques and facilities into the commercial law. 

4.2.4 Conceptualizing and Planning Technical Assistance: Technical assitance, if it is to be 
effective in changing attitudes and instilling basic knowledge necessary to accomplish enhancement 
of a nation's commercial law system must employ a whole gamut of assistance techniques oriented 
around the "What", "Why" and "How" of such assistance. The problems identified and needs 
suggested in this admittedly superficial study indicate the utility of education and training 
programs; legal research, review and analysis; legislative drafting; and on-site, continuing 
counterpart assistance. These are discussed in detail in the attached draft Task Order. 

4.2.5 Rationalizing Central and Local Government Authorities: Nearly allof the foregoing 
text analyzing the situation in the two countries of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan with regard to 
international trade and investment has dealt solely with the impact of central government laws and 
regulations. However, especially given the size of Kazakhstan and the remoteness of its many 
natural resources, there has been concern expressed by foreign businesspeople and others about 
the potentially negative impacts of local governments on the conduct of trade and investment. In 
this regard, Kazakhstan has some 19 local government administrative regions (oblasts) not 
including the City of Almaty. Kyrgyzstan has six oblasts, including the City of Biskhek. Business 
licensing for domestic commercial concerns is conducted by the oblasts. The provision of public 
services depends almost entirely on them. In Kazakhstan alone, the oblast administrations 
administer some five or six tax systems affecting businesses. Moreover, a recent report on trade 
and investment in Kazakhstan indicated that private enterprises are subject to over 20 city and local 
inspections each month and that business owners spend three to four hours a day just dealing with 
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bureaucratic and administrative matters. No information is published on the regulations 
administered or fees required with regard to local permits and inspections. While all heads of local 
oblast administrative units are nominated by the central government and responsible directly to it, 
their cadre of local bureaucratic employees appear to act with little regard to central government 
laws, regulations, policies, or directives, according to foreign businesspeople who work in the 
remote regions of Kazakhstan. The problem is similiar although less severe in Kyrigyzstan. The 
remotness of these areas and their officials and bureaucrats from any kind of continuing 
supervision and control of the central government magnifies the opportunities for oppression of 
businesspeople and multiplies the consequent likelihood for solicitations for informal 
consideration. All of the concerns expressed in this section apply as well to the actions and impacts 
of local government. Technical assistance for enhancement of commercial law and the legal 
environment should include decentralized opportunities for training and services to local 
governments to ensure that their participation in the administration of the trade and FDI regime of 
the two countries does not exceed their authorities and is carried out in a non-officious, fair, 
transparent, consistent and predictable manner and with some understanding of the elementary 
concepts of econmics and due process discussed herein for the central governments. 

4.2.6 Encouraging Effective. Representative Private Sector Advocacy: For the moment, the 
real private sector in both Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan are sometime hard to find. So it is not 
surprising that it is even harder to discover any evidence of effective Private Sector involvement, 
let alone, influence, in the formulation of policies and laws designed to promote macroeconmic 
reform and a rational, accomodating commercial legal system. There are certain organizations that 
purport to represent the private sector, the Chamber of Commerce, for example, but these 
instruments are at best more appendages of the Government than authentic representatives of 
Private Sector interests. Although there are organizations like the Congress of Entrepreneurs and 
theCollegiumm of Advocates, these have been around for some while and may not be either 
independent or effective in reflecting the private interests of their memberships as against the goals 
and policies of the State. For a true Private Sector to develop and become an influential participant 
in the development of policies and laws that are supposed to promote and facilitate the lengthy 
transformation of their societies to truly entrepreneurial, risk-based, open and free market 
economies, they must establish for themselves organizations which reflect their corporate private 
interests as best they can be developed in consensus and articulated before the executive and 
legislative branches of government. Policy formation and legislation in an economic democracy is a 
matter of synthesizing differing economic and political interests through dialogue and consensus. 
So organizations that can authentically and effectively articulate Private Sector viewpoints, 
concerns, and needs are essential to any modern open economy. Moreover, sectorally-focused 
Private Sector organizations can help spur the development of institutional standards and ethics in 
ways that avoid the heavy hand of government. Any technical assistance designed to enhance a 
modem commercial legal regime should also include provision for nurturing effective private sector 
advocacy organizations and, especially, organizations that represent and encourage the 
development of the truly private practice of law. 
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COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT 
Task Directive No. 11 

International Trade and Investment in 
Kazakhstan and Kyrczstan 

Basic Findinas 

(01) Neither government's Customsrrariff regimes operate according to commonly accepted 
global standards, e.g., either Brussells System or the newer Harmonized System ofTarifTs. 

(02) Trade patterns continue to reflect the essentially Russian-centered/dominated, quota
directive system of barter. Neither are ready structurally or systemically for significant 
non-CIS international trade. 

(03) Neither country has an adquate export promotion/trade facilitation program or policy. 

(04) TradelFDI-related procedures in both countries are characterized by arbitrary, capricious, 
and time-wasting procedures and red-tape, inviting substantial corruption. 

(05) Neither public officials nor their supporting bureaucracies appear to have any real under
standing of basic economic concepts ofa market-driven, entrepreneurial economy in 
geneml nor of basic economic/legal concepts or theories of international tradelFDI in 
particular. 

(06) Neither country's constitutions give unqualified rights/support to private property (and 
both exclude the possibility of fee simple ownership Iinterests in real estate) nor 
acceptable conditions regarding expropriation and dispute resolution - although the U.S.
Kazakh BIT allays these latter problems for US investors. 

(07) Kazakhstan's Foreign Investment Law is riddled with unspecific qualifications to investor 
"rights" and its so-called "guamntees" are meaningless in terms of enforceability. 

(08) Kyrgyzstan's Foreign Investment Law is better but is about to be replaced without any 
apprent concerns/provisions for enforcement of investor acquired rights to incentive 
programs under existing law. 

(09) Neither Kazakhstan nor Kyrgyzstan are members of GA TTIWTO (neither was old USSR). 
Both are "observers", but only Kazakhstan reportedly has indicated it's interest in accession 
to the GA TT/WTO, but the status of its accession effort remains unclear. 



(10) 

(tl) 

In the TradelFDI-related legal systems of both countries: 
(a) Form is elevated over substance a~d consequence. 
(b) There are few, ifany, reliable, explicit, certain procedures. 
(c) There is little regard/concern for Due Process and Transparency and, thus, 

little fairness, transparency, consistency, or predictability. 
(d) Procedures are characterized by unwarranted delays, complications, paperwork, 

and general red-tape and too many pressures for "infonnal consideration". 

In both countries, the organic structures and authorities relating to International TradelFDI 
are muddled at best, barely discoverable, and prevent the rational and effective allocation 
of authorities and public policy fornlation. 

Jim Kenworthy 08/03/95 
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COMMERCIAL LAW PROJECT 
Task Directive No. 11 

International Trade and Investment in 
Kazakhstan and Kyrczstan 

Synthesis and Prioritization of Recommendations 

I. Diagnostic Evaluations 

A. In-Depth diagnostic assessment/evaluation ofTrade/FDI-related legal and regulatory 
regimes of Kaazakhstan and Kyrgyzastan with recommendations for further action. 
[33] 

B. Review/evaluation of existing business advocacy capabilities of the authentic Private 
Sector for policy formation/legislation. [27], [41] 

II. Education/Training 

A. Education/training of public officials/staff in elementary economic/legal concepts of 
International Trade/Foreign Direct Investment. [6], [18]. [24], [32A]. 

B. Education/training in TradelFDI-related Public Policy Formation process/procedures. 
[30] 

C. Education/training to enhance Due ProcesslTransparency in Trade/FDI-related aspects 
of administrative process and procedures of government [25], [31]. 

D. Education/training of public officials. lawyers in substantive specific aspects of Commercial 
Law, e.g .• Contracts, Obligations, Credit, Securitization, Bankruptcy, Corporate 
Governance, Fiduciary Responsibility, etc. [32B] 

III. Review/CommcntIDrafting Services 

A. Review/commentlrecommendations-draft re: Trade/FDI-related aspects of new draft 
Kazakh Constitution. [7], [8] 

B. Review/evaluate/recommend-draft re: FDI participation in Privatization program. [13]KA 

C. Revicw/commentlrecommendations-draft re: new Kyrgyz Foreign Investment Law. [19], 
[20] 
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IV. GA TI/WTO-Related 

A. Draft new Customs CodelTariffSchedules based on Harmonized System of Tariffs 
[l]KA. [15]KY. 

B. Develop working relationship with GA TIIWTO Secretariat and Working Party 
technical staffs. [5]KA. [38]KY 

C. Review/CommentlEvaluatelRecommend-draft re: Kazakh GA TTIWTO Accession State
ment of National Interest/Memo of Foreign Trade Regime. [4]. [35]. 

lim Kenworthy 08/03/95 
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ANNEX 8 

Commercial Law Assessment Team 

COrvI.MERClAL LAW PROJECT 

TASK ORDER 

Draft of July 7, 1995 

GENERAL BUSINESS AND COrvI.MERCIAL LAW IN TIlE 

REPUBUCS OF KAZAKHSTAN AND KYRGYST AN 

I. SUlVIl\IARY 

The USAID/CAR Commercial Law Project addresses the need for a1egal environment that 
supports the conduct of pri vate enterprise in the Central Asian Republics of Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgystan. The existing legal framework of commercial laws :lnd involved public and private 
sector institutions is undergoing a rapid transfonnation from the traditional command economy. 
The Commercial Law Project, consisting of four task orders. will provide technical assistance and 
training for the improvement and implementation of commercial hnvs and the establishment or 
strengthening of involved agencies such (1<; the judiciary and private non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs). 

This task order relates to one of the three ftUlctional areas identified as priorites by USAID
-general business and commercial law. It includes both a teclUlical assistance and a training 
component. The training component is intended to provide coordination and support for the 
training activities of the other functional components (Debt Restructuring and Bankruptcy, and 
Trade and Investment). 

II. BACKGROUND 

The Republics of Kazakhstan and Kyrgystan have recently enacted, either through 
parliamentary action or by decree. a significant number of laws relating to commercial activity. 
Each country has adopted Part I of a civil code, which sets out the fundamental principles of 
property and contract. Each has also adopted a law relating to the creation and powers of business 
entities, such as joint-stock companies and partnerships. It is anticipated that each country will 
soon adopt Part II of the civil code, which will provide more detailed provisions relating to 
particular types of transactions. 

The lack of a stable and predictable legal environment for commercial transactions in each 
country is not, therefore, primarily a consequence of the lack of commercial laws. The laws that 
exist, while flawed in many respects, could serve as a basis for cormnercial activity. They have 
not yet done so, however, primarily because there is as yet no effective and predictable means of 
enforcing the rights and obligations created by existing legislation. This in tum stems from several 
causes. The judiciary is weak, sometimes corrupt. and lacking in understanding of the principles 
of commercial law and appreciation of the importance of such principles for a well-functioning 
economy. This lack of tmderstanding extends to the administrative bodies of government, the legal 
profession, and the general public. It is a problem botll of insufficient dissemination of laws. 
regulations, and court decisions, and of a lack of education in the contribution of law to the 
operation of a market economy. There are very few lawyers who have received any significant 
training in commercial law or who have engaged in a private commercial practice. 

A separate problem is that the laws that exist remain overly interventionist and vest 
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excessive discretionary power in administrative bodies. The operation of a business in Kazakhstan 
or Kyrgystan requires a significant number of licenses, registrations, and similar permissions that 
provide opportmtities for administrators to delay or obstruct commercial dealings. Often, 
administrative bodies remain locked in the mindset of the command economy, and attempt to 
exercise extensive control over entreprenemial activity. 

III. OBJECTIVES 

The activities undertaken tmder this Task Order will serve two main purposes, each of 
which is related to the development of an effective and predictable system for the enforcement of 
property, contractual and other rights that arise under or are the subject of commercial transactions. 

The first objective is to identify and work closely with governmental and NGO counterparts 
to carry out reforms of existing laws to make them more conducive to the creation of business 
entities and commercial dealings. The project will develop a priorty list of items within the current 
legal frame\vork that impose substantial costs on private business, and seek changes to the law that 
,vill reduce those costs. As a secondary activity, the project will also provide technical assistance 
for new drafting efforts. 

The second objective is to establish a training and education program for judges, lawyers, 
businessmen, and members of legislative and executive bodies who draft laws. The training 
program will have two components. One will focus on the fundamental building blocks of private 
law, principally property and contract. The second will focus on specialized areas of commercial 
law such as company law, sales, secured transactions, and so on. This second component will 
also provide coordination and technical support to the training programs established under the Debt 
Restnlcturing and Bankruptcy and Trade and Investment projects. 

IV. T ASKSIWORK REQUlRE~IENTS 

A. Task 1. Establish a network of governmental and NGO counterparts. 

The contractor will identify a set of government bodies and NGOs that are willing and 
motivated to work on projects to remove impediments to business creation and operation in 
existing law. The American Bar Association and the American Legal Consortium, working on 
Rule of Law projects for USAID in Kazakhstan and Kyrgystan, have identified potential 
candidates for the NGO cOlUlterparts tUlder this task order. The cOlUlterparts will be selected in 
consultation with USAIDIAlmaty or USAIDlBishkek, as the case may be. Using the training 
program established under Task 4 below. the contractor will provide a training program for the 
counterparts covering the basics of commercial law. This training program will also impress upon 
the counterparts the value of bringing the needs of private businesses to the attention of 
government, drawing careful attention to the distinction between lobbying and improper influence. 

B. Task 2. Work with the connterpart.<; to identify and reform provisions 
of existing law tbat can be made more market-oriented. 

Working with the counterparts, the Contractor will create a list, with assigned levels of 
priority, of elements of existing commercial law that impose large and unnecessary costs on private 
businesses. Priorities should be based on the magnitude of the costs imposed, and projects that do 
not involve extensive redrafting efforts should be preferred. Using this list, the Contractor will 
recommend particular law reform/revision projects, together with one or more counterparts for 
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each such project, for the approval of USAID/Almaty and USAIDlBishkek. 

One likely source of projects is the existing law on business entities. The Civil Code and 
the Presidential decree On Economic Partnerships (the "Decree") of Kazakhstan, and the Civil 
Code and the Law on Joint-Stock Societies (the "JS L'lw") of Kyrgystan establish a procedure for 
registering joint-stock companies, partnerships, and hybrid organizations (hereafter referred to 
coUectively as "companies"), and provide some rudimentary corporate governance provisions. 
These laws impose many restrictions on the creation and operation of business enterprises, ,md 
rely too heavily on prohibitory rather than enabling provisions. The laws also reflect a very 
undeveloped understanding of the need to take risk in order to pursue economic gain. Some 
specific areas that could be refonned are outlined in AIUlex A to tlus Task Order. 

C. Task 3. Identify and work toward removal of unnecessary 
administrative impediments to business formation and operation. 

Working with the counterparts, the Contractor will develop a list of licensing, registration, 
and similar requirements imposed on businesses. The principal focus will be on requirements that 
affect a large number of businesses, as opposed to specialized types of bll';;ines..c:;es such as banks 
or insurance companies. The Contractor will interview personnel of the ministries or other 
e;~ecutive bodies that administer such requirements, as well as businesses that have been through 
the licensing or registration process. The purpose of such interviews will be to identify licensing 
or registration requirements that (1) appear tmjustified or weakly justified on the basis of expressed 
policies of the Government of Kazakhstan or Kyrgystan, as the case may be. (2) either in law or in 
practice provide excessive discretion to the licensing entity. or (3) otherwise impose sigtlificant and 
tUlIlecessary delays or costs on private businesses. 

The Contractor will propose, for the approval of USAID/Almaty or USAID/Bishkek, 
projects to eliminate or streamline particular licensing and registration requirements that meet the 
above criteria. 

D. Task 4. Provide technical assistance for new drafting efforts. 

To the extent consistent willi the aclUevement of the other objectives and tangible results 
identified in this task order, upon request from an appropriate governmental or other body involved 
in legislative drafting, and with the approval of USAIDI Almaty or USAIDlBishkek. as the case 
may be, the Contractor will provide technical expert assistance for new legislative drafting projects 
in the area of commercial law. The Contractor will also provide a coordination function for the 
technical assistance components of the Debt Relief and Bankruptcy and Trade and Investment 
projects [others?], willi the objective of preventing duplication of effort <md maximizing the 
efficiency of the assistance effort. 

E. Task 5. Establish commercial law training centers ill Almaty and 
Bishkek. 

The Contractor will establish commercial law trailung centers in Almaty and Bishkek 
pursuant to agreements with a public sector and a private sector cOlmterpart in each country. The 
Contractor will recommend whether separate public and private sector centers should be 
established, or whether one center in each country will be sufficient to provide training to both 
public and private sector personnel. In Bishkek the public sector cOlmterpart will be the 
Coordinating Committee ("CC") formed to coordinate the assistance of Western aid donors. The 
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public sector counterpart for Kazakhstan and the private sector counterparts "'ill be selected in 
consultation with USAIDI Almaty or USAIDlBishkek, as the case may be. The cOlmterparts will 
be expected to provide facilities for the training centers, without cost to USAID or the Contractor. 

The Contractor, while making maximum possible use of existing equipment and training 
materials, will provide staff and all necessary equipment and training materials for the centers, 
including legal and administrative specialists, computers, copiers, fax machines, telephones, 
audio-visual equipment and such other office equipment and supplies as are necessary to operate 
the training programs. 

The training centers will operate training programs in three distinct areas: 

1. Ftmdamentals of Private Law and its Implementation 

One set of training programs, to be targeted at the widest audience, will relate to basic 
property, contract, and commercial law. These training programs will not focus on instruction in 
the technical details of particldar areas of the law, but instead on the role that law, particularly 
property, contract, and commercial law, plays in creating economic opportunity and growth in the 
private sector. The programs will do so by providing instruction in the econorn.ic functions of 
property and contract and the role that legal rules and legal enforcement play in securing those 
economic benefits. They will as10 train participants to recognize the incentives created by existing 
and proposed laws and to distinguish incentives that are compatible with the growth of private 
economic activity from those incentives that are not. 

These programs will be targeted at the drafters and implementers of commercial law, 
including legislators, judges and administrative personnel, and also at users of commercial law, 
including lawyers, businesspersons, and the general pUblic. 

The training center will make it a high priority to establish contact with and provide general 
property, contract and commercial law training (through short duration seminars or the regular 
training programs, as appropriate) to, senior government officials who are sympathetic to the goals 
of market refonn. 

2. Specific areas of comrnerciallaw 

The training centers will also provide instruction and training in specific areas of 
commercial law. In part, this will consist of providing teclmical assistance to the Debt 
Restructuring and Bankruptcy and the Trade and Investment projects. The Contractor will also, 
however. provide instruction in other areas of commercial and general business law. 

These training programs will consist both of short-duration events such as seminars and 
conferences, and more comprehensive training programs. In order to assure the primacy of 
instruction in basic legal enforcement, however, the latter category of training programs ",ill be 
available only to persons who have already participated in the general training program. This 
policy shall not apply to conferences or seminars of short duration. 

The Contractor should seek a commitment from each cOlmterpart to make sure that at least 
_ public sector employees and _ private sector employees, as the case may be, participate in a 
minimum of _ hours of training during each year of this task order. 
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v. TANGIBLE RESULTSIBENCHiVIARKS 

A. Identification of Counterparts 

Within 30 davs of the effective date of this ta..c;k order. the Contractor will have 
-- ideiltified a group of govemmental and NGG cOIDlterparts for the tasks to be 

undertaken pursuant to this task order. The list of cOlmterparts may of course be expanded during 
the course of the work. 

--advised USAID/ Almatv and USAID/Bishkek of its recommendations re~arding 
the number of training centers. "' ~ -

--readied agreement with one public sector and one private sector cOlmterpart in 
each of Almaty and Bishkek regarding the establishment of the training centers described in Task 
4. 

B. Establisbment of Training Centers 

Within 60 clays of the effective clate of this task order, the Contractor will have 
--opened training centers in each of Almaty and Bishkek, which ""ill have in place 

local and expatriate staff and necessary equipment. 

Within 90 days of the effective date of this task order, the Contractor will have 
--developed a set of training materials in Russian and English for the general 

training program and initiated the general training program. 
--developed a six month training program for both the general training and specific 

areas of commercial law. At a minimum, _ hours of general training ,,,ill be provided for_ 
persons per month at each center. 

C. Law Reform Projects 

Within 60 days of the effective date of this task order, the Contractor will have 
--created a priorty list of law reform projects as outlined in Task 2. 
--created a list of licensing and registration requirements as outlined in Task 3. 
--developed a six month work plan for carrying out law refonn projects under the 

guidelines set out in Tasks 2 through 4. 

VI. TRAINING 

Training is an integral focus of this task order. 

VII. ESTIlVlATED LEVEL OF EFFORT 

The personnel level of effort includes three person years of long-term expatriate technical 
specialists, 18 months of short-term technical assistance specialists, and eighteen person years of 
LCN/TCN persOlmel. 

Chief of Party/Commercial Law Training Specialist 

The Chief of Party, to operate from the training center in Almaty, will be responsible for overall 
management of the two centers and for technical supervision of the materials and content of 
training programs. Qualifications include law degree, experience in teaching and/or practice of 
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commercial law, and experience in managing law training or educational programs. Preference 
will be given for comparative law experience, international project management background, and 
Russian speaking ability. 

Training Program ~Ianagers (Two) 

The Training Program ~'lanagers will establish and operate the commercial law training programs 
in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. They will each supervise a staff of seven to eleven persons and 
wiH be responsible for the design and delivery of training programs. Qualifications include a 
degree in law or allied profession (economics, business, training/education) and experience in the 
management of training or educational programs. Preference will be given for law degree, 
advanced degree in Economics, or 'NlBA; comparative law experience; international project 
management experience; and Russian speaking ability. 

Public Information and Education Specialist 

The Public Information and Education Specialist will support the development of training and 
information materials on commercial law and will be responsible for generating news releases; 
coordining with media regarding commercial law developmenta; and preparing and publishing the 
quarterly nesletter. Qualifications include degree in journalism or related public information field, 
experience in managing public information programming, and Russian speaking ability. 
Preference will be given for law degree and international project experience. 

Technical Experts (Two) 

Two Technical Experts will identify opportunities and work on projects involving law reform and 
provide technical assistance to law drafters. Qualifications include a degree in law and a 
background in commercial law. Preference will be given for Russian speaking ability. 
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AnnexA 

Potential reforms of the existing laws relating to business entities in Kazakhstan and Kyrgystan 
include: 

Capital: Current law, both in Kazakhstan and Kyrgystan, reflects a naive and outdated 
notion that the stated capital of an enterprise provides some meaningful protection to the creditors 
of a business enterprise. Current law includes a number of mandatory provisions regarding 
capital. Although the language is ambiguous, it appears to require that the entire initial proceed,> 
from the sale of stock be allocated to stated capital (Art. 57 of Decree; Art. 7 of JS Law). Specified 
percentages of the stated capital must be paid in at specified times (id.). Losses that reduce the 
value of the company's property below the amount of its stated capital (which, again, would 
appear to consist of the entire consideration paid for its shares) require a change in stated capital 
and re-registration and may lead to mandatory liquidation of the company. In Kazakhstan. the 
shareholders may not agree among themselves as to the value of property contributed in payment 
for shares; such property must be independently appraised (Art. 6(4». These provisions 
discourage risk-taking and the use of the joint-stock form for start-up companies. 

It shotdd be noted that the government might justify some of these provisions on the 
grOtmds that judicial remedies are at this point too weak to permit the effective use of contractual 
arrangements among shareholders and creditors to protect the expectations of all parties. For 
example. the provisions for mandatory payment of specified percentages of stated capital might be 
argued to protect shareholders against paying for their shares and then discovering that other 
shareholders have not paid for theirs. However. this simply reinforces the paramount importance 
of creating effective enforcement of contractual rights. The protections afforded by stated capital 
provisions are very weak. and they come at a high price in flexibility. 

In general, the amount and timing of shareholders' contributions should be a matter of 
contract among the shareholders and the creditors of the company. The various mandatory 
provisions of current law provide an almost whoHy illusory protection to creditors, and impose 
administrative burdens on the shareholders and managers of joint-stock companies. Moreover, 
they are likely to contribute to a lack of understanding of the role of risk-taking. It would be 
desireable to avoid repeating the experience of many western countries in the nineteenth century, 
when high-par stocks were the norm and par values were prominently displayed on certificates, 
sometimes misleading small shareholders into believing that the share certificate was like a bond 
that "guaranteed" payment of at least the par value. 

Purposes: In order to be registered, the founding documents of a company must identify 
the business to be engaged in, and any change in these activities requires re-registration. It appears 
that the registration authorities have insisted on the identification of specific purposes. One 
significant risk inherent in the current system is that it increases the oppommity for cotruption and 
anticompetitive behavior. When entreprenelU"s must declare to the registration authority the precise 
nature of the business they intend to cany out, potential competitors may learn about the new 
entrant prior to its registration and seek to convince the registration authority not to register the new 
entrant. 

The law should be revised to make it clear that a general purposes clause is acceptable, and 
to remove the requirement to re-register in the event of a change in activities. 
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Re~stration of share issuance: TIle present securities law in Kazakhstan requires 
registration under the securities law of aU issuances of shares. Most western countries recognize 
the concept of a share issuance to a small number of sophisticated investors who do not need the 
protections of registration. The USAID Mass Privatil.ation Team has identified this feature of the 
law as an appropriate condidate for additional effort. 

iyljsceUaneous restrictions: The Kazakhstan business entities law contains a varietv of 
mandatory provisions that would appear mmecess...1.ry. For example. only physical persons and not 
legal entities may be a general partner of a general or limited partnership (Decree, Art. 3( 1 ». No 
one may be a general partner of more than one partnership (Art. 3(2». 

As a general matter, the business entities laws of Kazakhstan and Kyrgystan rely much too 
heavily on prohibitory rather than enabling provisions. In many cases, the law should be changed 
to provide that a particular result, which is currently mandatory, will hold only to the extent the 
parties do not provide to the contrary in their charter or through other contractual arrangements. 

These items are intended to be illustrative only, not to suggest that these are the highest priority 
items for refonn. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO:Washington ARD/Checchi Rule of Law Consortium 
Copy:USAID Almaty 
Copy:IRIS Design Team 

FROM:Keith Rosten, ARD/Checchi Rule of Law Consortium 

DATE:July 18, 1995 

RE:Kyrgyzstan Training 

USAID requested the ARD/Checchi Rule of Law Consortium's Regional Office in Washington 
D.C. to render counsel and assistance for a design team on commercial law in Central Asia. Based 
on my experience in the legislative drafting under the Rule of Law Consortium's Regional Contract 
and training under the Russia contract, I was asked to participate in the formulation of several task 
orders for Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan with specific emphasis in training to support the substantive 
areas of commercial law, bankruptcy, trade and investment and training. This memorandum 
summarizes my findings on how to implement a training program in Kyrgyzstan and strives to lay 
a basis for the development of a specific work plan for Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan .. I intend to 
prepare another memorandum specifically devoted to Kazakhstan after I have concluded my visit to 
Kazakhstan .. 

Focus 

The primary goal of the training program is to teach professionals in the substantive areas of the 
commercial law project (commercial law; bankruptcy; and trade and investment). The approach I 
would suggest is to segment the professional population into attorneys (including those in private 
practice; corporate counsel; prosecutors; workers for the Ministry of the Interior); judges; and 
government workers. The project should be sequenced in the following manner: 1) teach local 
professionals how best to train their peers; 2) provide funding to assure attendance throughout the 
country for each professional segment; and 3) increase the institutional capacity of local 
organizations to provide training in the substantive areas of the project. 

The major initial hurdle to overcome is to maintain focus on the objectives of the activity. Some 
programs lose their way because they cannot determine what goals they are trying to achieve. The 
programs seem to spend their time in assessments and design rather than implementation. My 
understanding of the estimated duration of this program is one year. The limited time means that 
the program must be ready to go on day one and maintain a rigorous focus on the goals. There 
will undoubtedly be temptations to expand the breadth of the program. It will take discipline to 
concentrate on the limited goals (which in themselves are ambitious). 

I have tried to present a training program that builds on this focus of the program. Because of the 
limited time, the program design must lend itself to quick implementation. It must capitalize on 
quick successes. The training activity must build on its momentum and increase its credibility with 
professional programs that demonstrate to the respective audience their utility. 

Levers of Success 

These kinds of programs succeed only on the basis of three important levers. Three major levers 



to assure a successful program: institutional support on the Kyrgyzstani side; institutional support 
from a U.S. organization; and a skillful contractor to bridge the vast void between the institutions. 
The Skillful Contractor: Personnel 

I recognize that there has been some suggestion of having 3-4 expatriates on this project. I suggest 
that one expatriate working with one or more expatriates in Almaty would be sufficient to support 
this project. There will be at least 3 expatriates in Bishkek on the other three commercial law 
projects. Each of those expatriates is supposed to be working to some extent on training for his or 
her substantive area. The bankruptcy contractor is supposed to work in concert with the training 
contractor on training in the bankruptcy area Consequently, there should be sufficient resources 
to launch these programs in Bishkek with one expatriate. (As will be discussed in my memo on 
Kazakhstan, probably one expatriate will also be sufficient for Kazakhstan, but I have not 
concluded my discussions in Almaty.) 

This project should heavily rely on a local staff of professionals of 3-6 Kyrgyzstanis. It has been 
my experience that local staff, with proper training, can be invaluable in implementing the 
program. I would assign at least one professional to each professional group (attorneys, judges, 
government workers). I would also consider hiring one local professional to work with the 
bankruptcy program; one with the trade and investment group; and one with the commercial law 
group. Since there are limited resources within the country, the major effort should be to retain 
either law students or young attorneys. 

As part of the budget for the Kyrgyzstan office, I would also include the services of a guard, a 
driver, a secretary and a bookkeeper. 

The Host Institutions: Identifying the Audience 

There are three discrete audiences for the training program: judges; attorneys; and legislative 
drafters. 

Judges 

There are three separate court systems in Kyrgyzstan: the commercial courts (also known as the 
arbitrage courts); the courts of general jurisdiction; and the constitutional court. There are 
approximately 40 judge positions in the commercial courts; but there are 12 vacancies. The 
commercial courts hear approximately 3000 cases per year. The chair of the supreme commercial 
court is Daniiar Narymbaev, who has been the subject of some criticism from the U.S. Embassy in 
Bishkek. Nevertheless, he received me and the other members of the delegation in Bishkek well, 
and expressed his interest in the training initiative. 

There are approximately 225 judges in the courts of general jurisdiction, including 21 judges on the 
Supreme Court. According to estimates from the newly-appointed chair of the Supreme Court, 
approximately 100-125 of the judges regularly hear commercial matters. The recently-appointed 
chair of the supreme court is Mamadiyar Isabaev, who is keenly interested in a training program. 
He has participated in a seminar for judges in Estonia, and viewed with admiration a training center 
for judges. Judge Isabaev will also be participating in a NET training program at the National 
Center for State Courts. This program is an introduction to the U.S. justice system. 

There is currently a quiet but intense debate on whether to combine the two court systems. I had 
the impression from the Minister of Justice that the unification of the two systems is almost a fait 
accompli. But Narymbaev made it clear that he will resist this refonn. Nevertheless, this issue 
should not impede a training program for judges. The chairs of both courts indicated that they 
have very good relations. Their mutual interest should support a commercial training program for 



judges. This training will probably also garner the support of the Minister of Justice. 

Attorneys 

There are no precise figures on the number of practicing lawyers in Kyrgyzstan. The best 
estimates are that there are 180 practicing attorneys in Bishkek and 25 in Osh and less than 50 in 
the rest of the country. Consequently, the number of lawyers to reach is limited. 

There are two organizations that are potential partners for training initiatives. There is a Union of 
Kyrgyz Lawyers, established about four years ago. This is apparently a government run union 
which is unlikely to be a major force in implementing the program. They have not sponsored any 
training programs. Nevertheless, the Union may enjoy some support from parliamentarians, 
including the former Minister of Justice. Consequently, this organization could impede the 
program. 

The ABA-CEELI representative in Bishkek, Howard Ockman, has cast his lot with the Ukuk 
Fund. This organization enjoys considerable respect. The Minister of Justice also referred me to 
the head of the Fund, Mergul (whose last name unfortunately I did not catch). Mergul's husband 
works in the President's office under Nelia Beishenalieva. Mergul, who does not have a legal 
education, was one of the founders of Ukuk in 1992. There are currently five people working at 
Ukuk, one of whom is an attorney who renders legal services. Mergul is now a law student 
through the correspondence division of the National Law School. Mergul knows some English 
and has been in New York, working with the New York Bar Association; she is currently even 
writing an article with Scott Horton of Paterson, Bellknop, Webb & Tyler. 

Under Mergul's leadership, Ukuk has sponsored several seminars for judges, prosecutors, 
lawyers and personnel at the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Ukuk also has done work in the area of 
election laws. Ukuk is working with the president's office and the ministry of justice to sponsor 
some seminars on the draft civil code. ABA-CEELI and Ukuk have sponsored a six month long 
series of seminars on a variety of subjects, including bankruptcy, forms of business organization, 
tax and contracts. 

Ukuk has recently received a grant from the American Legal Consortium in the area of election 
law. Some lawyers have written articles at Ukuk's request. Aside from grants, the sole source of 
income for Ukuk is the attorney on staff (and sometimes attorneys working on contract). 

Ukuk is working with ABA-CEELI to launch a bar association. Mergul recognizes that the new 
bar association may in effect become a competitor to Ukuk; nevertheless, she is keenly interested in 
assisting in creating the new organization. According to Howard Ockman of ABA-CEELI, there 
will be a congress to form the new bar association. The future structure and focus of Ukuk will 
depend on the activities of the new bar association. 

The training project should leverage off of CEELI's good efforts in organizing seminars for the 
local bar. The project should use Ukuk's organizational skills to organize seminars. Those who 
have taught in the CEELI-Ukuk sponsored seminars offer a good pool of talent for potential 
trainers. If the new bar association is actively interested in providing continuing legal education for 
lawyers, then the project may shift its efforts, and work with the new bar. Indeed, I think that 
Ukuk may well support this transfer of functions. 

Legislative Drafters 

The third target audience may be the most problematic because there is not a discrete group of 



government workers that provide an easy target for training. Government workers are poorly 
paid. There is high turnover in the government work force. Consequently, training efforts may 
amount to very little if the target audience spends little time in government service. 

One possible approach is to target legislative drafters. Based on the experience of the regional 
contract, drafting exercises work only when they engage local professionals in the drafting 
process. The skills in a small post-Soviet country such as Kyrgyzstan are woefully inadequate. 
Most of the drafters are young and have little experience. Nevertheless, they could be trained. 
There are two major centers of legislative activity: within the president'S office under the leadership 
of Nelia Beishenalieva; and within the Ministry of Justice under the leadership of Larisa 
Gutnichenko. In the Ministry of Justice, there are currently 16 lawyers drafting and reviewing 
legislation. They have some current e-mail capability, and access to some translators. There are 
now currently nine lawyers on the president's office on legal affairs. These 25 lawyers should be 
the target for training. 

Another approach, or possibly a complementary approach is to use some of the expertise 
developed in the attorney training program, and develop a specific program for government 
workers at the local level. I would suggest that this training be tied to the other task orders as part 
of implementation efforts for specific pieces of legislation. 

The U.S. Organization 

I would suggest U.S. organizations to implement this program. For example, the National Judicial 
College or a similar organization can implement the commercial law training program for judges. 
A continuing education program for lawyers can implement the commercial law training for 
attorneys. A state legislature may assist in the implementation of the program for legislative 
drafters. 

Implementation of Program 

The project should carefully choose U.S. organizations to implement the project. Most major 
institutions do not have an international focus. Many are comfortable teaching the U.S. system of 
justice, which may have some interest but little relevance to a project on commercial law training. 
The approach I would suggest is for the training project is to teach a local cadre of professionals to 
teach other professionals. We have used this approach for judges and prosecutors in Russia with 
tremendous impact. It is much more compelling to engage professionals through a core of leading 
local trainers. For the purposes of example, I have set forth below an approach that I think will 
work for judges in Kyrgyzstan. A similar approach can be used for attorneys. 

Stage I: Training the Trainers. Two delegations of 12 would go to a leading institution in the 
United States to receive an introduction into training methodologies, particularly those adaptable to 
teaching commercial law subjects. Each delegation will consist of eight Kazakhstanis and four 
Kyrgyzstanis. The Kyrgyzstan representatives would come from both the commercial courts and 
the courts of general jurisdiction. The project should give preference to judges, but should 
consider attorneys or other professionals who are committed to teaching judges. 

These seminars should include among other subjects, teaching methodology, micro-teaching 
exercises, micro-teaching presentations, teaching property and contracts, teaching general 
commercial law (sales, secured transactions, etc.), teaching remedies (including execution of 
judgements), teaching bankruptcy, teaching company and securities laws, teaching trade and 
investment laws. In addition, the seminar should include areas specific to that particular 
profession, as for example the role of the judge, judicial decision-making and judicial ethics. The 
National Judicial College has already conducted a similar seminar for commercial court judges in 
the Russian Federation. The materials have already been prepared, and the NJC has already 



prepared a budget. This phase of the project could proceed very swiftly. 

Stage IT: Commercial Law Training Program for Judges: The purpose of this stage is twofold: 1) 
to increase the enrolment of judges in a training program; and 2) to introduce new subjects into the 
curriculum. The NJC will send a delegation of five judge trainers to Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan . 
The curriculum would be developed by mutual agreement of the project and the respective courts. 
It would include many of the subjects in Stage I training (with the exception of the methodology of 
teaching). The trainers from the NJC are for the most part sitting judges. For the purposes of this 
example, I have assumed a five day seminar in Kazakhstan followed by a three day seminar in 
Kyrgyzstan. The courses would be taught by those who have been through Stage I of the project 
along with the trainers from the NJC. 

The project would reimburse those who attend the seminars for travel, lodging and per diem 
expenses. Assuming that this seminar could accommodate 60-80 judges, two seminars could 
reach most all of the judges who hear commercial court cases in Kyrgyzstan. 

Stage TIl: Advanced Training on New Legislation: The final phase of this approach is to support 
local professionals to prepare advanced training materials on specific topics. This approach will 
include three prongs: 1) lectures at sites throughout the country; 2) videotapes that could be 
viewed; and 3) written materials. This stage of the activity will focus on the three substantive areas 
of the other task orders. I would assume that all four projects will work in concert and work 
especially closely in this stage. Lectures simply cannot convey the mass of information that 
professionals need in the three substantive areas. This stage will enable local institutions to 
produce their own written material and videotapes. I would suggest that the expenses for 
producing materials on the three substantive areas would come from the budgets of those projects. 
The materials generated from this phase of the project could also be used for training attorneys, 
government workers, and could readily be adapted for use in law schools. 

This same approach can readily be adapted for lawyers. A modified approach can be used for 
government workers. Since the universe of drafters is limited, I would suggest that the training 
project conduct a series of workshops to raise the level of understanding of drafters, but not to 
create or nurture a separate institution for training legislative drafters .. 

These programs can be launched very quickly. One approach is to work within the framework of 
an existing contract. For example, the Regional Contract of the ARD/Checchi Rule of Law 
Consortium could be one possible alternative. Regardless of which contractor AID selects, the 
sequencing of the activities may determine whether this program will be successful. 

Sequencing 

I would place highest priority on the training of judges, followed by the training of attorneys. 
There will be substantial overlap not only in the materials, but also possibly in the personnel. I 
would then leave the difficult area of training government workers for the last stage. A preliminary 
schedule may look like the following: 

OfficeJudicialAttorneyGovt Worker 
Month 1 Set up office 
Hire fIrst phase local employees (3 profls,guard, driver, book keeper) 
Obtain equipment for office 

Negotiate contract with the judicial training institution in the U.S. 
Month 2 
Continue to set up office 
Training for local employees 



Protocol with the courts for training 

Month 3 
Contract with the bar association (attorney training in the United States) 
Protocol with local organization such as Ukuk 

Month 4 
Purchase training equipment for use in seminars 
Second phase local hiring (3 additional profls) 
First group of judge trainers to the US 

MonthS 
First delegation of judges to Kyr 
Commence work on special seminars for substantive areas 

Month 6 
First group of attorney trainers to the US 
Commence seminars on special subjects 

Month 7 
First delegation of attorneys to Kyr 
Special program for legislative drafters 

MonthS 
Second group of judge trainers to the US 

Month 9 
Second delegation of judges to Kyr. 
Second group of attorney trainers to the US 

Month 10 
Second delegation of attorneys to Kyr 

Month 11 
Follow-up and evaluation 

Month 12 
Follow-up and evaluationBudget 

I have prepared a preliminary budget, not including office expenses and salaries for both local and 
expatriate employees. In my [mal report, I will develop this budget more completely. I have also 
attached as Appendix I an estimated budget from the National Judicial College for a 12 month 
project. This budget includes both Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. 

,0=( 



Judge Program$235,OOO 
Reimburse expenses 80,000 
Attorney Program 280,000 
Reimburse Expenses 80,000 
Material Assistance 160,000 
Govt Workers Program 150,000 

This budget should allow the program to achieve its goals. 

Appendix I 
Pro Forma Budget of The National Judicial College 
Kazakhstan & Kyrgyzstan Judicial Training Program 
12 month Project - 1996 Estimated Cost Level 

Training Program at NJC 

Travel, Per Diem & Fees: 
Participants Transportation - 24@ $2,10050,400 
Participants Per Diem - 24 @ $85 Reno x 7 days 
San Francisco x 3 days26,520 
Faculty Transportation - 6 @ $500 3,000 
Faculty Per Diem - 6 @ $85 Reno x 7 days 3,570 
Faculty Consultant Fees - $2,500 x 2 program 5,000 
Education Specialist Evaluation - $300 x 4 days 1,200 
Interpreters & Escorts Transportation - 6 @ $500 3,000 
Interpreters & Escorts Per Diem -
6 @ $85 Reno x 7 days + $170 San Fran. x 3 days 6,630 
Interpreters Fees - 4 @ $400 per day x 10 days 16,000 
Escorts Fees - 2 @ $280 per day x 10 days 5,600 
NJC Staff - San Francisco Transportation - 2@ $180 360 
NJC Staff - San Francisco Per Diem -
2@ $170 per day x 3 days 1,020 
Ground Transportation - Reno & San Francisco -
2 programs @ $1,500 3,000 

Total Travel, Per Diem & Fees125,300 

Program Materials: 
Preparation & Completion - 2 programs @ $1,000 2,000 
Translation of Materials - 2 programs @ $5,00010,000 

Total Program Materialsl2,OOO 

Training Program in Kazakhstan & Kyrgyzstan 
Travel, Per Diem & Fees: 
Faculty Transportation - 10 @ $2,10021,000 
Faculty Per Diem - 10 @ $150 x 10 days15,000 
Faculty Fees - 10 @ $500 5,000 
Interpreters Fees - Kazakhstan/Kyrgyzstan -
2 @ $280 per day x 10 days - estimated 5,600 

Total Travel, Per Diem & Fees46,600 



NJC Staffing Costs - Salary, Fringe & Overhead: 
Professional Staff - 70 days @ $50035,000 
Program Support Staff - 60 days@ $27516,500 

Total NJC Staffing Cost51 ,500 

Total for Training Programs -
NJC & Kazakhstan!Kyrgyzstan235,400 



ANNEX 10 
MEMJRANDUM: KAZAKHSTAN mMMERCIAL TRAINING 

JULy 21, 1995 

MEMORANDUM 

TO:Washington ARD/Checchi R\de of Law Consortium 
Copy: USAID Alrnaty 
Copy:IRIS Design Team 

FROM:Keith Rosten, ARD/Checchi Rule of Law Consortium 

DATE:July 21. 1995 

RE:Kazakhstan Commercial Training 

This memorandum summarizes my findings and conc1usions based on my visits and interviews in 
Kazakhstan. This memorandum should be read along with my memorandum dated July 18, 1995 
regarding Kyrgyzstan training. 

Approach 

The approach in Kazakhstan will be similar to the approach I have recommended for Kyrgyzstan. 
The approach is guided by the following principles: 

Local trainers: The most effective way to train and disseminate information in the area of 
commercial law is to engage local professional. who are the primary instructors. 

Local institutions: The training program should tap the resources of existing or emerging local 
organizations. It sholdd not try to set up stand-alone programs without local support. 

Foreign institutions: The implementing agent for the training program should be a u.s. or other 
foreign institution with expertise in training for the target audience. For example, a judicial training 
institute should assist in implementing training for judges. 

Constraints 

There are several factors that may make this program difficuJt. The design of the training program 
should be flexible enough to overcome these challenges. I have listed some of the more difficuJt 
challenges below: 

Moving Target: Personnel and institutions change with lightening speed. Salaries in government 
are low. If a government employee such as a judge or government lawyer may be able to make 
50% or even 100% more in private practice in the United States, in Kazakhstan, a qualified judge 
or ministerial official may be able to make 5-10 times as much in private practice. Consequently, 
the turnover is rapid. There is paucity of choices from which to select a host institution, and most 
of those institutions are in tratISltion .. 

Draft Constitution and Reorganization of the Courts: The draft constitution proposes to eliminate 
the commercial COlutS. Combining the judicial ranks of the commercial courts with those of the 
courts of general jurisdiction will dramatically affect the administration of the colu1s, including 
most impot1antly for the training project the training of judges. For example, the Minister of 
Justice is strongly for the proposed elimination of the conunercial cOlU1s. The chair of the 



decisions, and others. The students do not receive any written material. One major impediment to 
training judges is that there are insufficient fmds to bring judges to Ahnaty for training. Orenbaev 
believes that if the court systems were combined, that commercial court judges would also undergo 
training at the Institute. 

Attorneys 

In late 1993, a new lawyers' association was fonned to replace the fonner association. which the 
Minister of Justice had declined to re-register. I was one of two foreigners that attended the 
conference. President Nazarbayev personally picked out the head of the fonner association, 
Sartaev, for criticism, essentially for using the organization for his own purposes and not 
organil.ing anything for lawyers. The new lawyers' association was formed to replace the former 
association. From all reports, this new organization has also done very little, if anything, to 
support the needs of lawyers. The head of the organization is Nurpeisov, who is also the head of 
the Kazakh State Law Institute, and an influential adviser to the President. 

The ABA-CEELl's representative, John Cristman, has tried to work in the regions at a grassroots 
level. But the local attorneys have fomd little need to organize, and there are few lawyers in 
private practice that need the support of a bar association. John Cristman is leaving CEEll in a 
couple of weeks, and may be a good candidate to work for the contractor for the training task 
order. 

There are two other emerging organizations. One is an association for women lawyers'. The 
group has about 200 members and has sponsored some events. The other group known as the 
Association of Lawyers of the Business World (which I will refer to as the "Commercial Lawyers' 
Association") has had one meeting, at which 250 attorneys attended. The group has scheduled 
another meeting on July 25 to discuss the draft constitution. One of the leaders of the Commercial 
Lawyers' Association is Anatoli Matiukhin, who is the rector at the Adilet Law School, one of the 
private law schools in Almaty. (The Ministry of Education is failing to register numerous law 
schools throughout the country, and many of the private law schools are in the process of closing. 
It is expected that Adilet will remain open.) For full disclosure, I was a Fulbright Lecturer at Adilct 
and know and respect many of the faculty members at the school. Matiukhin thinks that one of the 
directions of the Commercial Lawyers' Association will be to provide continuing education for 
lawyers. 

Drafters 

There are severnl sources of draft legislation, and several institutions that may emerge with some 
responsibility in legislative drafting. A group of local lawyers and academics are wotking with 
Pepper Hamilton and Scheetz under a World Bank contract, drnfting most of the commercial 
legislation. The contract will extend up through the end of the year. This group is the major brain 
trust of the country in commercial law, and it is unlikely that they would be interested in training. 

The Pepper Hamilton group is working closely with the Deputy Minister of Justice, Enlik 
Nurgalieva. The Deputy Minister has a group of about 20 lawyers working with her, but with the 
pay at about $30 a month, few stay longer than a year. Few can afford to stay longer than a year. 
There are other ministries actively involved in developing commercial legislation. The Minister of 
Justice, who was recently also named deputy premier, was highly critical of some of these efforts, 
and suggested that the Ministry of Justice is supposed to be the coordinator for legislation. 

The Minister of Justice has also established an institute for legislation. The latter institution would 
be a good institution to work with--in three years, according to the Deputy Minister. Now the 



assist in designing and implementing the program. 1ms Association. is a new institution, but with 
the organizational and administrative assistance of Adilet Law School, the Association could be an 
important tool for continuing education for lawyers in the commercial area. Adilet is capable of 
tapping its faculty as well as practicing lawyers to teach in a continuing education program. 

Drafters 

The situation with training drafters is even more murky. I would not make this a high priority in 
the program, simply because those government workers involved in drafting and reviewing 
legislation do not stay itt their jobs for very long. Nevertheles..c;, I would work with the Ministry of 
Justice and possibly other ministries to develop a short-tenn program in Almaty for those involved 
in the drafting process. I would also try to include some of the other instituti<IDS (fustitute of 
Legislation, Center 00 Private Law) at some of these seminars. 

With each of the host institutions in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, I would strongly recommend 
preparing a general agreement or memorandum of understanding, specifically setting forth 
responsibilities of the U.S. contractor and the host institution. I would then prepare a protocol for 
each activity or program with that institution. These protocols should be thoroughly discu..c;sed and 
negotiated with the host institution. Although they may not be legally bindin~ documents, these 
protocols provide a good road map to the activity, and inject some discipline mto the relatiooship 
between the U.S. contractor and the host institutions. We have used these kinds of documents in 
Russia, and they have been extremely helpful in letting the host institution know what the explicit 
goals of the program are, what is expected of the host institution in tenus of organizational support 
and assuring participation in the programs. 

Local Organizatiooal Structure 

The organizational structure in Abnaty should mirror the structure in Bisbkek. I would hire one 
expatriate, an attorney, along with 3-6 local professional hires. I would also consider hiring a 
second expatriate in the area of training and continuing education. The training person would be 
most directly involved in Stage 3 training (Advanced Training), developing materials, videos, and 
organizing lectures in the three substantive task orders, and working closely with the three other 
contractors. The training expert need not be hired immediately, but could brought on after a few 
months. The general sequence and target dates that I suggested in my previous memorandum are 
appropriate. 

J&O 


